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ABSTRACT
This dissertation examines one of the most widely observed grammatical
phenomena in a number of languages, the dative subject construction (e.g. John-ni
nihongo-ga hanaseru "John can speak Japanese/it is possible for John to speak Japanese").
The greatest controversy surrounding the Japanese dative subject construction concerns
the grammatical status of the nouns (i.e. the n/'-marked first NP. John, and the ^a-marked
second NP. Japanese) in this construction. A number of different linguistic traditions
including generative grammar, functionalism and the kokiigogaku ("the study of the
national language") tradition have e.xamined this phenomenon, and a number of
hypotheses have been advanced. However, no comprehensive studies on the
phenomenon have yet been done with naturally occurring conversation as the primar\'
source of data. Also very little attention has been paid to the questions of how this
construction appeared/developed diachronically. In utilizing pre-modem and modem
Japanese discourse data, this dissertation aims to accomplish three goals. The initial
objective is to provide evidence that the dative subject construction is. in fact, rarely
found in naturally occurring conversation, and the patterns observed in actual discourse
are significantly different from those examples found in prior linguistic literature. The
second goal is to demonstrate how the occurrences of this construction are similar and/or
different depending on discourse types (i.e. spoken language vs. written language:
narrative portion vs. conversational portion). The final goal is to offer an alternative to
the past approaches. In opposition to the standard account that the Japanese dative
subject construction is related to a transitive clause, the NPrga NPj-ga pattern, based on
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my diachronic and synchronic analysis. I propose that the dative subject construction may
have emerged from the existential/locational construction via the metonymic use of ni.
which mariied a locative-like NP for defocusing its agentivity to avoid the explicit
mention of an individual worthy of respect. In view of the results presented in this
dissertation, instead of talking of its grammatical status, the so-called "dative subject" ni
in modem Japanese discourse may be better characterized in terms of its discoursepragmatic functions, which derived from its locative nature.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 OverviewIt has been almost four decades since linguists began to attempt to find the
universal characteristics of language based on the assumption that a language consists of
a set of static products that can be constructed according to certain rules. One of the early
proponents of this idea. Noam Chomsky, put it as follows:
From now on 1 will consider a language to be a set (finite or infinite) of sentences.
each finite in length and constructed out of a finite set of elements. (Chomsky
1957: 13)
The view of "language as a set of products" (Linell 1982) has been a recurrent theme in
linguistic literature for years here in the United States. Such claims have been generally
based on constructed data and have offered significant theoretical contributions to our
understanding of the universal nature of human languages.
Over the last two decades, discourse studies and corpus studies have emerged and
provided new approaches and insights into the "grammar in use" (Leech 1999) of talk-ininteraction in contrast to that of the written language or constructed examples (e.g.
Crystal 1979: Clancy 1982: Linell 1982. 1988: Pawley and Syder 1983: Schiffrin 1987:
Chafe 1987: Halliday 1989; Langacker 1987. 1991; Hopper 1992a. 1992b. 1997; Miller
1995; Ochs et al. 1996: Iwasaki and Ono 1998. 2002; Biber et al. 1998. 1999; Leech
1999; Bybee and Hopper 2001; Bybee to appear; Thompson to appear). These studies
take the view that "speech consists of transient, dynamic behavior distributed and limited
in time" (Linell 1982:45). and focus on the analysis of linguistic behavior in an on-line
interaction which is dependent on background knowledge, nonverbal signals and various
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Other features of the situational context. That is. the grammar of a human language is not
static or autonomous but "a real-time, social phenomenon, and therefore is temporal: its
structure is always deferred, always in a process but never arriving, and therefore
emergent" (Hopper 1987: 141). This dissertation takes this view that GRAMMAR IS
EMERGENT,

and examines one of the most widely observed grammatical phenomena in a

number of languages, the so-called "dative subject" or "experiencer" in spoken Japanese
and written Japanese.
Dative subjects are said to be one of the kinds of "non-canonically marked core
arguments" (Onishi 2001: 1). The dative subject construction consists of "what appears
to be the subject of a clause" (Shibatani 1999: 45) marked by the dative case typically
associated with indirect objects, or by other oblique cases such as genitive and
instrumental. This construction is also known as the experiencer subject construction,
inversion, oblique subject, or indirect subject construction. In the case of Japanese, the
particle ni. known for its multiple functions and meanings in discourse, is often
mentioned as a dative marker because it exhibits syntactic and semantic roles similar to
those of dative markers in many other languages. Note, however, that most Japanese
dictionaries and textbooks seem to associate the primary functions of this particle with
either a locative marker (e.g. nigatsii made hvooin-ni ita-n desii tte *1 heard that (she) was
at the hospital until February") or an allative marker (e.g. Takamaisn-ni itie kare-ni cittern
no mo naisho datta-n desu yo "(her) going to Takamatsu and meeting her boyfriend were
also secret'). This multi-functional ni is said to mark an indirect object (i.e. "recipient";
'addressee') in the ditransitive construction as in example (1.1). It is said to also mark
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what appears to be the subject of a clause in the dative subject construction as shown in
example (1.2).

(1.1) John-ga
Mary-o
sono isha-ni
John-SUB
Mar>'-DO
that
doctor-DAT
shookaishita
introduce-.PAST
•John introduced Mary to that doctor"
(Kuno 1973; 260)
(1.2)

John-ni
nihongo-ga
John-DAT
Japanese-DO
'John can speak Japanese'

hanas-eru'
speak-POT
(Kuno 1973; 327)

In example (1.1). John is marked with the so-called subject marker ga. and Mary is
marked with the direct object marker o. The third NP. sono isha "that doctor." is marked
by the dative ni. which is said to express an indirect object relationship or a range of
meaning similar to that of "to" in English. In example (1.2). the first NP. John, is marked
by the dative ni. and the second NP. Japanese, is marked by gar A dative-marked NP
like John in example (1.2) is said to exhibit most of the properties of a subject NP (e.g.
John as in John-ga). and. thus, is typically referred to as the "dative subject" NP. It is
also frequently called a dative-marked "experiencer" NP in some literature.
Whether such dative-marked NPs are subjects or not is a question which has been
dealt with in a number of works cross-linguistically (Masica 1976; Kachru 1980. 1990;
' Throughout this thesis. Japanese forms are transliterated in the Hepburn system, in order to present
phonological contrasts which existed between Classical Japanese (the 8''' centur>' - the IS'*" centurv). and
Early Modem and Modem Japanese (1603 - to present), following Takeuchi (1999). I will use the
commonly used convention called rekishi kanazukai "the historically correct orthography of the 10'''
century" for Classical Japanese e.xamples (e.g. the use of [f] for [h]; the use of wo for o).
' The particle ga is generally known as the subject marker. Under Kuno's analysis (1973), which assume
that the dative subject construction like example (1.2) is transitive, ga is considered to mark a direct object
as well. It should be pointed out, however, that more recent studies (Shibatani 1999,2001; Kumashiro
2000) claims that the dative subject construction is intransitive, and thus consider the second NP, nihongo
•Japanese," in example (1.2) to be the subject of the clause instead of the direct object of the clause. More
extensive discussions on this issue will appear shortly. For now. I gloss it here according to Kuno's
analysis (1973).
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Mohanan 1983; Davidson 1985; Sugimoto 1986; Klaiman 1986; Verma 1990; Hock
1990; Mishra 1990; etc.). As has been pointed out in Sugimoto (1986). in Japanese, it is
not so clear-cut in some cases whether the particle ni marks a subject or a location as
demonstrated in the following examples from a novel in modem Japanese;
(1.3)

Yayoi is 19 years old and lives with her parents and her younger brother.
She has been feeling uncomfortable ever since she has moved back to her
newly remodeled house. One Sunday morning, she feels that something is
going to change in her world and that something is going to surface from
her forgotten memor\'.

Watashx-niwa

.naze-ka
yoojiki-no
kioku-ga
why-Q
infancy-of
memory-GA
nakatta.
exist/have:NEG;PAST
watashi-no
kokoro-nimo
I-of
mind-NIMO
arubamu-nimo
zenzen
da.
Album-NIMO
at all
COP
"I didn't have any memory of my childhood. Neither in my mind nor
(my) album.'
(Yoshimoto 1991: 21)
I-NIWA
zenzen
at all

All three instances, watashi-niwa (which is said to consist of the dative ni and the topic
marker via), aruhamu-nimo (which is said to consist of the dative ni and mo 'also') and
waiashi-no-kokoro-nimo. occur in a similar structure and are all marked with the particle
ni followed by the so-called topic markers, wa or mo ('also"), both of which are often
referred to as ^aA^/r/'-particles or loritate-partkles. Without doubt, most linguists would
identity watashi-niwa as a dative subject, but they would be less likely to consider
arubamu-nimo and waiashi-no-kokoro-nimo to be dative subjects; rather, these two may
be referred to as locative nouns as demonstrated in the English equivalent. Despite a
structural similarity, why are some m-marked NPs identified as subjects but the others as
locative NPs?
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To answer this question, a number of different linguistic traditions including
generative grammar, functionalism and kokugogakii or the study of the national language
have approached to this phenomenon, and a number of hypotheses have been advanced.
Nevertheless, no comprehensive studies on the phenomenon have yet been done with
naturally occurring conversation as the primary source of data. Previous approaches
were mostly based on constructed data, and have paid verv' little attention to how and
how frequently the speakers of the language actually use this construction and how the
occurrence of this construction differs depending on discourse types (i.e. spoken
language vs. written language: narrative portion vs. conversational portion). Also very
little attention has been paid to the questions of how this construction appeared and
developed diachronically. The latter issue is important because a diachronic examination
of this construction may help us better understand the ways in which it is used
synchronically.
In utilizing discourse data, this dissertation aims to accomplish three goals, all of
which relate to pointing out problematic issues in the use of constructed data as object of
analysis. The initial objective is to provide evidence that the so-called dative subject
construction is. in fact, rarely found in naturally occurring conversation, and furthermore
that the patterns observed in actual discourse are significantly different from those of the
constructed e.xamples in prior literature. For example, the occurrence of niwa. which
consists of the particle ni and the topic marker wa. outnumbers the occurrence of ni itself
in actual discourse. The second goal is to demonstrate how the occurrence of this
construction is similar and/or different depending on discourse types (i.e. spoken
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language vs. written language; narrative portion vs. conversational portion). The final
goal is to offer an alternative to the past approaches. From diachronic and synchronic
perspectives. I propose that the so-called dative subject ni evolved from the locative
marker ni in order to avoid the explicit mention of an individual worthy of respect such as
the emperor and the empress. I will also address an issue of grammatical categories.
More specifically I will discuss the grammatical status of /7/-marked NPs. Has the
particle ni been grammaticized as a subject marker, or is it at a transitional stage? Or is
the particle ni still a locative marker? Or are there any other ways to characterize the socalled "dative subjects"?
The remainder of this chapter is structured in the following way. Section 1.2
gives a literature review of previous approaches to the dative subject construction in
Japanese and other languages, and points out the problematic aspects of the use of
constructed data as objects of analysis, and the lack of diachronic perspective. Section
1.3 surveys the discussions on the grammar of the spoken language versus that of the
written language in general. The section then describes how spoken Japanese and written
Japanese diverged and converged over the course of history, and highlights specific
features often observed in Japanese conversation in comparison to the clause structure of
written Japanese. Section 1.4 presents two of the assumptions about the grammar of a
human language, and the general theoretical approach I take in the present study. The
section then states the goals of this thesis. Section 1.5 lays out how this thesis is
organized in the subsequent chapters.
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1.2 Previous approaches
In this section. I will first discuss the multiple functions of the particle ni
manifested in contemporary Japanese. I will then review the past works on the dative
subject construction in various frameworks, from generative to functional, crosslinguistic or cognitive. The section concludes with a general characterization of all the
preceding studies, making it clear what was missing in the past approaches, and what
should be done in the current project.

1.2.1 The multiple functions of the particle ni
The particle ni is characterized to be a ""le-xically comple.x grammatical
morpheme" (Kabata 2000) due to its wide range of semantic and grammatical roles in
discourse. In the kokugogaku ("the study of the Japanese language") tradition, which has
several hundred years of scholarship in Japan, this particle is classified based on its
syntactic roles such as case particles, adverbial particles, conjunctive particles, final
particles, etc. (e.g. Yamada 1908; Hashimoto 1969; Matsumura 1971). Here in the U.S..
since Kuroda (1965). it has been customary to classify' this particle into two categories:
oblique case markers (i.e. 'postpositions") (e.g. ni as a locative marker); and case markers
(e.g. the dative ni). However, as pointed out in Sadakane and Koizumi (1995) and
Kabata (2000). such classifications based solely on ni'% syntactic roles are arbitrary, and
fail to explain semantic similarities between its diverse grammatical functions. Sadakane
and Koizumi (1995) argue that "the particle ni exhibits characteristics of both case
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markers and postpositions, as well as characteristics of some other categories such as
copulas" (p. 6).
Kabata (2000) proposes a multi-dimensional analysis of the particle ni. which
covers "a more complete picture of this complex and many-faceted lexical category by
linking usages to conceptual domain rather than svTitactic one" (p. 57). The following
figure illustrates Kabata's model for the semantic structure of ni. consisting of six
domains organized in order of their abstractness (for a more complete picture of this
particle, see Kabata 2000).
Figure 1.1: A provisional model for the semantic structure of ni. showing the
major domains and their semantic content (Kabata 2000:69)
more ahstract

EXPRESSIVE DOMAIN

Speaker's attitude towards the
proposition

LOGICAL DOMAIN

Logical relationships between
propositions

PERCEPTUALCONCEPTUAL DOMAI

U
more concrete

Perceptual, cognitive, and emotional
events

SOCIAL DOMAIN

Human interaction/transaction events

TEMPORAL DOMAIN

Location and sequence of events in
time

SPATIAL DOMAIN

Location and motion of physical
objects in shape

The following examples from my conversational data show some of its functions for each
domain. I followed Kabata (2000) for the classifications and glosses of the particle ni in
a given example;
[SPATIAL DOMAIN]
(1.4) A stative locative marker
nigatsu
made byooin-ni ita -n
desu tte
Februar\'
till
hospital-LOC be:PAST-NOM
COP QUO
"I heard that (she) was at the hospital until February" (Accident: 13)"
(1.5) An allative marker
Takamatsu-ni
itte
kare-ni
atteru
Takamatsu-ALL
go:GER
boyfriend-EXP
meet:PROG
no
mo
naisho
datta-n
desu yo
NOM also
secrecy
COP:PAST-NOM
COP FP
"(her) going to Takamatsu and meeting her boyfriend were also secret"
(Ojoosama: 12)
[TEMPORAL DOMAIN]
(1.6) A temporal location marker
atashi
ichigatsu-gurai-ni itce
I
January-around-TEMP
go:GER
*1 went (there) around Januarv '
(Saikin no ko: 5)
[SOCIAL DOMAIN]
(1.7) A recipient marker
kanojo-wa watashi-ni.
sono hookoku-ga
she
-TOP me-REC
that
report-SUB
dekinai
to
omou-n
desu yo
ne
cannot
QUO think-NOM COP FP
FP
T think that she cannot tell me what happened'
(Ojoosama: 15)
(1.8) An experiencer ('dative subject") marker
yappari
kare-niwa seikatsu nooryoku
after all
him
living
ability
nai
shi
exist/posess:NEG
and
"after all he has no ability to make his living (lit. "there is no earning
ability in him")"
(Ojoosama: 14)

' The names of the transcripts are hsted in Table 1 in Section 2.2.1.
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(1.9) A passive agent marker
handobooru
tsuttara
yappa
umaihandball
when it comes to
after all
skillfuln-daroo
tte minna-ni
omowareru daroo
NOM-COP
QUO everyone-AGT-PASS think:PASS COP
na
tteiu
jishin-ga
atta-n
da yo
FP
QUO
confidence-SUB
be;PAST-NOM COP FP
*1 had confidence that, if 1 were playing handball. I would be considered to
be probably skillful by everyone'
(Bukatsu: 20)
[PERCEPTUAL/CONCEPTUAL DOMAIN]
(1.10) A resultative marker
mae-ni
ichido
kekkon-wa
dame
ni
before-TEMP once
marriage-TOP
no good
RES
natta
tchuu
ko-wa
zenzen
become-.PAST
QUO
girl-TOP
totally
betsu
no
ko
desho?
difference
of
girl
COP
"(the girl you are talking about) is different from the one who has broken
her engagement once before, right?"
(Ojoosama: 2)
[LOGICAL DOMAIN]
(1.11) a purpose/goal
ryokoo-ni
iku gurai
naka
travel-PUR
go
about
relationship
yokatta
rashii
no
ne
good:PAST seem
NOM FP
'one could almost say that (they) seemed to be good friends, and so they
would have gone on a trip together"
(Accident; 5)
[EXPRESSIVE DOMAIN]
(1.12) A pragmatic marker
hiruma
kara minna-ga iru noni ne
daytime
from everyone-SUB exist PRAG FP
chitchai ko
toka mo
in
noni
small
children
etc.
also exist PRAG
'Gosh, everyone was there during the daytime, and even small children
were there!"
(Friends: 5)
According to Kabata (2000). the SPATIAL DOMAIN is considered to be the most concrete.
Two usages of ni are in this domain: ni as a stative locative marker as in example (1.4)
and as an allative marker describing a direction or destination in example (1.5). E.xample
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(1.6) shows the use of this particle as a temporal marker. The particle ni also marks a
human NP. describing the recipient of a transfer event, watashi ni ("to me") as in example
(1.7). what appears to be the subject of a clause (i.e. •experiencer"; 'dative subject") as in
example (1.8). or the agent of a passive construction as in example (1.9). In example
(1.10). ni marks a new state resulting from the action denoted by the verb of change, nam
"become.' Si also expresses a purpose/goal as in example (1.11). This particle is also
often used in a clause-final position, and conveys the speaker's attitude toward a
proposition such as surprise or regret as shown in example (1.12).
.Most of the usages of this lexically diverse particle were already observed in the
earliest historical documents before the early S'*' centur>'. Scholars have searched for the
origin of this particle, and posited several opposing views; i) the reanalysis of a main
verb"* might have resulted in the locative particle ni (Kanazavva 1912; Akiba-Reynolds
1984): ii) the emphatic particle na as in ihe-nishife ware-wa kohimu na "I shall remember.

^ Akiba-Reynolds (1984) suggested that "there was a locative BE *nu at a certain stage of pre-Japanese (p.
7). Her "locative BE" refers to a verb which takes a locative NP as its completnent as shown in the
following Twi sentence taken from Ellis and Boadi (1969):
sukuu wo
K-L;.T;ase.
school be-at
Kumase
"The school is at Kumase."
Akiba-Reynolds suggests that ni. the adverbial form of the locative verb *nu. underwent a reanalysis as
shown in the following examples, and continued to develop into various oblique markers.
okir.a 'cgucr.i
n-i
wcr-i
old man door
be at; CONT
be:CONC
cki.ia tcguchi
ni
wor-i
old man door
LOC
be:CONC
"the old man is at the door'
Due to the lack of direct historical evidence, her analysis may not be conclusive. It should be noted,
however, that, as Akiba-Reynolds (1984) mentioned, it is not uncommon to see the development of case
markers from verbs cross-linguistically (Lord 1973, 1976; Li and Thompson 1973, 1974; Givon 1975).
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long after 1 get home" (in Manyoshuii 17: 1179)' may have been reanalyzed as the use of
ni in an adverbial phrase such as itazura nifuku '(the wind) blows in vain" (Morishige
1948); iii) the particle ni itself in an adverbial phrase may have been the origin of this
particle (Doi 1958); and iv) ni may have been related to the particle no (Hashimoto 1969).
Due to the lack of direct historical evidence, however, the exact origin of this particle has
been left unanswered.
There were also some attempts to identify the most basic function of this particle.
Here again, several opposing views have been presented, such as; the basic meaning of ni
is to introduce a static object that the action expressed by the verb or adjective is aimed at
(Yamada 1952. 1954); ni specifies the condition of an activity or a state of affairs as an
adverbial phrase (Doi 1958); the main function of ni is to serve as a particle in an
adverbial modifier or a manner expression such as shizuka ni "quietly" (Sakakura 1951;
Konoshima 1973); the locative-marking function seems to be the basic usage of ni
(Hashimoto 1969; Akiba-Reynolds 1984). However, most of these claims are descriptive
in nature, and do not provide any conclusive evidence.
Kabata (2000) is one of the few studies that combine detailed linguistic analysis
and empirical orientation. She conducted three empirical studies; 1) an examination of
the occurrences of the particle ni in four written texts and two oral texts (a transcribed

' The entire poem goes;
^r.6-r.isr.iware—v/a
kohi—rnu-r.s
home-to be at
I-TOP
long for-CONJE-EMPH
Ina.T.ir.c
r.c
asaji ga
uhe-r.i
Inamino
of
meadow of
top-LOC
teri-shi
tsLikuyo
o
(A/anvos/iM 7; 1 179)
shine-PAST:ATTmoon
IN
i shall remember, long after I get home, the sight of Inami meadow of this moonlit night"
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speech given by the Japanese Empress and a transcribed TV interview) in contemporary
Japanese; 2) an examination of the child acquisition of the particle ni by looking at a
transcribed speech of a Japanese boy; and 3) an examination of the use of ni in the
sentences generated by native speakers of Japanese. The findings of these studies
demonstrated that the particle ni is more frequently used as two types of'spatial* sense
(i.e. "[l]ocation and motion of physical objects in space" in Kabata 2000: 69): most
frequently used as an allative marker, followed by the locative sense. This
prototypicality of the 'spatial" sense in the dative or lexically complex particles is
supported by Masuda's findings in both spoken and written Japanese discourse (2002).
and is compatible with findings in other languages, such as: a marker of the direction of
motion in Latin (Bennett 1914: 101-103); a marker of directional locative in Ik and
Kanuri. African languages (Heine 1990) and a marker of locational NPs in Marathi. a
South Asian language (Pandharipande 1990).^
The diverse nature of the semantic and grammatical roles of Japanese particle ni
is beyond the scope of this dissertation (for further discussion, see Kabata's 2000). This
dissertation mainly focuses on the so-called "dative subject" ni as shown in example (1.8).

'' Mohanan and Mohanan (1990) propose that, in Malayalam, the notion GOAL is the basic meaning that
governs the distribution of the dative case.
(a)

baaian dukk'Mccu
boy; NOM
be sad: PAST
"the boy became sad'

(b)

baalana

dukk''am

wannu.

boy: DAT
grief; NOM
come; PAST
the boy became sad (lit. to the boy came sadness)'
As is demonstrated in the English equivalent of sentence (b). there is a similarity between the notion of
GOAL and the ALLATIVE sense; the dative-marked "the boy' can be understood as the destination "grief
is moving towards in his domain.
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1.2.2 The Japanese dative subject construction
The Japanese dative subject construction is said to consist of the /NP|-/ii
+ predicate/. Example (1.2) is reproduced here:
THE "DATIVE SUBJECT" CONSTRUCTION
NPi-ni

NPi-ga

(1.13) John-ni
nihongo-ga
John-DAT
Japanese-DO
•John can speak Japanese'

predicate

hanas-eru
speak-POT
(Kuno 1973; 327)

Along with this construction, there are two other types of constructions that have been
often mentioned in prior literature. 1 will refer to them as the double-subject construction
as shown in example (1.14) and the NP-ga NP-ga construction as shown in example
(1.15).
THE DOUBLE-SUBJECT CONSTRUCTION
(1.14) Bunmeikoku-ga
[dansei
no heikinjumyoo-ga
civilized countries-SUB
male
of
average life-span-SUB
mijikai],
short
Tt is the civilized countries that males" average life-span is short."
(Kuno 1973; 80-81)
THE NP-g« NP-ga CONSTRUCTION
(1.15) John-g<3
nihongo-ga
John-SUB
Japanese-DO
•John can speak Japanese"

dekiru
can speak
(Kuno 1973; 338)

These two constructions are similar in that both the first NP and the second NP are
marked with ga. They are also similar in that the go-marked first NPs. Bunmeikoku
'civilized countries" in (1.14) and John in (1.15). contain a focus of new information, and
they typically answer a wh-question (Shibatani 1990);
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(1.14)- Q:

A:

DOKO-ga
dansei
no
heikinjumyoo-ga
where-SUB
male
of
average life-span -SUB
mijikai
ka
short
Q
"WHERE is that males" average life-span is short?' (constructed)
BUNMEIKOKU-ga
dansei
no
civilized countries-SUB
male
of
heikinjumyoo-ga
mijikai
average life-span -SUB
short
"It is THE CIVILIZED COUNTRIES that males' average life-span
is short.•
(Kuno 1973; 80-81)

(1.15)' Q:

DARE-ga
nihongo-ga
who-SUB
Japanese-DO
•WHO can speak Japanese?'

dekiru
ka
can speak
Q
(constructed)

.A.:

JO.HN-ga
.nihongo-ga
John-SUB
Japanese-DO
•JOHN can speak Japanese'

dekiru
can speak
(Kuno 1973; 338)

It has been pointed out. however, that there are some differences between these two
sentences (1.14) and (1.15). While the double-subject construction (as in example (1.14))
has a corresponding single-subject construction or possessive construction, the NP-^a
NP-ga construction (as in e.xample (1.15)) does not.
THE DOUBLE-SUBJECT CONSTRUCTION
(1.16) a.
Bunmeikoku-ya
[dansei
no
civilized countries-SUB
male
of
heikinjumyoo-ga
mijikai].
average life-span-SUB
short
"It is the civilized countries that males' average life-span is short."
THE SINGLE-SUBJECT/POSSESSIVE CONSTRUCTION
b.
Bunmeikoku-no
dansei
civilized countries-of
male
of
heikinjumyoo-ga
mijikai.
average life-span-SUB
short
it is the average life-span of males of civilized countries that is
short."
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THE NP-^a NP-^fl CONSTRUCTION
(1.17) a.
Watashi-ga
eiga-ga
I
-SUB
movie-DO
"I like movies.*

suki
fond of

desu^
COP

THE SINGLE-SUBJECT/POSSESSIVE CONSTRUCTION
b.
Watashi-no
eiga-ga
suki
desu
I
-of
movie-DO
fond of
COP
•(someone) likes my movies"
(Kuno 1973: 80-81)
Examples (1.16a) and (1.16b) are almost identical in meaning despite the fact that the
former consists of two NPs both of w hich are marked with ga. and the latter consists of
one single NP marked with ga. Examples (1.17a) and (1.17b). however, express different
propositions: in (1.17a). "I am the one who likes movies' but in (1.17b). "Someone likes
my movies." Another difference between the double-subject construction and the NP-ga
NP-^a construction can be due to the English translation: example (1.16a) would be
difficult to be read as a transitive clause, as opposed to example (1.17a). in which a
transitive reading is possible. In fact, as pointed out by Shibatani (1990: 301). many
speakers alternate the particle ga for the second NP (e.g. eiga "movie" in (1.17a)) with the
direct object marker o in sentences containing such words as suki "like" and hoshii
"want":^

It should be noted that, unlike Jolm-gci nihongo-ga hanaseru "JOHN can speak Japanese." where nimarking on John is also possible (John-ni nihongo-ga hanaseru "John can speak Japanese'), n/'-markina on
the first NP, walashi "I," is not possible in (1.17a).
* Shibatani (1990) mentions that this ga-o conversion for the second NP has been observed for more than
two hundred years (p. 301).
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(1.18) a.

Taroo-ga Hanako-ga suki da
Taro-SUB
Hanako-DO like
COP
*It is Taro who likes Hanako"

b.

Taroo-ga Hanako-o suki da
Taro-SUB
Hanako-DO like
COP
"It is Taro who likes Hanako"

(Shibatani 1990: 301)

Hence, several linguists appear to assume that example (1.16a) is intransitive whereas
example (1.17a) is transitive consisting of a subject and a direct object (Kuno 1973:
Shibatani 1977. 1978: Kageyama 1978 and others). As we will see in the following sub
sections. some scholars suggest that the Japanese dative subject construction is similar to
the NP-^a NP-^?a construction (e.g. 1.17a). which is considered to be transitive: others
argue that the dative subject construction shares properties similar to the double-subject
construction (e.g. 1.16a). which is considered to be intransitive.
The greatest controversy surrounding the Japanese dative subject construction
concerns the grammatical status of the two NPs (i.e. the dative-marked first NP and the
^i/-marked second NP). The earlier discussions on this issue were to first identify what
type of predicate the dative subject construction /NP-«/ NP-ga + predicate/ is: transitive
(Kuno 1973: Shibatani 1977. 1978: Kageyama 1978) or intransitive (Martin 1975).
There were also some attempts to explain the pragmatic/functional differences in the
marking of the first NP as the dative subject construction versus the /NP-g« NP-ga/
construction (McGloin 1980: Watanabe 1984:Tsunoda 1991: Kabata 1998: Masuda
1999). More recent studies claim that the dative subject construction is structurally
similar to the double-subject construction, and suggest the varying degrees of
subjecthood (Shibatani 1999. 2001a. 2001b: Kumashiro 2000). Traditional Japanese
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grammarians, however, have not recognized the so-called dative subject construction as
something different from the existential/locationai construction (e.g. byooin-ni iia-n desu
tte '(I) heard that (she) was in the hospital"), and appear to consider the dative ni to be
simply a kind of the locative marker ni. In the following sub-sections. I will take a close
look at such various views on the Japanese dative subject construction.

1.2.2.1 The earlier discussions (Kuno 1973; Martin 1975; Shibatani 1977. 1978;
Kageyama 1978)
The earliest discussion on the dative subject construction in Japanese provides a
syntactic account. Kuno (1973) argues that the NP-^a NP-^a construction is a transitive
clause.'' and that the first NP-^i/. w hich is the subject of a clause, "can undergo the

' Kageyama (1978) accounts for why the 2"** NPs are identified as "direct objects" by utilizing the notion of
"subjectivization" proposed by Kuno (1973). Subjectivization is a transformation process that changes
certain occurrences of the possessive no in subject NPs (i.e. the first NPs) into the subject marker
as in
the following example;

V3/

^. a r* c "Xio

-%cccrr.c'"^a,.

3k.<dsr. .i — c

*3.5.00^^

-of
child-SUB
snack-DO
eatrPAST
"Taro's child ate cookies"
/O J
_ .airC'C~53;
."IGClCrr.C"-ja
C.<a3r..L~C
-SUB
child-SUB
snack-DO
eat:PAST (Kageyama 1978:52)
However, the conversion from no to ga is not applicable to the possessive NPs in direct object NPs (i.e. the
2"''NPs):ic)
Taroo-ga
['dar.aka-no kodc.Tic-o;
.-.aguttia
-SUB
-of
child-DO
beat:PAST
"Taro beat Hanako's child"
'd;
"Taroc-ga
[ Ha.-.akc-gal V.cdc.T.c-c
.".agucca
-SUB
-SUB
child-DO
beat: PAST
Hana:-;o-ga; .<cdcrr.c-c
Taroc-ga
r.agutita
-SUB
child-DO
-SUB
beat:PAST (Kageyama 1978:52)
According to Kegeyama (1978). sentence (d) is ungrammatical. and shows that the possessive NP in direct
object NPs cannot undergo Kuno's subjectivization even if they are preposed to the sentence initial position
(e.g. *[Hanako-ga] Taroo-ga kodomo-o nagutta). Kageyama proposes that, if a possessive NP in the 2"''
NP does not undergo subjectivization (even if that NP is preposed to the sentence-initial position), then that
NP is an object, or at least it is not a subject.
!e)
Taroc-ga
[ s . a a c r . o -no r.usu.Tie-ga j
su.ki
da
-SUB
president-of
daughter
fond of COP
"Taro likes the president's daughter"

transformation that changes" it to NP-w/ (p. 338).
NP-a4 NP-G.-l + TRANSITIVE PREDICATE
(1.19) a.
John-ga
nihongo-ga
John-SUB
Japanese -DO
•John can speak Japanese"
NP-yV/NP-G.-/ + TRANSITIVE PREDICATE
b.
John-ni
nihongo-ga
John-SUB
Japanese -DO
•John can speak Japanese'

dekiru
can speak

dekiru
can speak
(Kuno 1973: 338)

Kuno also points out that clauses which contain such words as nigate (da) "be bad at."
dekiru "can" and the potential suffi.x such as re "be able to" can undergo the "GA/NI
conversion.""
Martin (1975). however, states regardless of whether the first NP is marked with
ni or ga. the clause is intransitive, and has /NP-ga NP-o/ as its underlying structure:
(1.20) a.

b.

UNDERLYING SEMANTIC STRUCTURE
[dare-ga nani-o + transitive predicate]
who-SUB
what-DO
SURFACE STRUCTURE
[dare-ni/ga
[nani-ga + intransitive predicate]]
who-SUB/SUB
what-SUB

According to Martin, "the underlying semantic subject is retained in the surface structure.
while the underlying semantic object is converted to subject marking by the originally

riusu.Tie-ga
Taroc-ga
su.-ci
da
-SUB
daughter-SUB
-SUB
fond of COP
.srco~r.i
_^r.ciG"~no
sr.uco~^a,
vjakaru
-DAT
India-of
capital-SUB
understand
"Taro knows the capital of India"
*_..r.GO~ga_
3r.utic~'ga
larco — r. i
waicaru
-SUB
capital-SUB
-DAT understand (Kageyama 1978:53)
The ungrammaticality of (f) and (h). thus, suggests the objecthood of the second NPs in these sentences.
According to Shibatani's analysis (1990). the ga-marked first NP. John, in example (1.18) contains a
focus of new information and the entire sentence would be translated as "it is JOHN who can speak
Japanese."
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intransitive nature of the Japanese predicates" (1975: 257). He states that the first NP
marked with ni or ga occurs with predicates, such as: aru "possess." iru 'need.* wakani
'understand.' dekiru "can do." mieru "can see." kikoeru 'can hear." potentials with the
suffix -rare-ru and -[ar]e-ni. mi 'lack." ooi 'have lots." siikunai 'have little" and
hitsuyoo da •need"(p. 256). Similar semantic characteristics of predicate types which can
or do have the dative subject construction are also reported in many other languages (e.g.
Abbi 1990: Hock 1990; Mishra 1990: Ullrich 1990: Verma 1990: Delbecqueand
Lamiroy 1996: Hoecke 1996: Rudzka-Ostyn 1996: Onishi 2001).
Under the same assumption as Kuno (1973) that the dative subject construction is
transitive. Shibatani (1977. 1978) clarifies e.xactly what kinds of verbs can take the NP
marked with ni as the subject of a clause: normally, predicates take a nominative subject,
which is usually marked with ga for non-topic subject in Japanese, but predicates which
express possessive (e.g. aru 'to have"), potential (e.g. dekiru 'to be able to") and needs
(e.g. iru "to need") take w-marked NPs as the subject of a clause (1978: 224). Although
Shibatani. too. points out the alternation between ga and ni. there is a fundamental
difference between Kuno and Shibatani. For Kuno. the NP-^« NP-^a construction is
more basic than the dative subject construction, and thus the former undergoes the
transformation to the latter. For Shibatani. however, the NP-m NP-g« pattern is more
basic than the NP-^« NP-^a pattem. and the former undergoes the transformation to the
latter as shown in the following examples:
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(1.21) kono toshiwakai

fuufu-nl
konoyoona
this
young
husband and wife
such
sasayakana
mise-o
moteta
no
wa
tiny
shop-DO
own:POT:PAST
NOM TOP
Koosuke
no
okage
deatta
Kosuke
of
thanks to
COPrPAST
"For this young couple to be able to own a tiny shop like this was thanks to
Kosuke."

kono toshiwakai

H

fuufu-ga
(modified from Shibatani 1978: 251)

Kageyama (1978) agrees with Shibatani in the derivation of these two
constructions (i.e. the dative subject construction undergoes the transformation to the NPga NP-^a construction). Kageyama also supports the view that dative-marked NPs in the
dative subject construction are best described as subjects, as argued in preceding works
(Kuno 1973: Shibatani 1977. 1978). Unlike prior literature, however, which simply
assigned the category "subjects" to dative-marked NPs. he recognizes
DEGREE OF SUBJECTHOOD

THE VARYING

in m-marked NPs in the dative subject construction: the

dative-marked NPs do not cany all the subjecthood properties of the ga-m£irked first NPs
("basic subjects' in Kageyama 1978) in the NP-go NP-ga construction. The results of
subjecthood tests (e.g. refle.xive binding: subject honorification) suggest that dativemarked NPs are semantically experiencers. and syntactically "semi-subjects" (Kageyama
1978:60).
In the early discussions on the Japanese dative subject construction, there were
opposing views provided in terms of the identification of what type of predicate the
dative subject construction is: transitive (Kuno 1973: Shibatani 1977. 1978: Kageyama
1978) versus intransitive (Martin 1975). The former appeared to have influenced the
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later studies such as McGloin's (1980). Note, however, that despite these opposing views
with respect to the predicate type, the scholars reviewed in this sub-section seem to agree
that a dative-marked first NP is the subject of a clause. In retrospect- Kegeyama (1978)
may have been the first one that recognized the notion of varying degrees of subjecthood
in Japanese, and it seems to be passed on to the later studies to which I will turn next.

1.2.2.2 Transitivity (McGloin 1980; Watanabe 1984: Kabata 1998; Masuda 1999)
McGloin(1980)implicitly criticizes the syntactic accounts provided by some
previous studies, and. based on a questionnaire study, claims that there are pragmaticfunctional differences in the marking of the first NP as the NP-ea (NP-ga) pattern versus
the NP-w" (NP-^a) pattern. She found a correlation between m-marking and predicates
which carry negative implications. The following examples are taken from McGloin

(1980;66-67);
(1.22) a.

b.

(1.23) a.

b.

Taroo-ga

hayaku
fast
"Taro can run fast"

hashir-eru
run-POT

*Taroo-ni hayaku
fast
'Taro can run fast"

hashir-eru
run-POT

*Watashi-ni-ti;d totemo
hayaku
I
very
fast
hashir-e-masu
run-POT-HON
'1 can run very fast"
Watashi-ni-wa sonnnani
1
that
hashir-e-mas-en
run-POT-HON-NEG
T cannot run that fast"

hayaku
fast
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Note that McGloin uses ni wa (the dative ni + the topic marker vi a) instead of ni to mark
the first NP since "...NP-«/ sound[s] a little awkward uttered in matrix sentences" (1980:
76)." According to McGloin. in examples (1.22) where the predicate is affirmative, the
speaker prefers ga over ni. Examples (1.23) show that ni wa is more likely to be used
with predicates which contains negative implication. McGloin also mentions another
pragmatic/functional difference between NP-w wa and NP-^a: a^f/-marked NP carries a
higher agentivity. whereas a /?;-marked NP carries a lower agentivity. more like an
experiencer. Kabata (1998) conducted a survey study, and gives an argument similar to
McGloin (1980). namely, that GA/NI alternation is motivated by ambiguity because of
the "agentive" and "experiencer" roles, and there appears to be a correlation between the
use of ni and negative predicates. Similar findings are also reported by Masuda (1999).
Watanabe (1984) provides a semantic-pragmatic account similar to McGloin
(1980). Kabata (1998) and Masuda (1999). but from the perspective of the Transitivity
Features proposed by Hopper and Thompson (1980). The Transitivit>' Hypothesis states
that transitivity is a gradient notion that is determined for an entire clause by a number of
parameters such as agency and volitionality as given below:

" McGloin assumes that NP-w/ is the underlying form ofNP-m ua (1980).
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Figure 1.2: Transitivity Features (Hopper and Thompson 1980: 252)

A. Participants
B. Kinesis
C. Aspect
D. Punctuality
E. Volitionaiity
F. Affirmation
G. Mode
H. Agency
I. Affectedness of O
J. Individuation of O

illCH
2 or more
action
telic
punctual
volitional
aflfirmatifVe
realis
A high in potency
O totally affected
individuated
proper
human, animate
concrete
singular
count
referential, definite

LOW
non-action
non-telic
non-punctual
non-volitional
negative
irrealis
A low in potency
O not affected
non-individuated
common
inanimate
abstract
plural
mass
non-referential

Thus. Watanabe (1984) points out that dative-marked NPs express less emphasis on agent
or loss of control of agent, and tend to appear with predicates that are low in transitivity
(e.g. predicates which express ability, possession, necessity, and subjective feeling).
Observe the following examples:
(1.24) a.

Masao-ni
-DAT

b.

Masao-ga

kane-ga
aru
money-NOM have

kane-ga
aru
money-NOM have
"Masao has money"
(modified from Watanabe 1984: 238)
-nom

According to Watanabe (1984). the difference in the marking of the first NP. .Vlasao.
between n/'-marking and ^j£/-marking reflects the varying degree of agency; "if the agent
is the focus of a sentence, the case marking shifts from ni (DAT) to ga (NOM)"' (238239). Watanabe (1984) also suggests that dative-marked NPs also occur with predicates
in less evidential certainty as in the following example:
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(1.25) Masao-ga kane-ga
aru
.soM money-NOM have
'Masao has monev"

HIGH CERTAINTY

V
Masao-ni kane-ga
aru
-DAT
money-NOM have
'It seems that Masao has money*

rashii
LESS CERTAINTY
seem
(modified from Watanabe 1984: 240)

When a given state is e.vpressed with high certainty, the first NP is marked with ga. As
the degree of certainty becomes less certain, then, the first NP is more likely to appear
with ni. These semantic-pragmatic contrasts between a nominative subject and a dativemarked subject/e.xperiencer have also been e.xplored in such languages as Spanish and
Russian (Tsunoda 1991). Bengali (Klaiman 1980; 1986) and South Asian languages
(Bashir 1990; Chelliah 1990; Gair 1990; Hock 1990; Kachru 1990).'"
As in the case of earlier studies (Kuno 1973; Martin 1975; Shibatani 1977. 1978).
the studies reviewed here have the same assumption that ga-marked first NPs (e.g. "John*
as in John-ga Nihongo-ga ciekini "John can speak Japanese") and dative-marked first NPs
(e.g. "John" as in John-ni S'ihongo-ga Jckiru "John can speak Japanese*) are counterparts

Abbi (1990). however, argues that the difterence between "direct experiencer" (i.e. nominative-marked
subject; non-oblique subject) and dative experiencer (i.e. dative-marked subject) cannot be fully explained
by Klaiman s parameter of volitional-nonvolitional (1986). but it can be accounted for by the notion of
•focus.' which is comparable to Shibatani (1990). According to Abbi (1990). while in the non-oblique
subject construction, the focus is on "the experiencer nominal" (i.e. the ga-marked first NP in the case of
the Japanese /NP-ga NP-ga construction), in the dative subject construction of South Asia languages, the
focus is on "the patient (grammatical subject) nominal" (i.e. the ga-marked second NP in the Japanese
dative subject construction) (p. 262). Abbi's claim is made for South Asian languages. If we were to apply
this to Japanese, it would be something like the following:
N'P-G.A - ^RZZZZ:-r.Z]

a.

[M?-wi

b.

JO.KM-ga
r.ir.or.gc-ga
dekiru
John-GA
Japanese -GA
can speak
"it is JOHN that can speak Japanese"
- predic.ATH;;

Johr.-ni

N'l.HONGO-ga
de.kiru
John-NI
Japanese -GA
can speak
"it is JAPANESE that John can speak"
The capitalized NPs are the ones that would have "focus" according to Abbi (1990).

to each other. The works reviewed in this sub-section have attempted to account for not
only the syntactic differences, but also the semantic and pragmatic differences between a
nominative subject (e.g. a ga-marked subject NP in Japanese) and a dative-marked
subject/experiencer. They proposed such parameters as agent-experiencer. affirmativenegative. volitional-nonvolitional and high evidential certainty-less certainty to explain
the semantic and pragmatic contrasts of the GA/NI conversion/alternation.

1.2.2.3 Var> ing degrees of subjecthood (Shibatani 1999. 2001a. 2001b: Kumashiro 2000)
Until recently, dative-marked NPs were generally recognized as "subjects" in a
wide range of languages. Several reasons have been offered in prior literature, from the
sentence-initial occurrence of dative-marked NPs. to the animacy feature of NPs and/or
the subjecthood properties dative-marked NPs have, such as controlling reflexives. There
are some who started to cast doubt on the motivation or justification for considering these
dative-marked NPs to be simply "subjects." In his study on experiencer subjects in
Bhojipuri and Magahi. Verma (1990). for example, seriously questions our understanding
of what subject is:
Subject has become an increasingly important categor>' in linguistic theory
(particularly in Government and Binding) and has acquired godhood. Everyone
has an intuitive feeling as to what God is and similarly, as to what subject is; both
are invoked very often, but no one seems to have a proper definition. (Verma
1990:96)
Verma further argues that, as in the case of Nepali. Bhojipuri and Magahi. one has to
accept" the notion of varying degrees of subjecthood" (1990:97). This is not a new ly
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developed idea, however. A similar idea to this was already introduced in Keenan (1976)
as well as Kageyama (1978).
The notion of varying degrees of subjecthood is taken up by a couple more recent
studies on Japanese dative subject construction: Shibatani (1999. 2001a. 200lb) and
Kumashiro (2000). Shibatani (1999. 2001a. 2001b) refutes his earlier discussions on this
issue (1977. 1978). and. from a cross-linguistic point of view, argues that the dative
subject construction is best characterized as a construction similar to the double-subject
construction [NPl [NP2 predicate]], which is intransitive.'" Examine the following
examples of Japanese double-subject construction from Shibatani (1999: 62):
(1.26) Zoo-ga
[hana-ga naqai]
elephant-SUB
nose-SUB
long
'An elephant has a long nose/trunk."
In the example above, both NPs. :oo "elephant" and hana "nose." are marked with the socalled subject marker

Shibatani denotes the first NP as the "large subject" and the

second NP as the "small subject." He explains that the internal clause of the doublesubject construction hana-ga nagai 'a nose is long" in the example above "typically
expresses those states of affairs that are not universally true; and accordingly their
domain of application must be limited in one way or another'" (1999; 62). In example
(1.26). the large subject zoo-ga provides the limited domain of application of the
universal statement hana-ga nagai. Shibatani claims that the dative subject construction
provides a similar "dependent"" relationship between the large subject marked with ni and
the predicate of a universal statement:

' ' It was Martin (1975) who first mentioned that the Japanese dative subject construction is intransitive.
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(1.27) Ken-na(-wa)

nihongo-ga
hanas-e-ru
-DAT(-TOP) Japanese-SUB
speak-POT-PRE
"Ken can speak Japanese (lit. 'With respect to Ken. it is true that Japanese
can be spoken")'
(Shibatani 1999; 64)

Shibatani further argues that "the differential case marking on the large subject reflects
different degrees of dependency between the large subject and the predicate clause"
(1999: 68). In other words, in Japanese, the large subject is ^^/-marked when the
dependency between the large subject and the predicate is high, but the large subject is
^/-marked when the dependency is low. For example, the large subject is marked with ga
in the case where it is a possessor of a body part expressed in the predicate as in Ken-ga
aiama-ga itai "Ken has a headache" or when the predicate contains a highly emotive
sense such as liking or hating as in Ken-ga .Vlami-ga suki da "Ken likes Mami" (Shibatani
1999; 68). .\7-marking is not possible in these cases, but it occurs when the dependency
between the large subject and the predicate is low. In fact, the predicate may even stand
by itself as a possible proposition without the large subject:

(1.28) Boku-ni(-s-zd)

kono hon-ga
1
-DAT(-TOP) this
book-SUB
"To me this book is interesting"
Kono hon-ga
omoshiroi
this
book-SUB
interesting
'This book is interesting"

omoshiroi
interesting

(Shibatani 1999; 69)

Sugimoto (1986: 333-336) also points out this characteristic of the Japanese dative
subject construction.
Kumashiro (2000) takes an approach similar to Shibatani (1999. 2001a. 2001b)
with respect to the notion of varying degrees of subjecthood. A clear difference between
the two seems to be that, while Shibatani (1999. 2001a. 2001b) claims that the dative

subject construction is similar to the double-subject construction [NPl [NP2 predicate]].
Kumashiro (2000) seems to find some sort of locative nature of the dative subject
construction, as evidenced that he refers to the dative subject construction as a "settingparticipant" construction (i.e. the dative-marked NP e.xpresses a "setting." and the gamarked second NP expresses a "participant"). He also makes a clear distinction between
the clause-level subject and the predicate-level subject. Unlike Shibatani (1999. 2001a.
2001b). who assumes that a «;-marked NP is the large subject and a ga-marked NP is the
small subject in the dative subject construction. Kumashiro introduces three subtypes of
the "setting-participant" construction depending on the grammatical relationship between
the w/-marked first NP and the .^i/-marked second NP:
(1.29) PARTICIPANT SUBJECT
kenkyuushitsu-no
mae-ni
office-of
front-in
(koto)
"(that) the teacher is in front of his office'

sensei-ga iru
teacher-SUB exist

(1.30) SETTING SUBJECT
Ken-ni
furansugo-ga
dekiru (koto)
Ken-DAT
French-SUB
be possible
"(that) Ken is fluent in French (lit. '(that) French is possible to Ken")'
(1.31) SPLIT SUBJECT
Ken-ni
kono kompyuutaa-ga ichiban
ii
Ken-DAT
this
computer-SUB
most
good
rashii
(koto)
seem
'(that) Ken seems to find this computer best"
(Kumashiro 2000: 35)
Notice that a sentence like (1.29) which is often called the existential/locational
construction is not typically recognized as the dative subject construction in Japanese
linguistics literature. According to Kumashiro. however, all three sentences above are
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functionally the same (i.e. m-marked NPs serve as settings, whereas ^a-marked NPs
serve as participants), but the grammatical relation between the two NPs is different. In
e.xample (1.29). the ^£/-marked second NP. sensei "teacher." is described as existing at the
location denoted by the ^/-marked initial NP. kenkyuushitsii-no mae "front of office."
Here, the w/'-marked NP is an oblique, and the ^a-marked NP sensei serves as both the
clause- and the predicate-level subject. In example (1.30). on the other hand, the nimarked NP Ken plays a role as both the clause- and predicate-level subject, and the gamarked NP as non-subject. Kumashiro argues that, based on the subjecthood tests (i.e.
the subject honorification test: the reflexivization test), which will be discussed in the
following sub-section in more detail, the subjecthood is split over two NPs in example
(1.31). with the ^/-marked NP as the clause-level subject and the ga-marked NP as the
predicate-level subject. As we have observed in Shibatani"s analysis (1999. 2001a.
2001b). the statement, kono kompyuutaa-ga ichihan ii "this computer is best." is not
universally true to any individual, but it is true with respect to a single individual, i.e. the
dative-marked NP Ken. Kumashiro (2000) argues that sentences such as example (1.31)
involve metonymy in that, although the dative-marked NP (e.g. Ken) is a human entity, it
metonymically refers to an entity closely associated w ith it. i.e. its domain of application,
defined as a set of statements believed to hold true for the individual. This metonymy is
also observed in the following possessive construction:
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(1.32) a.

Taroo-ni. kodomo-ga aru (koto)
-DAT child-NOM exist
•(that) Taro has a child (lit. '(that) there is a child to Taro')'

b.

Hanako-nl ie-ga
san-ken
aru (koto)
-DAT house-NOM three-building e.xist
•(that) Hanako has three houses (lit. "(that) there are three houses
to Hanako" )•

c.

Hanako-ni. kyoodai-ga
ooi (koto)
-DAT sibling-NOM
many
"(that) Hanako has many siblings (lit. '(that) siblings are many to
Hanako")'
(Kumashiro 2000: 94)

Note that all dative-marked NPs are human NPs. According to Kumashiro (2000). they
all also metonymically refer to their dominion, i.e. a space where some entity or event is
located. For e.xample. we can interpret the ^a-marked NP kodomo "child" in e.xample
(1.32a) as one of the entities that are found within the dominion of the dative-marked NP
Taroo. or as the event of kodomo-ga aru "a child exists" that is located in Taro"s
dominion.
Twenty years after the notion of varying degrees of subjecthood in the Japanese
dative subject construction was first mentioned by Kageyama (1978). two new studies
took up this issue and expanded it to a different level. For both studies, the clear
characterization of two NPs (i.e. clause-level subject; predicate-level subject; nonsubject; oblique in Kumashiro; large subject vs. small subject in Shibatani) in this
construction is crucial for the identification of varying degrees of subjecthood. 1 will take
up this issue in the following section.

1.2.2.4 Subjecthood tests
There have been engaging discussions on how to refer to the second NP in the
dative subject construction. Some claim that the second NP is a direct object based on
the assumption that the dative subject construction is transitive like the NP-ga NP-ga
construction (Kuno 1973; Shibatani 1977. 1978 and others). On the other hauad. some
argue that the second NP is the subject based on the assumption that the dative subject
construction is intransitive like the double-subject construction (Martin 1975: Shibatani
1999. 2001a. 2001b; Kumashiro 2000). In contrast to the discussion on the grammatical
status of the second NP. there has been ver\' little controversy on the grammatical status
of the dative-marked first NP in Japanese.
Whether dative-marked NPs are subjects or not has also been a question dealt
with in a number of works cross-linguistically (Masica 1976; Kachru 1980. 1990;
Mohanan 1983; Davidson 1985; Klaiman 1986; Verma 1985; Hock 1990; Mishra 1990;
etc.). The most popular criteria taken by linguists for deciding subjecthood are diagnostic
tests for subjecthood. In Japanese, the following sets of linguistic phenomena have often
been utilized as subjecthood test: 1) sentence coordination: 2) reflexive binding: 3)
subject honorification: 4) PRO and PROarb; and 5) quantifier float (Shibatani 1990; 282286). Among these, subject honorification and reflexive binding have been well
recognized as diagnostic tests for subjecthood in Japanese.'^

See Sugimoto (I986)'s and Kumashiro (2000)"s discussions on other three tests. Kumashiro (2000)
challenges the validity of a sentence coordination test, a PRO, PROarb test and a quantifier float test for
Japanese dative subject construction. Sugimoto (1986) questions the viability of a quantifier test. Onishi
(2001) gives a comprehensive summary on various criteria used in a number of languages to determine
syntactic properties of non-canonlea I ly marked arguments including "dative subjects" (pp. 8-23). As he
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What comes to be called "subject honorification" refers to an honorification
process which involves the conversion of the verb into the honorific form o V-ni nam. In
other words, the NP which triggers the honorification is considered to be the subject of a
clause.
(1.33) a.

Kakehi sensei-ga
Prof. Kakehi -SUB
•Prof. Kakehi laughed"

warat-ta
laugh-PAST

b.

Kakehi sensei-ga
"Prof. Kakehi laughed"

o-warai-ni nat-ca ( T )
(Shibatani 1990: 283)

Kumashiro (2000) proposes a more specific conditioning of subject honorification
in Japanese: subject honorification is triggered by the predicate-level subject (p. 119).
(1.34) a.

Tanaka-sensex-ga

o-wakai

(koto)

(T )

Tanaka-teacher-SUB
HON-young
"(that) Professor Tanaka is young"
b.

gakusei-ni
Tanaka-sensei-ga
o-wakai
student-DAT
Tanaka-teacher-SUB
HON-young
rashii
(koto) ( t )
seem
"(that) students seem to find Professor Tanaka young"

c.

??Tanaka-sensei-J2i

Hanako-ga o-wakai
Tanaka-teacher-DAT
Hanako-SUB HON-young
rashii
(koto) (r)
seem
"(that) Professor Tanaka seems to find Hanako young"
(Kumashiro 2000: 116)

In (1.34a). the adjective uakiii "young" is prefi.xed with the honorific o-. and the clause
expresses deference to "Professor Tanaka."" which is the only NP in the clause. (1.34b)

puts it. ""[nlot all criteria listed here are relevant to every language
the importance of each criterion
differs from language to language" (Onishi 2001: 8-9).
" Following Jorden with Noda (1987). a raised arrow pointing upward l\l following a clause indicates that
the clause is honorific-polite, and it exalts the person(s) to whom it refers.
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has two NPs. the /7/-marked "students." which is the clause-level subject, and the gamarked "Prof. Tanaka." which is the predicate-level subject. As in the case of (1.34a). the
clause e.xpresses deference to "Prof. Tanaka.' In (1.34c). however. 'Prof. Tanaka* is the
m-marked clause-level subject, and "Hanako" is thega-marked predicate-level subject.
Although many of the native speakers of Japanese 1 talked to reject his grammatical
judgment on e.xample (1.34c). Kumashiro finds this clause to be marginally acceptable,
and concludes that subject honorification is triggered not by the dative-marked NP but by
the predicate-level subject (i.e. the ^a-marked second NP). Moreover. Shibatani (1999).
in his more recent study, suggests that it is not the dative-marked first NP but the gamarked second NP that is responsible for the honorification process in the dative subject
construction.'^ Accordingly, the subject honorification test does not help us identify the
subjecthood of w/'-marked NPs in the dative subject construction.
The second well-known subjecthood test is based on the notion that the subject of
a clause controls the binding of the reflexive form jihun 'self.'
(1.35) Tarooi-ga Hanako-ni Jiroo-o
jibun^
Taroo -SUB Hanako-DAT Jiroo -DO self
no
ie
de
shookaishita
of
house in
introduced
'Taroj introduced Jiro to Hanako in self Si house'
Shibatani (1990; 283)
According to Shibatani. the reflexive jihun can only refer to the subject Taroo.
However, many researchers question if retlexive control is indeed associated with
subjecthood in Japanese (Kuno 1972. 1976. 1978: Kuroda 1973a; McCawley 1976; Kuno
and Kaburaki 1977; Kameyama 1984; Momoi 1985; lida and Sells 1988; lida 1996;
Abbi (1990) observes a similar pattern in Hindi, which is also a verb-final language, and like Japanese,
its canonical word order is SOV: the verb agrees with the rightmost NP in Hindi dative subject construction.
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Kumashiro 2000) and in European languages (Haspelmath 2001). For example.
McCawley (1976: 97. 115) offers the following examples of reflexive binding controlled
by non-subjects:
(1.36) a.

b.

Mearii-ga jibun:.-o
hihanshita
koto-ga
Mar\-SUB
self-DO
criticized
that-SUB
Jon^-o
uchinomeshita
John-DO
devastated
"The fact that Mar>' criticized selfj devastated John,"

Jibun^-ga gan-denakatta
koto-ga
self-SUB
cancer-be:NEG:PAST
that-SUB
Hiroshi;-o
yorokobaseta
Hiroshi-DO
pleased
"The fact that self, did not have cancer pleased Hiroshij"

In the examples above, the reflexive jihim is controlled by the direct object instead of the
subject, but the sentences are said to be grammatical.
Based on such past claims as those from McCaw ley (1976) and many others. lida
and Sell (1988) and lida (1996) offer a more clarified account for Japanese reflexive
binding utilizing the notion of perspective. lida (1996) proposes that:
... the speaker can choose to represent an event from a specific vantage point
The antecedent of zihim is understood as the perspective chosen by the speaker in
describing the situation in question, (p. 121)
Given this, we can provide a straightforward account for examples (1.36): the nonsubjects binding of the reflexive jihiin are acceptable since emotional predicates such as
uchinomeshita "devastated" andyorokobaseta "pleased" can have their direct object
taking a perspective, and because there is no other perspective that conflicts with it.
lida's perspective analysis also accounts for Kuroda's often-cited examples (1973a: 141).
which are almost identical in meaning except for the choice of the verb made in the
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embedded clauses: kiui "came" in (1.37a) and itia "went" in (1.37b). However, only
(1.37a) is grammatical.
(1.37) a.

b.

Jon,-wa

juu-nen-mae-ni Mearii-ga jibuni-o
John-TOP
ten-year-ago-in
Mary-SUB
self-DO
tazune-te kita ie-de
ima-wa
koofukuni
visit-and
came house-in
still-TOP
happily
kurashi-teimasu
live-PROG
•Johnj now lives happily in the house where Mar\' came to visit
selfj ten years ago."

*Joni-wa

j uu-nen-mae-ni Mearii-ga jibun^-o
John-TOP
ten-year-ago-in
Mary-SUB
self-DO
tazune-te itta ie-de
ima-wa
koofukuni
visit-and
went house-in
still-TOP
happily
kurashi-teimasu
live-PROG
•Johnj now lives happily in the house where Mary went to visit selfj
ten years ago."

Under lida's perspective analysis, example (1.37b) would be ruled out by having two
different perspectives. "John" is perspective, being the subject of the matrix clause, but
the deictic verb iku "go" requires "Marv ." the subject of the embedded clause, to be the
overall perspective instead, which results in having two perspectives.
The problematic aspects of subjecthood diagnostic tests have also been mentioned
cross-linguistically (see Verma and Mohanan 1990 in Hindi; Bhatia 1990 in Punjabi and
Lahanda; Haspelmath 2001 in European languages). Nevertheless, quite a few studies on
the Japanese dative subject construction still appear to agree that the dative-marked first
NP is the subject of a clause. There are. however, a few who disagree with this
conventional view, and I will turn to them next.
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1.2.2.5 The dative-marked NPs are not subjects (Sugimoto1986; scholars of the national
language)
Unlike the conventional view. Sugimoto (1986) claims that the so-called "dative
subject" ni does not mark the subject of a clause, but that it exhibits characteristics
similar to the locative marker ni. which is compatible with Kumashiro's claim that "the
dative nominal designates a human entity, but it metonymically refers to its dominion"
(2000: 95). E.xamine the following examples from Sugimoto (1986: 365). The glosses
and English equivalents are mine based on his analysis:
(1.38) a.

Katoo-san-niwa
okusan-ga aru
Katoo
-LOC
wife-SUB
have
"There is a wife in Mr. Kato"

b.

Ta.aaka-kun-niwa
itariago-ga
Tanaka-LOC
halian-SUB
dekiru
can speak, be possible
"Italian is possible to Mr. Tanaka"

c.

Yamada-san-aiwa
sono jogen-ga
Yamada
-LOC
that
advice-SUB
arigatakatta
thankful: PAST
"That advice was helpful for Mr. Yamada"

According to Sugimoto. a /7/-marked NP expresses a location (or domain) where there is
a possession, potential or experience. Hence, in example (1.38a). Mr. Kato is the domain
where his possession of a w ife exists; in e.xample (1.38b). Mr. Tanaka is the domain
where his ability to speak Italian exists; in example (1.38c). Mr. Yamada is the domain
where his experience of feeling thankful for the advice exists.
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Sugimoto does, however, recognize a subject-like nature which the dative subject
ni brings about in a given context. He suggests that there is an association between the
subjecthood of w/'-marked NPs and the animacy of NPs marked by ni as shown in the
following examples:
(1.39) a.

b.

Yamada-san-ni.va
bessoo-ga aru
Yamada
-LOC
villa-SUB
have, exist
"Yamada-san has a resort villa/ there is a villa in Yamada-san's
place"
Kono yama
no
ue-nlva
bessoo-ga aru
this
mountain
of
top-LOC
villa-SUB
exist
'On top of this mountain, a resort villa is there'
(Sugimoto 1986: 369)

In example (1.39a). a wnt ^z-marked NP 'Mr. Yamada" is animate, whereas in example
(1.39b). a n/u a-marked NP "the top of this mountain" is inanimate. Recall that, under
Kumashiro's analysis (2000). the dative-marked human NP in the possessive construction
as in (1.39a) metonymically refers to its dominion, i.e. a space where hessoo "villa' is
found, or a space where the event hessoo gci am *a villa exists' is located. Sugimoto
(1986) points out the high correlation between the animacy of NPs and the subject of a
clause, and argues that the dative subject ni often marks the speaker or someone who is
close to the speaker (e.g. family; friends), which is considered to be the highest in Kuno's
Speech-Act Participant Empathy Hierarchy (1976: 433):
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It is easiest for the speaker to empathize with himself (i.e., to express his own
point of view): it is next easiest for him to express his empathy with the hearer; it
is most difficult for him to empathize with the third party, at the exclusion of the
hearer or himself.
Speaker > Hearer > Third Person'^
Sugimoto (1986) argues that the higher the speaker's empathy towards an NP. the more
likely it is to be construed as the subject of a sentence (p. 373). Note, however, as in
examples (1.39a) and (1.39b). that animate NPs. even the third person like "Mr. Yamada."
are higher in the hierarchy than inanimate ones like "the top of this mountain.' Thus his
basic argument is that the dative subject ni is a locative marker, but because of the
semantic characteristics of the NP. specifically of animacy. we may tend to identify the
m-marked NP as the subject of a clause. Cross-linguistically. Pandharipande (1990) also
claims that the experiencer NP (=dative) in Marathi should be treated as a locative NP
similar to an inanimate NP which occurs in the same position because it lacks
subjecthood properties such as verbal agreement (p. 177). There are others who argue
that one should treat dative-marked NPs not as "subjects" but as "objects" in Mithili

A correlation between case marking and the animacy or empathy hierarchy has been observed in other
languages as well (DeLancey 1981; Comrie 1989). DeLancey. for example, discusses "split ergative"
patterns, in which a transitive agent is marked for ergative case or left unmarked depending on its position
of the animacy or empathy hierarchy. Examine the following examples from Watters (1973, in DeLancev
1981:628):
THE SPLIT ERGATIVE PATTERN IN KHAM (A TIBETO-Burman Language of Nepal):
; .1)
r.Gd ;
.-.an-lay
nga-pch-ni-ke.
•| hit you"
you-OBJ
1
lA-hit-2P-PERF
: ii ;

r.3v.

r. c 2 ~ - a y

I-6BJ

na-pch-na-ke.
2A-hit-lP-PERF

"You hit me'

you

nc-lay
he-OBJ

na-coh-ke.
2A-hit-PERF

"You hit him'

; i i i ; nan
you

n c -e n 3 r". — cj y
coh-na-ke-c.
"He hit you"
he-ERG you-OBJ
hit-2P-PERF-3A
The morphemes glossed I A. 2A and 3 A are subject agreement markers and IP and 2P are object agreement
markers. There is no S'"* person object marker. In Kham. ergative case is marked on the 3"* person agent,
but not on agents which rank above the S"* person.
;iv;
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(Mishra 1990) and in Sanskrit (Cardona 1990) or "goal" or "possession" in iVIalayalam
(Mohananand Mohanan 1990).
So far. kokugogaku scholars (scholars of the national language), who represent
several hundred years of scholarship in Japan, have not recognized the so-called dative
subject construction as something different from the existential/locational construction
(e.g. 1.39b). In addition. Kokuritsu Kokugo Kenkyuujo or The National Language
Research Institute (1951) as well as dictionaries such as Kojiert and Nihon Kokugo
Daijiten do not even mention this peculiar syntactic and semantic role of ni. It appears
that they take a position similar to Sugimoto (1986) in that the so-called dative subject ni
is a locative marker.

1.2.3 General problems of previous approaches
There have been discussions on the Japanese "dative subject" in various
frameworks, from generative, to functional to cognitive, and their theoretical
contributions to this issue have been valuable. Reviewing the studies done on this issue,
however, we find that there were some serious limitations of the past approaches and
several important questions were left unanswered. Most notably, discourse data,
spontaneous conversation in particular, have almost no place in the framework of past
studies as in Kuno 1973. Martin 1975. McGloin 1980. Watanabe 1984. Sugimoto 1986.
Tsunoda 1991. Kabata 1998. Shibatani 1977. 1999. 2001a. 2001b and Kumashiro 2000.
Shibatani (1978) was the only exception in that he used written Japanese discourse as
data, but he only gave a syntactic and semantic account for the phenomenon. In general.

prior works also base their claims on relatively small amounts of data, which do not
demonstrate how and how frequently the speakers use this construction and how similar
or different the occurrence of this construction is depending on discourse types (i.e.
spoken Japanese vs. written Japanese; narrative vs. conversation).
Also of note is the fact that the grammatical status of two NPs in the so-called
"dative" construction is still in dispute as summarized in Table 1.1;
Table 1.1: The grammatical status of two NPs
of the dative subject construction
1'' NP-ni
subject
subject

2"" NP-ga
subject
direct object

experiencer/low agentivity

direct object

large subject

small subject

clause-level subject
('dominion"; "space")
location

predicate-level subject
subject

Prior studies
Martin 1975
Kuno 1973; Shibatani 1977.
1978
Kageyama 1978; McGloin
1980; Watanabe 1984;
Tsunoda 1991; Kabata
1998; Masuda 1999
Shibatani 1999.2001a.
2001b
Kumashiro 2000
Sugimoto 1986;
kokiigogaku scholars

Table 1.1 shows that scholars disagree substantially on the status of the second NP.
However, quite a few linguists claim that the dative-marked first NP contains some sort
of subject-like properties. These claims are largely based on the results of subjecthood
tests. However, we find that even well recognized tests to identify the subjecthood of
dative-marked NPs are not without problems. For e.xample. dative-marked NPs do not
always trigger the honorification process, but the 2"'' NPs or predicate-level NPs (cf.
"small subject* in Shibatani 1999) do seem to be responsible for it (Kumashiro 2000).
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We have also observed cases where reflexive binding is triggered by the non-subject of a
clause, and what controls for reflexivization seems nm to be syntactic but pragmatic in
nature (i.e.. perspective; a point of view ) (Kuno 1972. 1976. 1978: Kuroda 1973a;
McCawley 1976: Kuno and Kaburaki 1977: Kameyama 1984: Momoi 1985; lida and
Sells 1988; lida 1996: Kumashiro 2000). It should also be mentioned that these so-called
"subjecthood tests" have had no place in kokugogaku (the study of the national language)
tradition. Judging from the rather conflicting results of these tests, it is uncertain what
the significance of these tests should be. and thus the claims regarding the subjecthood of
dative-marked NPs do not seem to be well established.
Another notable thing is the lack of diachronic perspectives in prior literature.
The origin of the dative subject ni and its diachronic change have not been discussed.
When did the construction start to be used? How has it developed over the years? Did it
start from the narrative portion of literar\' works or the conversational portion of literary
works? Given the view that the grammar of human languages is not static or autonomous
but "a real-time, social phenomenon, and therefore is temporal: its structure is always
deferred, always in a process but never arriving, and therefore emergent" (Hopper 1987;
141). an examination of earlier patterns of variation in pre-modem Japanese discourse
should shed light on the ways in which the particle ni is used synchronically. More
specifically, it may help us resolve the dispute on the grammatical status of a dativemarked NP: is it a subject, a locative NP. or something else as in somewhere along the
continuum, but just not grammaticized yet?
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To answer the above-mentioned questions concerning Japanese dative subject
construction, it is imperative that we examine actual discourse, spontaneous
conversations and pre-modem Japanese texts in particular, both of which were lacking in
the 30 years of previous inquiry. Before we will describe our approach to the issue in
depth, let us now turn our attention to those who have studied the issue of the grammar of
the spoken language in contrast to that of the written language, on which most
constructed examples appear to be based.

1.3 Spoken language versus written language
In his thesis. The Written Language Bias in Linguistics. Linell (1982) criticizes
"the obvious contradiction" between what linguists say and what they actually ^ in
practice:
On the one hand, linguists maintain that speech is primary and, therefore, the most
(or only) interesting object of study. On the other hand, their actual practice
reveals quite different traditions and values. To a very great extent, linguists still
study written sentences (often out of conte.xts) and written texts, and to the extent
that spoken language is actually studied it is done with a conceptual apparatus
which is more or less totally derived from the experience of written language
analysis, (pp. 41-42)
Linell (1982) argues that, despite the fact that most linguists believe in the primacy of
speech, their concept of language is deeply influenced by a long tradition of analyzing
only written language, which is often viewed as the grammatical, correct language as
opposed to spoken language, which is labeled as the ungrammatical. incorrect language.
Since Linell's criticism, more linguists have become aware of the long-neglected
grammar, namely the grammar of talk-in-interaction (e.g. Biber et al. 1998; Biber et al.
1999; Crystal 1979; Linell 1982, 1988; Clancy 1982; Pawley and Syder 1983; Quirk et al.
1985; Schiffrin 1987; Chafe 1987; Hopper 1992. 1997; Miller 1995; Iwasaki andOno
1998. 2002; Ochs et al. 1996; Leech 1999; Bybee to appear; Thompson to appear). The
rest of this section summarizes the most commonly mentioned features of the spoken
language, talk-in-interaction in particular, in relation to those of the written language in
general. The section also presents discussions of the notion of "sentence" in conversation.
I will then survey the characteristics of spontaneous conversations in Japanese as reported
in recent literature and contrast them with those of written Japanese.
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1.3.1 The characteristics of spoken language versus written language
Recent awareness of the differences between speech and writing has yielded
several characteristics of speech, a long-neglected variety of language, often labeled as
"incorrect." Linell (1982). for example, offers the four most important features of speech
in contrast to those of writing.
1. Speech is dynamic, ephemeral behavior distributed in time;
it proceeds continuously and its inherent dynamics, the changes at various levels,
must be subject to on-line monitoring and analysis by both communicating
parties; as one goes on. one can no longer observe that which was produced
earlier. The products of the speaker's activities (behavioral movements and sound
waves) fade rapidly over a period of time, and the same applies to the listener's
activities. (I disregard here the fact that some types of "products" remain in shortterm memory for certain limited periods of time.) This naturally leads to focusing
on the dynamic behavior as such rather than on some persistent products (such as
those in writing). (Linell: 1982: 5; underline in original)
In contrast to the dynamic nature of speech, writing is persistent and static/atemporal
since it is not typically interpreted at the same time and place as it is produced. The
writer is not usually subject to on-line monitoring or negotiating in writing, and rapid
responses are not usually necessary-, either (pp. 7-8). It should be noted that this
static/atemporal nature of written language is in line with that of constructed e.xamples
used in linguistics literature (Ono and Sadler 2001).
2. Speech behavior has many features of continuous movements (rather than a chain
of successive states). (Linell: 1982: 6)
In speech, emotions and attitudes are e.vpressed "by means of prosodic patterns like stress.
tone, and intonation, and/or paralinguistic phenomena" (i.e. variations in melody, tempo.
pausing, loudness, etc.) (Linell 1982; 72). Writing, on the other hand, consists of discrete
symbols (i.e. letters; graphic words), and these symbols are organized in certain regular
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spatial patterns according to such various conventions as punctuation and paragraphing.
The prosodic features and the non-verbal signals of the communicative acts in speech
have almost no correspondence in writing (Linell 1982: 8). The same can be said of
constructed examples in linguistics literature.
3. The whole interaction between speaker and listener is dependent on the situation
(context) in many extremely important ways. (Linell 1982: 6)
Speech is context-dependent. A face-to-face interaction between the speaker and the
listener involves various verbal and/or non-verbal signals/feedback on line, and
background knowledge about each other, which significantly influence the whole
interaction. Due to the lack of such immediate signals/feedback as well as various kinds
of background know ledge the writer and reader(s) have, writing is typically context-free
and relatively explicit. This also seems to be true for constructed examples used in
linguistics literature, which are often presented in a relatively context-free manner.
4. Communication through speech is a resource available for all normally equipped
human beings across different social groups and cultures. It is acquired under
rather different conditions than writing. Its ontogenesis is part of the normal
individual's primary^ socialization, which starts and largely develops in early
childhood as an integrated element of habitual activities in everyday culture. To a
large extent it then remains a feature of the private sphere of people's lives.
Knowledge of one's spoken language is an inalienable element of one's
knowledge of everyday culture. (Linell 1982:7)
Writing, on the other hand, is considered to be "secondary socialization" (Linell 1982: 9)
in that it is acquired through schooling and education. Written language is more
constrained by rules and conventions and contains less variation than spoken language
(pp. 9-10). Linell maintains that "the conditions under which written language is
generally taught have promoted the quite common belief that (some variance of) written

language represent(s) the "grammatical.' correct language, whereas many variants of
spoken language are incorrect, defective, incoherent, ugly and/or rude" (p. 10). Ono and
Sadler (2001) point out a similarity in the production process between constructing
examples seen in linguistic analyses and written language: "constructing examples may
involve a relatively conscious process of accessing a more stable grammar of language,
much of which may be fixed, often prescriptive, conventions of written language ... [t]his
kind of knowledge can be accessed only through relatively slow and conscious efforts by
the speaker." Similar views are found in Iwasaki and Ono (2002).
The following chart summarizes the basic differences in communication through
speech versus writing argued in Linell (1982):
Table 1.2: Speech versus writing
The Features of Speech
dynamic
continuous
context-dependent
primary' socialization

The Features of Writing
& Constructed Examples
persistent and static (atemporal)
discrete
relatively explicit and context-free
secondary socialization; prescriptive

1.3.2 The notion of "sentence"
The awareness of the differences between spoken language and written language
has led a number of scholars to rethink one of the salient features of modem grammar
theory: the notion of "sentence." The sentence has been assumed to be the basic unit in
the analysis of a language, and is said to be a categor\' of linguistic expression with the
following characteristics;
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a) a sentence must be limited by an onset and an end that are structurally clearly
manifested
b) a sentence must, at least in some languages, e.g. English, contain both a
subject and a predicate
c) a sentence must exhibit certain other properties which enable it to occur as an
independent unit. Compare the difference between a matrix sentence (main
sentence) which is a true sentence, and a subordinate clause (or subordinate
sentence) which is not a true sentence (but a clause)
d) a single sentence may contain several clauses, e.g. subordinate clauses.
(modified from Linell 1982: 67)
A number of corpus- and discourse-based studies, however, question the
applicability of "sentence" as a basic unit to the analysis of conversation (Crystal 1979.
Linell 1982. 1988. Paw ley and Syder 1983. Quirk et al. 1985. Schiffrin 1987. Chafe 1988.
Halliday 1989; Miller 1995. Ochsetal. 1996. Miller and Wienert 1998; Biberetal. 1998.
Biberetal. 1999. Leech 1999 in English: Kokuritsu Kokugo Kenkyuujo 1960. 1963:
Clancy 1982. Maruyama 1996; Iwasaki and Ono 1998. 2002 in Japanese). Linell (1982).
for example, addresses a methodological problem observed in some linguistic literature,
that, because of the lack of "the requirements for sentencehood." many non-sentences in
conversation are treated as "ungrammatical" sentence fragments (p. 69). Several scholars
have started to explore these long-neglected fragments in conversation. Some attempts
were made in the search of an ahemative. a unit for talk.
One of the earliest proposed explanations for a unit of talk was the term
"utterance." which is defined as "any stretch of talk by one person, before and after
which there is silence on the part of that person" (Harris 1951; 14). According to this
definition, an utterance could vary in size, structural complexity and prepositional content.
Similarly. Schiffrin (1987) offers a rather vague definition for units of talk in that units of
talk could be sentences, propositions, speech acts or tone units.
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The term "intonation units" is introduced to differentiate units of tallc based on
prosodic cues. An intonation unit consists of a single coherent intonation contour,
possibly followed by a pause (Chafe 1988). It could be a word, a phrase, a clause or a
fragment of one of these. Chafe (1988) proposes that "the intonation units found in
spoken language manifest the flow of ideas" (p. 4). and that a falling intonation marks the
closure of an idea or idea sequence (i.e. 'period intonation'), and a non-falling unit
signals continuation (i.e. "comma intonation") as illustrated in the following e.xamples of
intonation units produced by a speaker who is discussing a two-year-old of his
acquaintance who has a mother named Cindy (Chafe 1988: 2);
(1.40)

a.

D.
C.
d.
e.
f.
gh.
i.

j•
k.
1.
m.

. like almost anyone .. Cindy ... meets
when we're like at the beach or in the
park,
. will ...uh— ..ask how old he is.
. not s .. surprisingly,
. and when she says two a.nd a half,
. they,
. my god.
he's so big and .. athletic.
.. I mean .. uh-- ... a couple times we've
run into ... other kids his age.
.. he just ... you know ... makes them, look
ike little babies next to him.
.. and he loves to play.
. he's always running around,
. and playing sports,
.. anyway.

Falling versus non-fall ing intonation units are distinguished by periods and commas
respectively. In (1.40). the closure of an idea or idea sequence is observed in intonation
units (b). (t). (g). (h). (i). (j). and (m) signaled by falling pitch, and the continuation of an
idea is in (a), (c), (d). (e), (k). and (1). Chafe maintains that the majority of intonation
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units are clauses (= "a segment of language that consists of a subject and a predicate" in
Chafe 1988: 3). but many are not. He suggests that about 60% to 80% of intonation units
in conversations are single clauses. Note that intonation units (d). (g). (h). (i). (j). and (k)
consist of single clauses, but the rest of them are not.
Yet. one of the most well-recognized views seems to be CLAUSE as the basic unit
for both speech and writing (Crystal 1979; Linell 1982; Halliday 1989; Miller 1995:
Leech 1999; etc.). Linell (1982). for example, recognizes that the sentence is a unit of
analysis which is best suited for written discourse, but maintains that the identification of
sentence in speech is difficult since speech often consists of "a sequence of clauses and
phrases which are rather loosely strung together without there being any clear boundaries
of differences between clauses of different kinds" (p. 68).'^
The phenomena of clauses and phrases loosely strung together without any clear
boundaries of differences between clauses of different kinds (i.e. main clauses vs.
subordinate clauses) are nicely illustrated in Crystal (1979). Crystal lists some
"neglected grammatical factors." which make it hard to identity how many and what kind
of sentences in English conversation. One of the factors he illustrates is 'connectivity."
Connectivity between utterances causes the difficulties of distinguishing simple (or
mono-clausal) sentences from comple.x (or multi-clausal) ones in English conversation.
Especially in coordinate clauses, there seems to be no semantic distinction between the
use or non-use of a connective like and as illustrated in the following examples:

It is my understanding that Linell's "any clear boundaries of differences between clauses of different
kinds" seems to point to the distinction between a matrix clause and an embedded clause or between an
independent clause and a dependent clause.
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(1.41) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
gh.

he gets on the wrong train
and ends up in the wrong placeand finds that he's in a place
that's perfectly quiet
and perfectly innocent
and there's no storyand so he just writes one
and within a week he's managed to create
riots you know
(Crystal 1979: 156)
•

•

•

According to Crystal (1979). the use or non-use of and in (b). (c). (e). (g) and (h) seems
to make no semantic difference: one can argue that the use of the connective in (f) is
obligatory on the grounds that it marks the end of this first sequence of events with the
meaning of "and as a result," but the intonation, and accompanying linguistic and
extralinguistic context could be used for this purpose without using and (p. 156). Given
this analysis, if we consider the "optionality" of the connectives, we could count the
above utterances as 7 sentences, or. we could view the whole of the above as a single
complex sentence (p. 156).''^

ig

Crystal also points out that the distinction between a sentence and a clause becomes blurred when it is
unclear whether isolated clauses or phrases are colloquially reduced, or are utterances in a relationship of
ellipsis to some nearby clauses (p. 157).
a.
5.nd he •••/as sayiriq
b.
'hat er~ - vcu car. gc zo a .".ightclub in.
cr.y 3e.'-..-.et for about rr.irty bob6.
a r.L^r.z witr. Tcr.y Ber.netf.
r.ave a r.ice meal ir. very plushy surroundings
g.
very war- r.ice pleasant
(Crystal 1979: 157)
In the example above, the distinction between a sentence and a clause becomes blurred. Take utterance (g)
for example. Is utterance (g) a sentence with colloquial omission of it is, or subordinate clause with the
ellipsis of which are (related to (f)) or with the ellipsis of which is (related to (e)). Similarly, is utterance (0
an ellipsis of you can. that you can. or and you can?
It seems almost impossible to answer the question of how many and what kind of sentences we are
analyzing when we encounter instances where an utterance appears to contain two interlaced sentences
("intercalation" in Crystal 1979).
a.
I'm very suspicic^s of the press generally
b.
and I can tell you
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While some scholars like Crystal (1979) have proposed that the traditional notion
of sentence should be discarded from the analysis of talk. Iwasaki and Ono (1998. 2002)
maintain that the notion of sentence is usetlil at least in Japanese and that sentence can be
regarded as "an organizational unit situated between the unit of clause and the unit of
discourse" (Iwasaki and Ono 2002). They present the following important features of
"sentences" in Japanese conversation (2002):
1) Sentences are produced on-line; speakers plan and produce utterances as
interactions unfold, while making false starts, reformulating utterances, and
adding elements after the predicate, (reformulation, incrementation)
2) Two or more sentences can be produced simultaneously: speakers can produce
a sentence in the middle of producing another, (interpolation)
3) What is on the record, however accidental it may be. has consequences in the
way in which sentences emerge, (local management)
4) Elements which were just produced as part of one sentence may be reused in
another sentence which is emerging in the on-going interaction, (bridging)
5) Clause-combining is a perfect fit for the on-line nature of Japanese sentences.
It is used to help interactants ensure that the currently emerging sentence
continues to emerge and that it will be finished in the end. Our conversation
data show a heavy use of this system, making "sentence" in spoken language
look rather different from the way "sentence* has been defined, (clausecombining)

c.

ceza'Jise r.oz

or.^y - .Tiean tnat s cr.e case
thai ycu've giver.
e.
cut
ir. ir. tr.eir reccrtirc or erm ciZZaLVS roreion
•51 f 51 r s
f.
because livir.q in Cyprus
g.
I've seer, quite a .lu.f.ber of .".istorical
events ycu k.'-.cw
(Cr>stal 1979: 158)
Cry stal analyzes this sequence as follows:
a.
Mai.n Clause .a.
b,
Mair. C-ause 3
C-e.
Subcrdi.iare Clauses A
subordinate Clauses s
Crystal e.\plains that (c) - (e) express the reason for (a), i.e. the reason for the speaker's being suspicious of
the press; (0 and (g) provide the reason for (b). i.e. why the speaker is an authority.
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The following sequence of an exchange between two speakers illustrates some of such
features. The utterances in "[ ]" refer to the ones that are produced simultaneously by
the two speakers.
(1.42) Speaker A (female graduate student explains to T (male graduate student
why it took some time for her to realize there was an earthquake. A and T
live in the same dormitory, and both are familiar with the room layout.

1

A:

2

3

4

5

6

T:

7

A:

8

ano naze ka
tte yuu-to
INJ
why Q
QUO say-if
"uh if (I may) say the reason"
anoo kata-gawa no
ruumumeeto
ga
INJ
one-side
LK
roommate
NOM
anoo deteitINJ went, out
"uh the roommate on the other side. uh. had gone ou-'
.nnuubuauto-sita
node
move. Out-do:PAST
so
'had moved out. so"
kata-gawa no
anoo ookina
ne
one-side
LK
INJ
big
PP
hondana
ga
aru deshoo
bookcase
NOM exist TAG
"uh there is a big bookcase on the other side, right?"
ano [tsukue
no
ue
ni
ookii
INJ
desk
LK
top
LOC big
hondana] ga
arimasu
ne
bookcase
NOM exist;POL;NONPAST
PP
"uh there is a big bookcase above the desk, right?"
[haa e
arimasu]
BCH BCH exist: POL:NONPAST
"Oh. yes. (there) is"
are ni
hon-ga
haitte
that
LOC book-NOM
be. In: TE-ASP:
-nakkatta mon-de
NEG:PAST SE-COP;TE
"(there) were no books in that so"
are ga
gataan
to
taoreta-n
that
NOM bang
QUO fall:PAST-SE
desu yo
COP PP
"that (bookshelO collapsed with a big noise"
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Some instances of clause combining are observed in speaker A"s utterances. (1). (3) and
(7). by means of clause-linking forms to 'if." node "because." and de (= the gerund of
copula). A case of interpolation, "production of a sentence or a clause in the middle of
forming another" (Iwasaki and Ono 2002). is observed in (4) - (5) ("there"s a big
bookshelf on one side of my room, you see? You see. there's a big bookshelf on the
desk"") between speaker A"s utterances in (1) - (3) ("well, the reason why I didn't realize
that was an earthquake is. my roommate had moved out. so ...") and (7) - (8) ("since
there weren't an\' books in that, it collapsed with a big noise"). Iwasaki and Ono
maintain that, however disruptive the interpolated utterances may be. the use of such
clause-linking forms as to "if." node "because." and de (= the gerund of copula) ensures
"that the currently emerging sentence will continue to emerge and that it will be finished
in the end" (Iwasaki and Ono 2002).

so'
INTERPOLATION
6

1 subordinate
clause

Speaker T

Iwasaki and Ono note that (1) - (3) is a subordinate clause, and must be followed by a
main clause in order to constitute a "correct"" sentence. Instead, speaker A interpolates
(4) - (5) in order to make sure if speaker T knows the location of the bookshelf which she
is about to talk about. As a consequence of this interpolation, no main clause follows the
subordinate clause to complete a sentence. This very interpolation, however, provides an
instance of local management in discourse. According to Iwasaki and Ono (1998). if we
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were to link (1) - (3) directly with (7) - (8). without the interpolation (4) - (5). where the
word hondana 'bookshelf is first mentioned, it would be uncertain what the
demonstrative are 'that* refers to here:
(1.43) . .. ano nazekatte iu to anoo katagawa no
ruumumeeto ga anoo deteitt-- muubuauto sita node
are ni hon ga haittenakatta mon de are ga
gataanto taoretan desu yo.
"Well, the reason why I didn't realize that was an earthquake is. well, the
roommate, one of my next door neighbors, left—, had moved out. so.
since there weren't any books in that, that collapsed with a big noise."
Thus, the interpolated utterances (4) - (5) may have uttered accidentally, but they
"influence the w ay in w hich the rest of the sentence emerges" (Iwasaki and Ono 2002).
Iwasaki and Ono (1989. 2002) also point out a parallelism in structure between
contemporary Japanese conversation and classical Japanese texts written from the 9"^ to
12'*^ centuries, by demonstrating such features as clause combining and interpolation.
This also supports Sakakura's description of text organization in classical Japanese in that
clauses in classical Japanese texts are connected rather loosely (1972). As will be
discussed in more detail later, the grammar of spoken Japanese and that of written
Japanese was a lot closer around that time (Tsukishima 1977) until they began to diverge
around the 13"^ century.
Such phenomena as connectivity in English conversation (Crystal 1979) and
clause combining and interpolation in Japanese conversation and Japanese classical texts
(Iwasaki and Ono 1998. 2002) all point to the ver>' characteristics of speech discussed
earlier in 1.3.1: dynamic; continuous; context-dependent; primary socialization; and
consisting of a sequence of clauses and phrases loosely strung together without any clear
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boundaries of differences between clauses of different kinds. As Iwasaki and One
suggest (2002). for the analysis of spoken Japanese, one needs to consider "the extensive
clause-combining system" as evidenced in the use of clause-linking forms such as to "if."
node 'because.' and de to allow the emergence of sentence/clause and the continuation of
this emergence, as well as "the aspect of interactionally motivated and locally managed
on-line mechanisms" (Iwasaki and Ono 2002) which is demonstrated in such a
phenomenon as interpolation.

1.3.3 Spoken Japanese versus written Japanese
It is a well-knowTi fact that the Japanese language has been greatly influenced by
Japan's contact with civilizations since early in its history. Such contact seems to have
motivated both the divergence and convergence of spoken Japanese and written Japanese
over the course of its history. Japan's first major contact with another civilization
occurred as early as the 5"' century with China (Kato 1979). Its adoption of the already
highly developed Chinese writing system has always been well recognized in the
discussions of the Japanese language as well as in its historv' and literary works. In
conjunction with the adoption of the Chinese writing system and the development of the
Japanese writing system, kana. Japan developed the notion of "a dual language structure"
(Kato 1979: 8) in its literary works. The Japanese language, the native language, often
characterized as omade "women's hands.' was used to e.xpress one's emotions, which are
closely associated with the situations in everyday life as e-xemplified in the earlier style of
waka or poetry and monogatari or tales written in the Heian period (794-1186). The
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Chinese language, often referred to as otokode "men's hands.' was used to write official
and historical documents.
The similarity in structure between spoken Japanese and written Japanese around
that time was still quite strong (Tsukishima 1977). However, as the influence of Chinese
spread to Japanese literary works and the dual language structure became blurred, around
the 13''' century, spoken Japanese and written Japanese began to diverge (Yamamoto
1977: 317). "culminating, at the end of the 19'*^ century, in a big gap between speech and
vvTiting. not

only from the viewpoint of the lexicon and idiomatic e.xpression. but also

from that of grammar" (Fujii 1991: 8). It had reached the point where the written
language could be read and written only by people with higher education.
With the arrival of the Portuguese, followed by the Spanish and the Dutch. Japan's
second major contact with another civilization occurred in the 16"' century at a time when
the influence of Chinese was still significant. After Japan closed its borders to foreigners
in 1641. Holland was the only Western country permitted to continue trading, and the
influence of Dutch increased in significance toward the latter half of the Edo period
(1603-1868). especially in medicine, chemistry, and other technical sciences.
The arrival of the Americans in their iron "black" ships, led by Commodore Perry,
who demanded that Japan open the country in 1853. further motivated Japan's growing
awareness of the need for modernization. The impact of Perry's visit caused the
Shogunate to encourage the study of English, as this language was seen as a conduit
through which the country could begin to absorb Western civilization (Yamamoto 1965).
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The impact of this change was not foreseen by the Shogunate. which was overthrown and
replaced by a new government under the Meiji emperor.
The new government greatly increased the efforts to assimilate the tools of
Western civilization in order to modernize Japan. According to Fujii (1991). "[d]uring
this period of modernization, it was soon realized that one of the problems that the
country had to confront was that of language" (p. 7). more specifically, written Japanese.
Such awareness had resulted in the reformation of vsxitten Japanese, in particular.
genbim-itchi. or the unification of speech and writing, w hich had already been advocated
by Japanese scholars who studied Dutch in the Edo period (Yamamoto 1965. 1977).
More scholars and writers came to realize that, in the West, the unification of speech and
writing enabled the spread of education, the popularization of new ideas and technology,
and consequently contributed to the development of Western civilization. Although this
movement faced various difficult problems."*^ a colloquial language (i.e. genbim-itchi-tai
'the unification of speech and writing style') came to be in use in all novels by 1908. in
newspapers by 1923. and in governmental documents and official documents after World
War 11 (1946) (Yamamoto 1964: 129; 1965: 63-64). It must be noted, however, that this
"unification" was never complete. Spoken and written languages became more similar in
modem Japanese, but nevertheless have remained distinct (this will be discussed further
in later this section).
The impact of the unification of speech and writing became evident in the
kokugogakii ("the study of the national language') tradition, too. By the 20"" century.
The unification of speech and writing was not achieved in a short period of time. For more detailed
accounts for this movement, please see litoyo (1964) and Yamamoto (1977).
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scholars came to realize the need for the study of the newly established written Japanese
ox genhim-itchi-tai and provided detailed descriptions for it: Nihon Zokiigobimten [The
Dictionary of Colloquial Japanese) (Matsushita 1901); Nihon Koogohoo Koogi [Lectures
on Colloquial Japanese] (Yamada 1922); Shin Bunten

(Hashimoto 1932). (Note

that genbun-itchi-iai is often referred to as "colloquial" Japanese since it is much closer
to the spoken language than what the written language used to be.) Hashimoto's work
(1932). in particular, is noteworthy in that it ju-xtaposes the distinctive features of the
grammar of genhun-iichi-iai in contrast to those of the previous written language, which
was based on the grammar of classical Japanese established around the 11century.
The study of spoken Japanese is said to have started around 1949 by Kokuritsu
Kokugo Kenkyujo or The National Language Research Institute (NLRJ). Notably this
predates studies of language in relation to socio-cultural setting introduced from the U.S.
in the 1960s. The NLRI has been conducting studies in language focusing mainly on
topics such as standardization, social factors, dialectal/regional differences in language
use. the use of honorifics. dictionaries, first language acquisition, and pedagogy, and
results of these demonstrates the importance of studying speech (see Hanashikotoha no
Bimkei (1) (2) [The structures of speech] I960. 1963).
The importance of studying Japanese speech has come into recent discourse-based
studies in the U.S. They have proposed several characteristics of the long-neglected
language, conversation, which are found to be quite different from those mentioned in
linguistic literature or Japanese textbooks. Many features have been discussed. Besides
the notion of sentence, the following are most relevant to the current study: 1) the rarity
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of canonical transitiv e clauses; 2) the rarit>' of case marking; 3) the variability of word
order; and 4) cases where some elements became grammaticized as subjective
expressions.
First of all. the so-called canonical transitive clauses are very rare in conversation
(Ono and Sadler 2001). Yet canonical transitive clauses or clauses with two overtly
expressed NPs are often treated by many linguists as if they play a significant role in the
grammar of Japanese and occupy a substantial amount of what speakers do. Here, a
transitive clause is defined as a predicate which can or does occur with both a
syntactically defined subject and either an o- or ^a-marked (i.e. "case-marked") direct
object (Shibatani 1977. 1990) as shown in the following examples:
(1.44) a.

John-ga
Mary-o
John-NOM
Mary-ACC
•John hit Mary"

butta
hit: PAST
(Kuno 1973: 3)

b.

Kakehi-sensei-ni
eigo-ga
yoku wakaru
Kakehi-prof.-DAT
English-NOM well
understand
'Prof Kakehi understands English well"
(Shibatani 1990: 302)

c.

Kakehi-sensei-ga
seitotachi-ga
Kakehi-prof.-NOM
students-NOM
o-suki
da
HON-like
COP
•Prof Kakehi likes the students"
(Shibatani 1990: 300)

An examination of two hours of conversation provides evidence that such transitive
clauses occur very rarely in conversation (6%; 8 instances out of 137 transitive clauses),
and in fact, intransitive clauses (67%) are much more common than transitive clauses
(33%). which is compatible with the cross-linguistic and Japanese tendencies suggested
by Croft (1990: 105) and Ikegami (1991) respectively (Ono and Sadler 2001). Further, in
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conversation. NPs are often not expressed, a phenomenon that is known by such terms as
"zero anaphora' and 'ellipsis' as shown the following example:
(1.45) atashi
suki
I
like
'I like (that kind of car)"

(Ono and Sadler 2001)

The use of pzirenthesis in the English translation indicates a referent which is not overtly
expressed. Hence, in (1.45). only the subject atashi 'V is expressed as an NT. As reasons
for the rarity of 2 NP clauses in conversation. Ono and Sadler suggest that: 1) transitive
clauses are not as common as intransitive clauses in conversation: 2) as has been
discussed (Chafe 1987. 1994: Du Bois 1987). the amount of new information per clause
is constrained universally and given information is often not lexically expressed in
conversation.
Ono and Sadler further point out the rarity of overt case-marking on NPs in
conversation. NPs are often not marked with any particles or may be marked with noncase particles such as the topic marker via and mo as illustrated in the following example
(Ono and Sadler 2001):
(1-46) Nanno-wa sore ototoi
kiita-n
Nanno-TOP it
day before yesterday heard-NOM
"Nanno heard it the day before yesterday. (I heard)"

desu tte
COP QUO

In (1.46). the subject S'anno is marked with the topic marker wa. and the direct object
sore is unmarked. According to Ono and Sadler (2001). in more than 60 % of clauses
when there are 2 NPs. the NPs are not case-marked.
The findings regarding case marking may be rather surprising, considering that
the primary function of particles such as ga and o is often assumed to be to indicate
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grammatical relations. However, a number of works have pointed out the rare occurrence
of these case particles in conversation and the pragmatic nature of case particles (Kuno
1972. 1973; Chafe 1976: Watanabe 1986; Mori andGivon 1987; Masunaga 1988;
Matsuda 1995; Ono et al. 2000; Fujii and Ono 2000). For example, the so-called subject
marker ga is often associated with such functional categories as "new.' "unpredictable."
and 'e-xhaustive listing." The direct object marker o is. too. characterized as a marker of
"discourse salience" or "thematic importance." Ono and Sadler (2001) suggest that case
particles may be better characterized primarily as pragmatic particles.
Word order is another distinctive characteristic of conversation often mentioned
in linguistics literature. Japanese is known to be a verb-final language, and its canonical
word order is SOV (as in examples 44) as illustrated in the following example from a
conversation:
(1.47) sore-ga
kanojo
tsurete
kuru
that-SUB
girlfriend
take
come
"that person will bring (his) girlfriend* (Ono and Suzuki 1992: 430)
However, several works have reported variability in word order, a phenomenon known as
"postposing" or "right dislocation." where elements are expressed after predicates (Hinds
1982; Aoto 1985: Takahara and Peng 1981; Ono and Suzuki 1992). See the following
example taken from Ono and Suzuki (1992: 431):
(1.48) yurushite kunnai
yo
allow
give:NEG
FP
.. shachoo-ga.
president-SUB
"(he) would not allow (us to do such a thing), the president."
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Example (1.48) shows that the subject of the preceding clause is expressed after the
predicate. Ono and Suzuki explain that after saying '(he) would not allow (us to do such
a thing).' the speaker realizes that the listener would not be able to understand who he
means and so adds shachoo-ga 'the president."
The elements that can occur after predicates include the subject, direct object,
indirect object of the preceding clause, adverbs, conjunctions, temporal and locative
phrases, vocative phrases, clauses, etc. (Ono and Suzuki 1992:431). The use of such
non-canonical word order is often associated with such motivations as: afterthought and
emphasis (Hinds 1982; Aoto 1985): gender differences (Takahara and Peng 1981);
cognitive, interactional and emotive factors (Ono and Suzuki 1992).
Another feature often observed in conversation is cases where some elements are
grammaticized as subjective expressions, which express the speaker's attitudes, emotions,
and/or opinions. Study after study documents how subjective expressions are spread
through every part of conversation (e.g. Benveniste 1971; Iwasaki 1988. 1993: Lyons
1994; Scheibman 2001). In Japanese, it has been claimed that the so-called clauselinking particles such as kedo "although" and kam "because' carry discourse-pragmatic
functions in cases where there are no linked or contrastive clauses (Nakayama and
Ichihashi-Nakayama 1997; Iguchi 1998"'). Such functions are similar to those of final
particles, showing ""the speaker's subjective belief-state/attitude toward the situation"'
(Iguchi 1998: 120). A similar grammaticization process has been accounted for the use

Note that Iguchi's study is based on written Japanese. Nevertheless, her data clearly demonstrate the use
of clause-linking particle kara "because" as a final particle.

of the evidential miiai (Suzuki S. 1995) and the lexical noun wake "reason" in
conversation (Suzuki R. 1998).
For example, the basic function of kedo "although" would be to connect two finite
clauses by attaching to the end of the first clause and expresses a contrastive relationship
between two propositions as shown in the following example (Martin 1975: 977 cited in
Nakayama and Ichihashi-Nakayama 1997: 608):
(1.49) karada-wa
chiisai
kedo,
body-TOP
small
chikara-wa
tisuyoi.
physical strength-TOP
strong
"although (he) is small in size, (he) is mighty in strength"
An examination of conversation shows, however, in 10 out of 40 tokens, kedo does not
express any contrastive relationship: in many cases, kedo occurs at the end of a turn
without any identifiable main clause as shown in the following example (Nakayama and
Ichihashi-Nakayama 1997: 612-613).
(1.50) tabemono niyoru
sa
tteno
mo
diet
according to difference
QUO
too
ookii
toshite, jinshu
sa
mo
large
granted
racial
difference
too
aru kamoshirenai
kedo.
exist maybe
•granted that difference in diet is a significant factor. I presume racial
difference is also a factor"
Here, the speaker is giving possible reasons why stomach cancer is more common among
Japanese whereas the large intestine cancer is more common among Americans.
Nakayama and Ichihashi-Nakayama argue that kedo is used ""to soften the assertive tone
of the utterance and avoid being imposing or sounding like a "know-it-all"" (Note that
this speaker in example (1.50) is a physician specialized in cancer treatment) (1997: 613).
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In this section I have surveyed the divergence and convergence of spoken
Japanese and written Japanese through contact with Chinese and Western languages. By
the mid 20'*^ century , a language similar to spoken Japanese came to be used in writing,
and more grammarians begun to study this newly established language. However, the
unification of speech and writing does not meein the "unification" in a true sense. Spoken
and written languages became more similar in modem Japanese, but nevertheless have
remained distinct as demonstrated in some distinctive characteristics of everyday
conversation such as the rarity of canonical transitive clauses and case marking, the
variability of word order and the use of final particles which are the outcomes of
grammaticization of such elements as clause-linking particles, le.xical nouns and
evidentials.
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1.4 The present study
In Section 1.2.1 have surveyed previous approaches to the dative subject
construction in Japanese and other languages, and pointed out some serious limitations of
the past approaches, i.e. the use of constructed data as object of analysis and the lack of
diachronic perspectives. There were also several important questions that were left
unanswered: 1) how and how frequently speakers/writers actually use/used the dative
subject construction in Japanese discourse; 2) how similar or different the occurrence of
the dative subject construction is depending on discourse types; and 3) what is the
grammatical status of dative-marked NPs in modem Japanese discourse, i.e.. a subject, a
locative, or something else.
Section 1.3 took up the discussion of the grammar of spoken language in contrast
to that of written language in general, by pointing out the similarity in the characteristics
of writing and constructed examples (i.e. static/atemporal; discrete; explicit; context-free;
prescriptive) as opposed to the characteristics of talk (i.e. dynamic; continuous; contextdependent; primary socialization). This section also presented arguments for and against
the notion of "sentence" as a basic unit to analyze talk. We then turned our attention to
the status of spoken versus written Japanese, and recognized that, although the grammar
of the spoken language and the written language became much more similar in modem
Japanese than they had been in pre-modem Japanese. The distinction between the two is
still significant, as illustrated in some specific features often observed in Japanese
conversation in contrast to those of written Japanese, particularly those which are often
mentioned in the linguistics literature but have almost no place in conversation.
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By saying this, however. 1 am not arguing here that spoken Japanese and written
Japanese are entirely different in nature. In fact, the differences between the two may not
be always very clear-cut. depending on the types of discourse. For example, the language
used in a personal e-mail message may be considered to be more informal and casual
than a talk given in an academic conference. On the other hand, the differences become
more prominent when we compare a spontaneous conversation between two close friends
w ith a written text (e.g. a novel) intended for a wide range of readership. I am also nm
arguing here that all those claims that have been made in prior literature based on their
constructed data are totally inadequate when applied to the structures of spoken Japanese.
Here, again, discourse genre matters: some claims may be found to be more adequate for
more formal types of discourse, such as a lecture, but may not be adequate in the analysis
of spontaneous conversation.
Nevertheless, all of these points sketched in the previous sections suggest that we
need a radical shift of the methodological paradigm. My analysis of the Japanese dative
subject construction is undertaken from the perspective of EMERGENT GRAMMAR and
PANCHRONY.

two of important assumptions about the grammar of human languages.

The remainder of this section discusses these assumptions and the general theoretical
approach 1 take in the present study. The section then states the goals of this thesis.
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1.4.1 Emergent grammar and panchrony
The notion of EMERGENT GRAMMAR probably dates back to the time in the 1980s
when many scholars of discourse and grammar came to realize "an increasing sense of
the inextricability of grammar from language use" (Hopper 1992: 366). This notion was
formally addressed in Paul Hopper (1987. 1988). borrowing the term "emergent" from an
essay by the cultural anthropologist. James Clifford ("Culture is temporal, emergent, and
disputed" in Clifford 1986: 19). Hopper proposes as follows:
I believe the same is true of grammar, which like speech itself must be viewed as
a real-time, social phenomenon, and therefore is temporal: its structure is always
deferred, always in a process but never arriving, and therefore emergent. (Hopper
1987: 141)
In contrast to more formal approaches in linguistics, which regards grammar as basic
with respect to discourse, the notion of EMERGENT GRAMMAR claims that grammar is

secondary to and emergent from discourse (Hopper 1992: 366). That is to suggest that
"structure, or regularity, comes out of discourse and is shaped by discourse as much as it
shapes discourse in an on-going process" (Hopper 1987: 142). Given this assumption.
Hopper further argues for the need for a radical shift in a methodological paradigm to
study the grammar of a human language:
The assumption of Emergent Grammar imposes on the linguist a rather radically
different view of the data base for linguistics. Although isolated, made-up clauses
and sentences will have their uses, and indeed are often indispensible (sic) short
cuts to the study of grammar, the sources of these forms will have to be
understood in a different way from that of the fabula of abstract rules and native
speaker intuitions which have become part of our dogma. The linguist's task is in
fact to study the whole range of repetition in discourse, and in doing so to seek
out those regularities which promise interest as incipient sub-systems. (Hopper
1987: 142)
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Viewed from this perspective. Hopper claims that the linguist's task would be not the
study of grammar but the study of GRAMMATICIZATION. "ihe ways in which some of the
collectively possessed inventorv of forms available for the construction of discourse
become *sedimented" through repeated use. and eventually are recognized as being to a
greater or lesser degree 'grammatical'" (Hopper 1992: 366-367). Grammaticization in a
narrower sense generally refers to a case where a lexical item (i.e. nouns; verbs) develops
into a more grammatical item such as an auxiliary (e.g. the use of the lexical verb to do as
in He did his homework as an auxiliary as in He did not speak or Did he speak?).
In the last decade or so. more scholars have called attention to the relevance of
grammaticization to the understanding of synchronic linguistic behavior (Heine et al.
1991; Matsumoto 1998; Suzuki 1998; Ohori 1998; Horie 1998. etc.). This is not to say.
however, that there is any dichotomy between synchrony and diachrony for a theor\' of
grammaticization. Instead, it claims that synchronic phenomena or syntactic variation
can be accounted for by examining diachronic processes and that synchrony and
diachrony are interrelated. This interrelated nature of synchrony and diachrony is
thematized in Heine et al. (1991). and is called PANCHRONY to refer to the "phenomena
exhibiting simultaneously a synchronic-psychological and a diachronic relation" (p. 258).
They argue that:
... grammaticalization has to be conceived of as a panchronic process that
presents both a diachronic perspective and a synchronic perspective, since it
implies variation that can be described as a svstem without reference to time" (p.
261).
As Heine et al. recognize, their observations are in line with Hopper's notion of emergent
grammar and his definition of grammaticization as movement toward structure. It is
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based on these assumptions about the grammar of human languages that I believe a study
of the Japanese dative subject construction in spontaneous conversation can give a clear
insight into how and how frequently it is used in different types of discourse, and a study
of the historical origin of the dative subject ni can provide an important piece of evidence
for its synchronic behavior.

1.4.2 Goals
Taking up the issue of Japanese dative subject construction with the two
assumptions about the grammar of a human language, i.e.. emergent grammar and
panchrony. the goals of this dissertation are answers to the following questions:
(I)
(II)
(III)

How and how frequently do speakers/writers use the dative subject
construction in modem Japanese discourse?
How similar or different the occurrence of the dative subject construction
is depending on discourse types?
What is the grammatical status of the dative subject NPs in modem
Japanese discourse? Are they subjects or locative NPs? Are there any
other ways to characterize them?

The first two questions are the ones that have been ignored in the preceding studies of
this matter. It is the question of uncovering the synchronic variation of the Japanese
dative subject construction in discourse, where grammar is emergent. My objectives are
to provide the frequency of the occurrence of this construction in spontaneous
conversation and contemporary written Japanese and to provide types of variation and a
list of linguistic environments where the variation of this construction occurs depending
on discourse types.
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The final issue I will discuss is an unresolved issue, the graminatical status of the
w/'-marked NPs in modem Japanese discourse. Have they become grammaticized as
subjects or are they still locative NPs? Or are there any other ways to characterize the nimarked NPs? My goal is to offer an alternative account from a panchronic perspective
and to obtain a more comprehensive picture of the nature of the Japanese dative subject
construction.
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1.5 Organization
This dissertation is organized in the following way. Chapter Two. Methodology,
has two main components: a brief description of my modem Japanese discourse data and
the actual methodological details of this dissertation. The bulk of the methodological
details will be spent on the e.xposition of the Japanese dative subject construction with
different types of predicates. I will give the theoretical backgrounds and the coding
schemes adopted for building the database.
The first two goals of the dissertation mentioned above will be addressed in
Chapter Three. "The dative subject construction in naturally occurring conversation" and
Chapter Four. "The dative subject construction in contemporary' Japanese novels." I will
demonstrate how and hov\ frequenth native speakers of Japanese use the so-called dative
subject construction in actual language use. Some similarities and differences in the
occurrence of this construction depending on its discourse type will be presented.
Chapter Five will address the final goal of this dissertation from a panchronic
point of view. The chapter will bring in the examination of pre-modem and modem
Japanese discourse. Methodological details will be provided in this chapter. Based on
the examination. I will propose an alternative to past approaches regarding the status of
the so-called dative subjects in modem Japanese discourse.
The final task of integrating all the findings from pre-modem and modem
Japanese discourse is left for the last chapter. "Conclusion." After summarizing the
major findings. 1 will discuss two issues that emerged from the findings: 1) Where do our
intuitions to make constructed examples for linguistic analyses come from?; and 2) Does
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the occurrence of the "dative subjects" reflect a change in progress or a stable variation in
modem Japanese discourse? 1 will close this chapter with suggestions for further
research topics that should be addressed in future inquiries.
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CHAPTER 2
METHODOLOGY
2.1 Introduction
As has been discussed in Chapter One. most earlier studies on the Japanese dative
subject construction have been done on a formal basis without much regard as to how and
how frequently speakers actually use this construction in discourse, how the occurrence
of this construction differs depending on discourse types, or how the construction
appeared in pre-modem Japanese discourse and developed over the years. This
dissertation is concerned with the actual use. variation and change of the Japanese dative
subject construction and its relation to the grammatical system of the language. For this
purpose. I adopt two assumptions about the grammar of human languages: the notion of
emergent grammar (Hopper 1987) and panchrony (Heine et al. 1991).
This chapter has two main components: a brief description of the data used for the
analysis of the dative subject construction in modem Japanese discourse and
methodological details for the current dissertation. The chapter also contains the
theoretical background and the coding schemes adopted for the analyses of the dative
subject construction in actual discourse. I hypothesize that: 1) the so-called "dative
subject" construction rarely occurs in modem Japanese discourse; 2) the dative subject
constmction in discourse is significantly different from the standard accounts based on
constructed data in prior linguistics literature; and 3) the patterns of the dative subject
constmction differ depending on its discourse type. (The data and methodological details
used for the e.xaminations of pre-modem Japanese discourse will be provided in Chapter
Five.)
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2.2 Modem Japanese discourse data
This dissertation first demonstrates the synchronic variation of the so-called
dative subject construction in spoken Japanese and written Japanese. As mentioned by
Du Bois (1987). discourse genre has a strong association with the ratio of new humans or
potential protagonists to clauses in narrative (p. 834). Specifically the ratio of newly
introduced humans becomes higher in third-person stories about strangers, but the ratio is
definitely lower in informal conversation between family members or friends, where the
speakers share similar and considerable amounts of background information (Du Bois
1987: 835). This is especially important for the current study since I am interested in
how frequently NPs of the dative subject construction actually appear, and how they are
marked in discourse since the information shared among the speakers is often not
lexically expressed in Japanese, a phenomenon known as "zero anaphora' or "ellipsis*
(Clancy 1980; Hinds 1982: Ono and Thompson 1997).
My conversational data shows a fairly well balanced distribution of third-person
stories and first- and/or second-person stories. It consists of 26 transcripts of audio taped
casual conversations (Aoki et al. to appear). The transcripts consist of single-sex and
mixed-sex conversations with two to five participants; each conversation is 3 to 18
minutes long. The total amount of data used is approximately 150 minutes long and 278
pages of transcripts (approximately 5000 clauses). The speakers are 15 to 50 years old
and use standard Japanese. The relationships between the speakers are mostly friends,
couples or family, and the recordings took place in private homes or restaurants either in
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Japan or in the U.S. during the 1990s. Table 2.1 presents the entire corpus of my
conversational data for this project;

Transcript
title
Accident

Duration
7' 11"

Table 2.1: Conversational data
4968 clauses (approximately 5000);
26 transcripts; 278 pages;
150' 02" (approximately 90 minutes)
#of
Brief description
#of
Gender
speakers clauses
two friends talk about their
218
Female
2
mutual friend's accident

Age

2'58"

Female

5

124

five acquaintances discuss
aging at a beach

Aum Zoo

6' 00"

Mixed

J

175

Bukatsu

12' 56"

Mixed

2

384

Friends

3' 30"

Female

3

99

Geshuku

2' 30"

Male

2

115

Girlfriend

5'00"

Mixed

2

162

Graduate School

2' 00"

Female

2

64

Hoomuresu

7' 45"

Mixed

4

219

Imootosan

2' 38"

Mi.xed

2

78

three friends talk about the
aftermath of Aum
Shinrikvoo
one of the speakers shares
his experience being in a
judo club in high school
two junior high students tell
the other participants how
thev became friends
one of the speakers makes
fiin of the other who used to
stay at a boarding house
when he was at high school
one of the speakers makes
fun of the other, who does
not appear to have a healthy
relationship with his
girlfriend
two friends talk about
graduate school on the
phone
one of the family members
shares his experience with
homeless people
a male speaker talks with his
high school teacher's
daughter
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Transcript
title
Kansai Boys

Duration

Gender

#of
speakers

10' 00"

Mixed

J

#of
clauses
333

Kurieitibitii

4' 00"

Mixed

2

117

Ojoosama

9' 45"

Female

n
J

258

Politics

9' 00"

Mixed

2

252

Raamen

2' 00"

Mixed

5

90

Ryokoo

6' 00"

Mixed

2

171

Ryuugaku

18'03"

Female

2

575

Saikin no ko

7' 00"

Mixed

J

203

Siblings

3' 00"

Mixed

J

110

three friends discuss their
siblings

Ski Trip

5' 00"

Male

2

100

Telephone Calls

3' 00"

Mixed

J

156

one of the speakers talks
about his ski trip with his
friends from college
one of the speakers tells
why she does not like to
make phone calls

Wakai

2' 03"

Mixed

5
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Brief description
one of the speakers shares
her experience being picked
on by high school boys
a couple discuss over dinner
how cooking requires
creativity
one of the speakers tells
about her friend who was
forced to get married to a
politician
a graduate student and a
medical doctor discuss
politics in medical school in
the car
one of the speakers tells
about the best ramen
noodles
a wife tells her husband
about her friend who had to
cancel a trip to Australia
two ESL students talk about
various things from their
boyfriends to going back to
Japan
three friends talk about the
younger generation

five people, four of whom
are family members, discuss
a picture of one of the
speakers
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Duration

Gender

#of
speakers

T 00"

Male

2

#of
clauses
201

Yoyaku

9' 30"

Female

2

298

Yuinoogaeshi

2' 06"

Mi.xed

J

64

Zeitaku

9' 58"

Female

J

316

Transcript
title
Yakitori

Brief description
two coworkers talk about
their job
two acquaintances talk on
the phone and try to decide
which restaurant would be
good for the next group gettogether
three friends discuss
exchanging engagement
gifts
one of the speakers tell the
others what her father thinks
is a luxurious thing

My written Japanese data consists of portions of 12 contemporary Japanese
novels. It is not an easy task to choose texts that are directly comparable to my
conversational data, and yet. at the same time, represent stylistic variations. Among
numerous genres of modem Japanese written discourse. I selected a type of novels called
personal fiction. They were published around the 1990s, at the same time when my
conversational data were recorded, and the intended readership also seems to be an age
group similar to the participants in my conversational data. I chose half of the data
written by male authors and another other half written by female authors. I also chose
half of the data written with the first person perspective and the other half written with
the third person perspective. These data encompass a variety of styles (i.e.. female
writers vs. male writers; the first person perspective vs. the third person perspective;
formal vs. informal registers; narrative vs. conversational discourse). 410 clauses were
randomly selected from each novel, which amounts to appro.ximately 5000 clauses in
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total. All the clauses are divided into two: the narrative portion and the conversational
portion. Table 2.2 summarizes my written Japanese data:
Table 2.2: Contemporary Japanese novels
98 pages
4920 clauses
#of
# of clauses
# of pages
Title/Author/Year
in narrative
clauses
Female writers with the
first person persDective:

# of clauses
conversation

Kamishii yokcm by
Yoshimoto Banana (1991)
161 pages

(pp.21-26)
(pp. 124-129)

205
205

180
140

25
65

Kyuuketsiiki tachi no ihu
by Yamazaki Yoko (1996)
265 pages

(pp.34-40)
(pp.207-212)

205
205

137
182

68
23

Umi ga kikoeru by
Himuro Saeko (1993)
262 pages

(pp. 34-39)
(pp. 204-208)

205
205

158
100

47
105

Konpeki kaigan by
Matsumoto Takashi
(1995) 217 pages

(pp. 26-32)
(pp.169-175)

205
205

155
124

50
81

Rajfuruzu Hoteru by
Murakami Ryu (1992)
205 pages

(pp. 26-33)
(pp.158-164)

205
205

189
189

16
16

Kooen niwa dare mo inai
by Yuuki Shooj i (1991)
257 page

(pp.33-38)
(pp. 200-206)

205
205

92
84

113
121

Male writers with the first
person perspective:

Female writers with the
third person perspective:
Kamu hoomu by Masuda
Mizuko (1990) 240 pages

(pp. 30-34)
(pp. 186-189)

205
205

150
183

55
22

Dookeshi no koi by Kanei
Mieko (1990) 326 pages

(pp.32-39)
(pp. 260-264)

205
205

175
93

30
112

Tenshi wa iimaku
odorenai by Wakagi Mio
(1989) 236 pages

(pp. 30-38)
(pp. 184-190)

205
205

157
107

55
98

Yogensha no namae by
Shimada Masahiko (1992)
175 pages

(pp.22-26)
(pp. 136-141)

205
205

167
113

38
92

Hei no naka no puree
boom by Abe Joji (1990)
187 pages

(pp. 24-28)
(pp. 145-149)

205
205

177
134

28
71

Zoogeiro no kuroozelto by
Akagawa Jiro (1994)
317 pages

(pp. 39-48)
(pp. 247-254)

205
205

140
133

65
72

Male writers with the third
person oerspective:
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2.3 Criteria for selecting the dative subject construction in discourse
The Japanese dative subject construction is said to consist of the /NPi-m' NPi-^a
+ predicate/. E.xample (1.13) is reproduced here for convenience:
THE JAPANESE DATIVE SUBJECT CONSTRUCTION
NP.-ni
(2.1)

NPi-ga

John-ni
nihongo-ga
John-DAT
Japanese-DO
•John can speak Japanese"

predicate

hanas-eru
speak-POT
(Kuno 1973: 327)

As reviewed in Chapter One. there have been conflicting claims on the grammatical
status of the two NPs (i.e. the dative-marked first NP and thega-marked second NP) in
the Japanese dative subject construction. The earlier studies on this issue claim that the
dative subject construction is transitive, and thus, the w-marked first NP is the subject
and the ^a-marked second NP is the direct object of a clause (Kuno 1973: Shibatani 1977,
1978: Kageyama 1978: McGloin 1980: Watanabe 1984: Tsunoda 1991: Kabata 1998:
Masuda 1999) as illustrated below:
(2.2) THE DATIVE SUBJECT CONSTRUCTION IS TRANSITIVE
NPi-ni
Subject

NPi-ca

predicate

Direct Object

John-ni
nihongo-ga
'John can speak Japanese'

hanas-eru
(Kuno 1973: 327)

More recent studies (Shibatani 1999. 2001a. 2001 b; Kumashiro 2000) as well as Martin
(1975) propose that the Japanese dative subject construction is best characterized as an
intransitive clause, and is similar in structure and meaning to the double subject
construction (e.g. Taroo-ga fatama-ga ookii] (Taro-NOM head-NOM big) "Taro has a
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big head" taken from Shibatani 1999: 45). Shibatani (1999. 2001a, 2001b) calls the two
NPs Marge subject* and "small subject" respectively (cf. "clause-level subject" and
•predicate-level subject" in Kumashiro 2000) in both the dative subject and double
subject constructions as illustrated below:
(2.3) THE DATIVE SUBJECT CONSTRUCTION IS INTRANSITIVE
Large Subject

[Small Subject

Predicate]

NPi-ga

NP2-ga

predicate

Taroo-ga
[atama-ga
ookii]
Taro-SUB
head-SUB
big
"Taro has a big head"
(Shibatani 1999: 45)

NP,-ni

NP^-ga

predicate

John-ni
[nihongo-ga
hanaseru]
John-DAT
Japanese-SUB
can speak
'John can speak Japanese"
(Kuno 1973: 327)
Traditional Japanese grammarians, however, have not recognized the so-called ""dative
subject"" construction, but appear to consider the "dative subject marker" ni to be simply a
kind of the locative marker ni in clauses which e.xpress existence (see Sugimoto 1986).
(2.4) THE DATIVE-MARKED NP = THE LOCATIVE NP ^-INTRANSITIVE
Locative

Subject

Predicate

NP,-ni

NP2-ga

predicate

John-ni
[nihongo-ga
John-LOC
Japanese-SUB
•It"s possible for John to speak Japanese"

hanaseru]
can speak
(Kuno 1973: 327)

Kono yama
no
ue-niwa
this
mountain
of
top-LOC
"There is a villa on top of this mountain"

[bessoo-ga
aru]
villa-SUB
exist
(Sugimoto 1986: 369)
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As demonstrated above, how to refer to the two NPs is one of the greatest
controversial and unresolved issues on the Japanese dative subject construction.
Moreover, we have already observed the conflicting results of so-called subjecthood tests,
which are supposed to identify the subjecthood of dative-marked NPs. One of my goals
is to provide a more comprehensive account of the status of the 2 NPs. For the time
being, the first NP or "large subject" in Shibatani (1999. 2001a. 2001b) is referred to as
'NPi' and the second NP or "small subject" in Shibatani (1999. 2001a. 2001b) is called as

'.VP:.' Furthermore, for the purpose of the present study, the so-called case markers such
as ni ("dative") and ga ("subject" marker) as well as other particles (which are often
referred to as kakari or toritate particles) such as wa. tie and mo (i.e. "topic' markers;
toriiate-partides). will not be glossed on the basis of their syntactic functions, but will be
glossed in capital letters like NI. GA. WA. TTE. and MO. Hereafter, in all the examples
taken from my data. AV/s are in bold. .VPjs are in italics and the predicates are
underlined as illustrated in the following;
(2.5)

NP|
a.

Taroo-ga

b.

John-ni

c.

Konoyama

[

IVPi

Predicate]

[atama-ga
ookii]
Taroo-GA
head-GA
big
"Taro has a big head"
(Shibatani 1999: 45)

[nihongo-qa
hanaseru]
John-NI
Japanese-GA
can speak
"John can speak English'
(Kuno 1973: 327)

no

ue-niwa

[bassoo-qa
aru]
this mountain of
top-NIWA
villa-GA
exist
"There is a villa on top of this mountain"
(Sugimoto 1986: 369)
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The example of the double subject construction. (2.5a). contains the ga-marked iVP/.
Taroo. and the ga-marked NP2. atama. In the example of the dative subject construction
(2.5b), there are the fi/-marked NPi. John, and the go-marked NP:. nihongo. In the
existential clause (2.5c). there are the m-marked NPi. konoyama no ue. and the gamarked NP:. bessoo.
It has been suggested that the dative subject construction centers around welldefined predicate types expressing possession, potentiality, necessity, inner feelings etc.
Given this, one would then like to see finer differentiations of predicate types: do all
these verbal predicates behave similarly (i.e. predicates which express possession vs.
predicates which express potentiality; predicates which can have two core argument NPs
vs. predicates which can have only one core argument NP: affirmative predicates vs.
negative predicates)? Are there many adjectival or nominal predicates which can take the
dative subjects? To answer these questions, each predicate must be coded for its type.
CODING SCHEME FOR PREDICATE TYPES:
I. Verbal predicates which can have NPi and NP::
(i) Existence/Possession: aru "exist; have" (for an inanimate NP);
iru "exist; have" (for an animate NP)
(ii) Potentiality:
e.g.
dekiru 'can do'; mieru 'can see"; kikoeru 'can hear";
potentials with the suffix -rare-ru and -[ar]e-ru
(iii) Ability to understand: wakaru
(iv) Others:
e.g.
iru "need"; komaru 'be problematic"; okoru
"happen"; kakeru "lack"; etc.
II. Verbal predicates which can have NPj'.
e.g.
nigerareru "can escape"; ikeni "can go";
noreru 'can ride"; nokoreru "can remain/stay'
III. Adjectival or nominal predicates: ii "good/all right"; ooi 'a lot"; dame
"no good'; tanoshimi "fun"; etc.
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Each of the predicate types includes its negative counterpart. For example, a token of nai
or arimasen enters the data as the negative counterpart of aru. which expresses
existence/possession. The data also includes relative clauses which have the types of
predicates listed above. For example, Amerika-ni /rw nihon josei mo tsuyoku nam
'Japanese women who are in the U.S. become strong" (taken from my conversational data.
Girlfriend: 1) is coded as existence/possession in the current study.
Most previous studies typically deal with constructed sentences like example (2.1).
which has two lexically expressed core arguments, both of w hich are case-marked (i.e. ni
and ga). As has been pointed out in Chapter One. however, they have paid very little
attention to the dative subject construction in naturally occurring conversation. As has
been demonstrated in the status of transitive clauses in Japanese conversation (Ono and
Sadler 2001). we now know how rare it is to have 2 NP-clauses. both of which are casemarked as in e.xample (2.1). In order to accommodate such features of the spoken
language, this dissertation examines all the instances of the predicate types listed above,
which can occur with NP/ and .\'P: including predicates which can or do occur with only
NPj. As we will see in the following sub-sections, in naturally occurring conversation.
NPs are often not marked with any particles or may be marked with particles other than
case particles such as: wa: mo: lie: nante: toka: iteiuka: ttehmowa. In addition. NPs are
often not overtly expressed. Because predicates of all of these types could be used to
construct a clause with a ^/-marked NPi. the current study includes all of these instances
mentioned above as the Japanese dative subject construction. The following chart
illustrates the kinds of constructions e.xamined for this dissertation:
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CODns[G SCHEME FOR THE DATIVE SUBJECT CONSTRUCTION
IN MODERN JAPANESE DISCOURSE:

(NP|)- fni/niwa/nimo: ga 1 (NP:)- Cga
\ other particles

>

+ Predicate

-I other particles

The NPi and NP: in the parentheses "( )" indicate that both of them, either of them, or
neither of them may be lexically expressed. The :VP/s marked with particles other than ni
have not been the main focus of the preceding works. The current dissertation, however,
will examine a variety of markers. l(.\'Pi is explicitly mentioned, it may be marked with
the so-called case markers like ni niwa nimo or ga: it may be marked with particles other
than case markers (e.g. wa: mo): or it may not be marked with any particles, symbolized
as "0." If NP: is lexically expressed, it may be case-marked with ga: it may be marked
with particles other than case markers (e.g. wa: mo): or it may not be marked with any
particles, symbolized as "0."
The canonical order of the Japanese dative subject construction is assumed to be

/NP| - NP: - Predicate/, but the following non-canonical orders may occur in actual
discourse:
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(^/':)-r ga
•< other particles

L0

(2.6)

(NPi )-r ni/niwa/nimo: ga + Predicate
other particles

L0

a.

sono daijina
toki ni
iade-o
that
important
time at
runaway-O
suru-nante
atashi-niwa
dooshitemo
do-NANTE
l-NIWA
by any means
shinjir-are-nai
believe-POT-NEG
"I just can't believe that (she) ran away when it is a crucial time
(for her)'
(Shimizu: 36C)

b.

futari-ga
nani-o
iiatteiru no
ka
two people-GA
what-O
argue:PROG NOM Q
Ryoosuke-niwa
yoku wakaranai
Ryoosuke-NIWA
well understand: NEC
•Ryoosuke doesn't understand what the two people are arguing'
(Wakagi: 22IN)

(iVf-.)"!' sa
+ Predicate
"1 other particles
L 0

(2.7) a.

b.

+

(NPi)-r ni/niwa nimo: ga
"S other particles
Lo

saku-o-neru
toka dandori-o-fumu
toka
elaborate a plan
like
work out arrangements
like
sooiu
hassoo-ga nai-no
aitsu-niwa
such
idea-GA
have:NEG-NOM
that guy-NIWA
'that guy doesn't have an idea such as elaborating a plan or making
arrangements (when he is about to do something)' (Wakagi; 169C)
fushigina miryoku-ga
mysterious
charm-GA
"you have a mysterious charm'

aru
have

yo
kimi -niwa
FP
you-NlWA
(Akagawa: 305C)

Examples (2.6) show a non-canonical pattern where an NP: precedes an NP/. The NPj is
marked with NANTE and is followed by the wua-marked alashiin (2.6a). In (2.6b),
the MP: is unmarked and occurs with the w/vw-marked third person name Ryoosuke.
Another non-canonical order which can be found in discourse is demonstrated in
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examples (2.7). where an NPi is expressed after the NP: and the predicate. In example
(2.7a). the «m'a-marked third person form, aitsu "that guy.* is expressed after the
predicate, nai "(not) have." In (2.7b). the n/vva-marked second person form, kimi "you." is
expressed after the predicate, the possessive aru 'have.' The data includes these noncanonical orders of the Japanese dative subject construction. The data also includes both
independent and dependent clauses. Methodological details for each of the predicate
types will be presented in the following sub-sections.

2.3.1 Verbal predicates with 2 NPs
(i) EXISTENCE/POSSESSION
In Japanese, existence and possession are expressed with the verbs aru and iru.
Aru is used for the existence or possession of inanimate NPs. and iru is used for animate
NPs. as shown in the following examples from contemporary Japanese novels.
Throughout this dissertation, the capital letter "N" right next to the page number of an
example indicates that the example is taken from the narrative portion of my written
Japanese data. "C W stands for the conversational portion of my written data, and "C"
refers to my spontaneous conversation data;
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EXISTENCE:

(NP,)
chiisana

(2.8)

(NPj)

ARU/IRU

teeburu-ni

memo-qa
acta
small
table-NI
note-GA
exist:PAST
"there was a note on a small table" (Akagawa: 45N)

soba-ni

Toshiko-qa
ite
mo
also
side-NI
Toshiko-GA
exist:GER
inakute
mo
exist:NEG; GER
also
•whether or not Toshiko is there beside (me)" (Masuda: 189N)

POSSESSION

(2.9) a.

b.

(NPi)

t\T2)

ARU/IRU

watashi.-niwa

onaji
kaze ni
I-NIWA
same
wind by
fukareteiru
toiu
cioogyoo
no
blovv:PASS;PROG QUO same profession
of
yoshimi-qa
atta
friendship-GA
possess: PAST
T had a friendship (with him) because we followed the same path
in our profession"
(Yuuki: 202N)

watashi-niwa

chichi
to
haha
to
I-NIWA
father
and
mother
and
toshigo
no
otooto
no
one year difference of
younger brother
of
Tatsuo-qa
iru
Tetsuo-GA
have
T have a father, a mother, and a one-year younger brother. Tetsuo"
(Yoshimoto: 22N)

In the existential use of am or iru. the ga-marked NP is described as existing at the
location denoted by the o/-marked NPs. In (2.8a). the existence of a note on a small table
is described. In (2.8b). the existence of a woman named Toshiko beside the writer is
described. In both instances, the NPs specifying the locations are marked with the
particle ni, and the NP:s. "a note" in (2.8a) and "Toshiko" in (2.8b). are both marked with
ga. In the possessive use of aru or iru, the ^/-marked NP is not an inanimate NP. but a
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human being watashi "T as in examples (2.9). It should be mentioned that in examples
(2.9). watashi *1" is marked with niwa, which is said to consist of the dative ni and the
topic marker na. instead of ni alone.
Although the w-marked NPs (i.e. niwa/nimo-maiked NPs) in the existential usage
of aru or iru as in (2.8) are not generally recognized as dative subjects in most previous
literature, there seems to be a conceptual similarity in structure bet\\een the existential
usage and the possessive usage (Sugimoto 1986; Kumashiro 2000). Kumashiro (2000).
for example, claims that clauses with a m-marked animate NP metonymically refers to its
dominion where an event is located just like a «/-marked inanimate NP does in the
existential clauses shown in (2.8). Hence, in (2.9a). the event ofyoshimi-ga atta "a
friendship existed" is located in my dominion, and in (2.9b). the existence of father.
mother and a younger brother is located in my dominion. In order to observe possible
similarities and differences in structure (i.e. the marking of NPs; the types of NPs)
between the two constructions, this dissertation examines both existential and possessive
uses of aru and iru. but will be analyzed separately, as will be discussed in more detail in
the subsequent chapters.
The conceptual similarity we see in the existential and possessive use of aru and
iru becomes more evident when a clause does not contain NPi, as seen in example (2.10),
taken from naturally occurring conversation:
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(2.10) a.

shoodan
shiken
tte iu
no
promotion
exam
QUO say
one
atte
exist/possess:GER
'there was what we call an exam to be promoted to a higher grade
(in Judo Club): I had an exam to be promoted to a higher grade"
(Bukatsu: IOC)

b.

nannin
ka
yappari
toozen
how many people
Q
after all
naturally
wakaranai
hito iru
janai?
understand:NEG
people exist/possess COP.NEG
"After all there are several people (she) doesn't know (where they
live now); After all (she) has several people (she) doesn't know
(Accident: 2C)
(where they live now)'

(2.10a) contains the unmarked .VP;, shoodan shiken tte in no "what we call an exam to be
promoted to a higher grade' and (2.10b) has the ga-marked wakaranai hito 'people (she)
doesn't know." The A'P/s (cf. 'the dominions' of each event in Kumashiro 2000) are not
lexically mentioned in either instance. From the context, these utterances can be
identified as either existential or possessive, but making an exact distinction between
them would not be easy.
Some predicates can occur with no explicit mentions of NPs. as in the following
e.xamples:
(2.11) a.

b.

iru yo
have FP
"(I) have (friends)'

(Geshuku: 3C)

anmari
nai
very
exist:NEG
"there aren't very (many conferences) in Japan's medical world'
(Politics: 4C)

In addition to the clauses with two lexically expressed NPs as shown in (2.8) and (2.9).
the data also includes those with only one lexically expressed NP (e.g. 2.10) or with no
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explicit mentions of NPs (e.g. 2.11). If NPs are overtly expressed, they enter the data,
whether they are case-marked, marked with other particles, or unmarked, as long as the
replacement or insertion of ni/niwci/nimo is possible for the NPi, and the replacement or
insertion of ga is possible for the NP: without changing the grammaticality of a clause.
This selection of the dative subject construction and what appears to be the dative subject
construction in the data also applies to the rest of the predicate types which will be
subsequently discussed.

(ii) POTENTIALITY
In Japanese, the state of potentiality is e.xpressed either with the use of potential
forms of verbs (e.g. dekiru "can do": mieru "can see"; kikoeru "can hear") or the use of
suffixes (i.e. -rare-ru or -[arje-ru) to the root of verbs (e.g. tabe-rareru "to be able to
eat"). Examine the following examples taken from contemporary Japanese novels:

(NP.)

(NP:)

+

Potential

(2.12) a.

mieruhazunonai
Ryoosuke-NIWA
not expected to be able to be seen
mono-ga
mieteshimau
no
datta
thing-GA
be able to see against his will NEG COP:PAST
"It was that Ryoosuke could accidentally see things which are not
expected to be able to be seen'
(Wakagi: 32N)

b.

sono meishi-wa
Mizuta
Jun'ichi no
that
business card-WA
Mizuta
Jun'ichi
of
yakkaimon-nimo mitsuke-rare-zu
parasite-NIMO find-be
able to-NEG
'Even Mizuta Jun'ichi's parasite cannot find that business card'
(Abe: MSN)

Ryoosuke-niwa
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Examples (2.12) show clauses expressing potentiality with two lexically expressed NPs.
In (2.12a). NP/. Ryoosuke. is marked with nhva. and NPz. mieruhazunonai mono "things
which are not expected to be able to see' is marked with ga. In (2.12b), NPi. Mizuta
Jim ichi no yakkaimon "Mizuta's parasite." is marked with nimo (which is said to consist
of the dative ni and the particle mo "also"), and NP:, sono meishi "that business card" is
marked with the topic marker wa.
As in the case of predicates expressing existence/possession, the data includes
clauses with only one lexically expressed NP (2.13a-b) or no explicit mention of NPs
2.13c-d) as shown in the following examples from my conversational data:

(2.13) a.

sorede
yasumi
torenai
tsutta
and so
break
can lake:NEG hearsay
no
kana
NOM FP
"1 wonder if that's why (he said he) can"t take days ofr (Ryokoo: 6)

b.

kanji-nante
isshoo
zenbu
Chinese characters-NANTE lifetime
all
oboerarenai
yo
can memorize:NEG FP
"(I or One) cannot memorize all Chinese characters in (my/one's)
whole life'
(Ryuugaku: 7)

c.

shinjirannai
can believe:NEG
•(I) can't believe (it)" (Raamen: 3)

d.

shaberenai
can talk: NEC
"(Our former English teachers) cannot talk (in English)"
(Ryuugaku: 20)

(2.13a) contains the unmarked NP:. yasumi "a break," but the AT/, "he" assuming from
the context, is not lexically mentioned. (2.13b) also does not express the NP). 'I' or "one"
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assuming from the context, and the MP:. "Chinese characters." is marked with the topic
marker nante. In both (2.13c) and (2.13d), neither NPi nor NP: is lexically expressed.

(iii) ABILITY TO UNDERSTAND
The verb wakarii expresses the ability to understand in Japanese. Examine the
following examples:

(NP,)
(2.14) a.

{NP:)

-r-

wakarii

kanojo-ga ittai
dare nano ka
she-GA
in the world who NOM Q
watashi-niwa
wakarimasen
1-NIWA
understand:NEG
"I don't understand who in the world she is" (Shimada: 24N)
naze kore-o
boku-ga
mottaru
ka
why this one-O
I-GA
keep:PROG Q
otaku-niwa
wakatteru
no?
you-NIWA
understand:PROG
NOM
"Do you understand why I keep this?'
(Yamazaki: 40CW)

c.

majime
da
tteiunowa wakaru
kedo
serious
COP TOP
understand
FP
"(I) understand that (you) are serious"
(Ojoosama: 16C)
wakannai
understand:NEG
"(I) don't understand (it)'

(Ski Trip; 2C)

(2.14a) and (2.14b) have the wvi tz-marked NP /s, 'I* and "you" respectively, and the
urmiarked NP:s, "who in the world she is" (2.14a) and "why I keep this" (2.14b). The NPi
is not lexically mentioned but the //<?/««ov»'a-marked NPj is overtly mentioned in (2.14c).
Neither !VPi nor NPjare lexically described in (2.14d).
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(iv) Others
There are other verbal predicates which can take two core argument NPs. such as:
iru "need'; komaru "be problematic*; sonawaru 'be possessed with"; okoru "happen";
fueru "increase"; kanjiru "feel"; nokoru "remain"; kakeru "lack"; tsukareru "be tired."
Examine the following examples from my database:

(NP.)
(2.15) a.

(NP:)

+

Others

ozashiki-ryoo-via
iranai-n
datte
parlor-fees-WA
need:NEG-NOM
hearsay
"(1) heard that (we) don"t need any fees for the parlor"
(Yoyaku: 12C)

b.

komaru
yone
be problematic
FP
"(Forgetting Chinese characters) is troublesome (for us)"
(Ryuugaku: 6C)

c.

Ryoosuke-niwa

mukashi
kara yakkaina
Ryoosuke-NIWA
long time ago from nuisance
kankaku-ga
sonawatteiru
sense-GA
be possessed with:PROG
•Ryoosuke possesses some annoying sense from a long time ago"
(Wakagi: 32N)

(2.15a) is an example of the verbal predicate expressing necessity. The MP:, ozashikiryoo "fees for a private room (at a Japanese restaurant)." is marked with the topic marker
wa. The NPi is not lexically expressed but can be assumed to be the conversation
participants, "one/we/you." from the context. Neither NPt nor NP: is lexically described
in (2.15b). Here again, we can assume from the context that the conversation participants
are the NPi. and 'forgetting Chinese characters" is the NP:. In (2.15c). both NPt and NP:
are lexically expressed, and the ^/-marked NPi. Ryoosuke, can be construed as the
possessor of thega-marked NP:. "troublesome sense/feeling."
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This group of verbal predicates also includes some lexicalized expressions. Some
of the Noun + sum forms are lexicalized to the extent that they appear in a dictionary
(Sanseidoo Kokugo-Jiten 1995) along with the noun or as an example sentence: wazawaisurii "invite disaster"; ketsiirakn-surii "lack." The expression."be useful' is
also found in the dictionary.
(2.16)

kore-qa
mata nan
no
this one-GA again anything
of
yakunimotatanai
be useful: NEG
'This again is not useful at all (for me)"

(Wakagi: 32N)

There are also some seemingly lexicalized expressions that were not listed in the
dictionary, such as: kinodoku-ni-narw "come to feel sorry"; raku-ni-narii "become easy";
kawatteru "be strange"; and umakii iku "go well."
(2.17)

nandaka
Sayo-ga
kinodokuninatta
somehow
Sayo-GA
come to feel sorry: PAST
"somehow (I) came to feel sorry for Sayo" (Masuda: 34N)

The ^i;-marked NP: appears but the NPj is not overtly mentioned. From the context.
however, we can assume that the NPi is "I" for this example.

Ill
2.3.2 Verbal predicates with only one core argument NP
The dative subject construction can occur with verbal predicates which can have
only one core argument NP. Most of these types of predicates express potentialities, and
negative potentials in particular such as:
nemurenai "carinot sleep"
nigerarenai "cannot escape"
shinenai 'cannot die"
ikenai 'cannot go'
norenai 'cannot ride"
narenai 'cannot become*
nokorencii 'cannot remain"
hairenai 'cannot enter"
sumenai 'cannot live"
The following examples show some of the negative potentials taken from the
conversational portion of contemporary Japanese novels;
INP CLAUSE:
(2.18) a.

b.

(NP,)

+ 1 NP-Verbal Predicate

nemurenai-no
ka?
can sleep:NEG-NOM FP
'Can"t (you) sleep?' (Matsumoto: 173C)

boku-wa

moo
niqeru-ni
I-WA
any longer
escape-GOAL
niqerarenakunatta
come to be able to escape;NEG;PAST
'I came not to be able to escape any longer no matter how hard I
tried to escape'
(Shimada: 137C)

In (2.18a), the NPi is not lexically expressed, but from the context, we can construe that
'you" is the NPi for the state that nemurenai 'sleeping is not possible.' (2.18b) represents
instances in which /VP/s are marked by particles other than the dative ni/niwa/himo. If a
speaker marks boku 'V by using niwa instead of wa, it would still be grammatical.
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Other verbal predicates which can have one NP are lexicalized expressions linked
up with sunt "do." such as: ki-ga-suru / omoi-ga-suru / kanji-ga-surn /yokan-ga-suru /
kehai-ga-suru "feel." Examine the following examples:
(2.19) a.

50-no-toki
yori
rakuna
kigasuru
Level 50-of-when
compared to easy
feel
•(the level of English class I'm at now) seems easier than Level 50
(tome)"
(Ryuugaku: 12C)

b.

kekkonshita-ra
urusaku-naru-n-janai
get married:?AST-COND
annoying-become-NOM-COP:NEG
ka
naa te
kiqasuru-no
yone
Q
FP
QUO feel-NOM
FP
"if (we) get married, (I) feel if (my boyfriend) may become
annoying"
(Telephone Calls: 7C)

c.

ushiro
kara otoko-ga haitteki-soona
behind
from man-GA
enter-look
kiqashita no
da
feel;PAST
NOM COP
"(I) felt like a man was about to enter (the room) from behind"
(Akagawa: 45N)

Here again, the iVP/s are not lexically expressed. From the context, one can construe that
"l" or the speaker herself is the NP/ in both e.xamples.

2.3.3 Adjectival/nominal predicates
Japanese has two different types of adjectives: 1) I-adjectives such as // "good; all
right" and oishii "tasty": and 2) NA-adjectives such as dame "no good' and iya
'unpleasant: disgusting." The fundamental difference between the two types of adjectives
arises when they describe a following NP. The finite form of l-adjectives ends in / as in
a "good; all right' and oishii "tasty." and describes the following NP as they are (e.g.

oishii mono "tasty stuff). In contrast, the finite form of NA-adjectives varies as in dame
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"no good" and iya "unpleasant." but when describing the following NP. NA-adjectives are
followed by na (e.g. damena hito "no good person' iyana tenki "unpleasant weather").
The dative subject construction can occur with both types of adjectives as well as
nominal predicates. The data includes all adjectival or nominal predicates which can or
do have the w-marked .VP/s.' See the following examples from my data:

(NP,)
(2.20) a.

(.VP:)

+

Adjectival/Nominal
Predicate

Sayaka-niwa

shokku
dearu
Sayaka-NIWA
shocking
COP
"(It) is shocking for Sayaka" (Akagawa: 248CW)

b.

kakeca
-konai-no-qa
Make a phone calhGER
-come:NEG-NOM-GA
good
-n-datte?
-NOM-QUO
"Did he say that (he) likes that you don't call him?"
(Telephone Calls: 6C)

c.

yoru odakake-qa
ooi-n
night going out:HON-GA a lot-NOM
"you go out at night a lot. don't you?"

desu ne^
COP FP
(Yoyaku: 1C)

' The data excludes instances of the double-subject construction if the insertion of the n/-marked MP/ is not
possible.
arashi
asr.i
f Liroi-n
da
kedo okaasan
sugci
1
legs
fat-NOM
COP
but
mother
amazingly
ashi
hosok'jte
kac-.T,o
.ne
hosoi r.o
r.e
legs
thin.GER
face-MO
FP
thin
NOM
FP
"my legs are large but my mother's legs are amazingly thin, and her face is also thin' (Age: 3C)
In the example above, the speaker compares her physical appearance with her mother's. .V/-marking is not
possible when a clause describes the speaker's legs (*aiashi-ni/mwa ashifutoi "(someone's) legs are large
to me'), and thus it did not enter my data. The insertion of the m-marked /VP; such as atashi-ni/niwa seems
to be possible when a clause describes someone else's physical appearance {alashi-ni/niwa okaasan sugoi
ashi hosokute "my mother's legs are amazingly thin to me"), and thus this type of the double-subject
construction did enter the data.
" The data excludes examples of ooi "a lot" when it is used as the locational construction:
Tookyoo
tcka
da
to
hontoni
yuuda.Tsha-de.mo
Tokyo
etc
COP
if
really
rank holder-DEMO
zenze.a
ooi-n
da
kedo
entirely
a lot-NOM
COP
FP
"there are also really many rank holders in some place like Tokyo'
(Bukatsu: 9C)
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In example (2.20a). the lexically expressed

Sayaka. is marked with niwa. but the

NP: is not explicitly mentioned here. In both (2.20b) and (2.20c). the NPjS are not
lexically described, but the NPjs are marked with ga.
The instances of adjectival or nominal predicates also include some lexicalized
expressions that may have derived from verbal negative forms, but they are listed in
dictionaries as adjectives, such as: oionagenai "childish"; monoiarinai "not enough."
Note that the affirmative counterparts of these expressions except for monotarinai are
non-existent (e.g. *tondemoanr. *oiomgearii). The expression shooganai "nothing can
be done" is very much recurrent in discourse, and is typically listed as a compound word
in dictionaries. As evidenced by the non-existence of the affirmative counterpart.
*shoogaaru, it is reasonable to assume that shooganai may be at a transitional stage
towards an adjective like the other lexicalized expressions.
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2.4 Coding schemes for NPs
In view of previous findings about the rarity of clauses with two overtly
mentioned core argument NPs and with two case-marked NPs (Clancy 1980; Hinds 1982;
Ono and Sadler 2001). it is necessary to pay attention to how frequently both NPis and
NP:s appear, and how they are marked in actual discourse. Here are the coding schemes
for the occurrence of overtly e.xpressed NPs and the marking of NPs:
CQOrNG SCHEME FOR THE OCCURRENCE OF
OVERTLY EXPRESSED NPS:
(NP|)

(VT'i)

+

Predicate

2 NPs overtly expressed
only 1 NP overtly expressed
No NPs overtly expressed
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CODING SCHEME FOR THE MARKING OF NPS:
Predicate

(Predicate which can
or does have 2 NPs)

2NPs lexically expressed
NP/- f {ni/niwa/nimo^/niiotte'*/ga)'\ NP:- r ga
other particles
r
j other particles
0
0
- I NP lexically expressed
S'Pl- f (ni/mwcvnimo/nitotte/ga) "] NP:- f ga
I other particles
r
j other particles
"-0
*-0
- No NPs lexically expressed

(.\Pi) +

Predicate

(Predicate which canes have
1 NP)

I N P lexically expressed
N P I - r (ni/niwa/nimo/nitotie/ga)
1 other particles
0
No NPs lexically expressed

^ The data includes NPfS marked with the compound particles (e.g. niwa-, nimo) which consist of the
particle ni + the so-called kakari or toritate particles such as wa. mo and datte.
^ Note that the NPs marked with nitoiie are not typically seen in most literature on the Japanese dative
subject construction. However, as Sugimoto (1986) points out. niiotie is interchangeable with nma in
some contexts as shown in the following examples from Sugimoto (1986: 332). The glosses and English
translations are provided by me;
a.
gaikokujin-.'^iwa
riihongo-r.o-shuucoku-qa
foreigners-NIWA
Japanese-of-acquisition-GA
kcnnar.
da
difTicult COP
The acquisition of Japanese is difficult for foreigners'
b.
gaikokujin-r.itccte
r.ihongo-r.o-shuucoku-qa
foreigners
Japanese-of-acquisition-GA.

kcr.rian

da

difficult COP
"The acquisition of Japanese is difficult for foreigners'
For this reason, the data includes all the instances of NP/S marked with nitotte.
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There are three important points to be noted here. First, there are some instances
where some of the predicate types listed in 2.3 occur within a relative clause. Examples
are shown below:
(2.21) a.

b.

de
inaka
da
to
and
countryside COP if
wakaru
hito-ga
iru wake yo
understand
people-GA
e.xist NOM FP
"and it's that there are people who understand (it) if it happens in
the country side"
(Hoomuresu: IOC)
eigo-no
shabereru nihonjin demo ii
English-of
can speak
Japanese
even good
"even Japanese people who can speak English would be all right
(with me)'
(Ryuugaku: 6C)

Both examples are taken from my conversational data. Both wakaru 'understand' and
shabereru "can speak' are verbs which can take two NPs (i.e. NPi and NP:). However.
when these verbs occur within relative clauses they cannot take both NPs. In (2.21a). the
iVP/ is the head of the relative clause wakaru hito "people who understand.' and thus the
clause cannot take hito as the NPi for wakaru: otherwise it would result in a
ungrammatical clause: *hiio-niwa wakaru hito "people people understand." In (2.21b).
too. the MPi is the head of the relative clause eigo no shabereru nihonjin "Japanese
people who can speak English." and the clause cannot take nihonjin as the NPi for
shabereru: otherwise it would result in a ungrammatical clause: *nihonjin-niwa eigo no
shabereru nihonjin "Japanese people Japanese people can speak English." For this reason.
even though these verbs can have two core argument NPs. when they occur within
relative clauses, they will be analyzed separately.
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CODING SCHEME FOR THE MARKING OF NPS (RELATIVE CLAUSES):
2 NP predicates:
{ni/niwa/nimo/nitotte-, ga) ^
•j other particles

lo

Predicate +

{NP:)
head

Predicate +

(NP|)
head

J

(ni/niwci/nimo/niiotte; ga)
•s other particles

1 NP predicates:
Predicate

+

+

(NPi)
head

The second point to be noted is in relation to the distinction between the
existential use and the possessive use of arwiru. As has been discussed in the previous
section, when the two NPs are overtly expressed and case-marked, it is relatively easy to
tell which is which. The distinction between the two usages, however, becomes blurred
in some instances where only one NP or no NPs are overtly expressed and/or where the
NPs are marked with particles other than case markers, or where the NPs are unmarked.
Due to this difficulty of an exact classification, the marking of NPs for predicates which
occur with aru/iru are categorized in the following three ways, and will be analyzed
separately;
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CODING SCHEME FOR MARKING OF NP (arn/iru):
-

Existential
(NPi)'!' {ni/niwa/nimo) 1
s other particles ^
lo
J

(NP2)-(ga
-j other particles
10

Existential/Possessive
(NP,)< (ni/niwa/nimo)-s

(iVPjWgu

J other particles I
[O
J
-

J other particles
[0

Possessive
(NP|)- Unlniwa/nimo/mtolte/ga)^ (NP:)- {ga
•j other particles
f
] other particles

From all the instances of arwiru predicates. I will first identify the clear-cut instances for
the existential usage and the possessive usage. For those in which it is difficult to make a
distinction between existential and possessive, like examples (2.10). they will enter the
data as Existential/Possessive.
The third important point to be made is in relation to what appears to be
compound verbs. Dekiru "can do" express as the state of potentiality and is the potential
form of the verb suru "to do." It seems to often occur with unmarked NP2S such as
nattoku "understanding" as in nattoku dekiru "can understand" and rikai "understanding"
as in rikai dekiru "can understand" in conversation, and thus one could also construe that
nattokudekiru and rikaidekiru as a w hole are fixed phrases expressing the ability to
understand. However, both nattoku and rikai can also be marked with ga as in the
following examples from Yahoo! Japan. On Line Libraries search results:
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(2.22) a.

otoko
ijoo
no
shigoto-o
men
more than
of
work-O
konashitekita koto-mo
have been doing
thing-MO
nattoku-qa
dekiru
understanding-GA
can do
"(I) can also understand the fact that (she) has been doing more
than what men do"

b.

juumin-mo sorenarini
nattoku-qa.
residents-MO in its own way
understanding-GA
dekiru-no dewanai
daroo
ka
cando-NOM COPiNEG
COP:TENT Q
•(I) wonder if even residents can understand in their own way"

c.

yoogo
nado no
rikai-qa
terminology etc.
of
understanding-GA
"(one) can understand things like terminology"

d.

zuhan
to
pictures
and
rikai-qa
understanding-GA
"(one) can understand

dekiru
can do

bunshoo
de
sentences
by means of
dekiru
can do
by (looking at) pictures and sentences'

There were 1330 instances of natioku-ga dekiru. and 3140 instances of rikai-ga dekiru in
the on-line search. Thus I will consider NPs occurring with dekiru "can do" (e.g. nattoku
and rikai) to be unmarked .VPjs rather than part of the compound verbs nattokudekiru and
rikaidekiru.
Some other expressions which look like fixed phrases are: kankei nai "have
nothing to do." soma koto nai "that cannot be right." and ... shika nai *have anything
except for ..." Although the insertion of a particle such as ga is possible, none of these
expressions appear with any particle between the NP and the verb in my conversational
data. They may be considered to be part of fixed phrases with lower degrees of
lexicalization. However, since these expressions are not listed in dictionaries, and they
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do have both affirmative and negative counterparts, they enter the data as the possessive
arii/iru.
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2.5 Organization
The results of these procedures discussed in this chapter will be presented in the
subsequent chapters. Chapters Three and Four demonstrate, in various measures, how
and how frequently the so-called dative subject construction occurs in modem Japanese
discourse, and how similar or different they are from the standard accounts of the
Japanese dative subject construction based on constructed data. Clauses which can or do
have the dative subject construction were collected from spontaneous conversation and
contemporary Japanese novels. The collected clauses were then coded according to the
coding schemes presented in this chapter.
Chapter Five will provide the data and methodological details used for the
e.xamination of pre-modem Japanese discourse. The examination of pre-modem
Japanese data supports and calls into question various aspects of the findings that will be
posited in Chapters Three and Four. It will also provide us a more comprehensive picture
of the status of the m-marked A V/s in modem Japanese discourse.
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CHAPTER 3
THE DATIVE SUBJECT CONSTRUCTION
IN NATURALLY OCCURRING CONVERSATION
3.1 Introduction
Having presented all the preliminary material. I will now present two chapters of
analysis for the dative subject construction in modem Japanese discourse. My aim in this
chapter and the subsequent chapter is to give answers to two of the problems/goals
mentioned in Section 1.4: 1) how and how frequently speakers of the Japanese language
actually use the dative subject construction in discourse; and 2) how similar or different
the occurrence of this construction is depending on discourse type. The third problem,
the grammatical status of m-marked .WPis (i.e. "dative subjects") in modem Japanese
discourse will be taken up in Chapter Five.
The review of preceding works on the Japanese dative subject construction leads
us to think that this construction plays a significant role in the grammar of Japanese and
that it occupies a substantial portion of the conversations that speakers engage in
everyday. As will be demonstrated in this chapter, an examination of naturally occurring
conversation demonstrates otherwise.
This chapter first gives the overall distribution of each predicate type which can
or does have the dative subject construction in naturally occurring conversation. Then
the actual examples of the w-marked human i\'Fis (including niwa/nimo/nitotte-marked
NPis). generally referred to as "dative subjects." will be presented. It will be
demonstrated that the «/-marked human NP/s rarely occur in spontaneous conversation,
and that their occurrences are incompatible in many ways with the standard accounts of
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the dative subject construction found in prior linguistic literature. I will also seek
possible explanations for why w/'-marked human iVPis (i.e. "dative subjects") are so rare
in talk-in-interaction: i) clauses with two overtly expressed NPs are very rare; ii) crosslinguistically there may be a tendency not to mention NP/s: iii) case particles (i.e. m and
ga as in John-ni nihongo-ga hanaseru "John can speak Japanese") are hardly used to
mark NPs: and iv) a great majority of predicates which can or do have the dative subject
construction are subjective expressions that describe the speaker's perceptions, feelings,
and/or opinions. The examination of naturally occurring conversation points out that the
rarity of m-marked human NPis (i.e. "dative subjects") reflects the dynamic, continuous,
and context-dependent nature of face-to-face interactions between the speakers. Such
characteristics are found almost nowhere in constructed examples for linguistic analyses,
which are more static/atemporal and are produced in a relatively context-free manner.
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3.2 Overall distribution of each predicate type
This section presents the result of the quantitative analysis of clauses that can or
do take the dative subject construction in spontaneous conversation. The results include
all the instances of the predicate types (i.e. verbal predicates; adjectival/nominal
predicates) that can or do occur with NPi and NP:. Table 3.1 summarizes the ratios for
\'erbal predicates and adjectival/nominal predicates in conversation:
Table 3.1: Overall distribution of each predicate type in conversation
Verbal predicates

614 (45.8%)
ARU
POT
WAKARU
Others

Adjectival/Nominal predicates

728 (54.2%)

Total

1342 (100%)

345 (56.2%)
148(24.1%)
75(12.2%)
46(7.5%)

Of the 4968 clauses examined (including 24 relative clauses), 1342 clauses are identified
as those which can or do have the w-marked .VP/s (including existential ARU). Out of
these 1342 clauses. 45.8% of the clauses are verbal predicates (i.e. 2 NP-verbal and 1 NPverbal predicates) and 54.2% are adjectival/nominal predicates. Verbal predicates are
further classified as ARU (existential and/or possessive). POT (potential). WAKARU ('to
understand'), and Others. The most frequently used verbs are ani/iru (56.2%; 345/614).
followed by predicates expressing potentiality (24.1%; 148/614). wakaru "understand'
(12.2%; 75/614) and others (7.5%; 46/614). The results presented above include 24
instances of relative clauses (e.g. Amerika-ni ini nihon josei mo tsuyoku nam "Japanese
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women who are in the U.S. become strong," taken from my conversational data.
Girlfnend: 1). 7 of which occur with adjectival/nominal predicates and 17 of which
appear with verbal predicates.
Another look at the overall data distribution is provided in Figure 3.1. This time,
verbal predicates are even further divided into two, predicates that can or do take two
"core argument' NPs and predicates that can or do take only one "core argument" NP.

POT
8.9%

WAKARU
5.6%
(75/1342)

Others
2.8%
(37/1342)

(120/1342)
ARU (POS)
11.3%
(152/1342)

Adj/Nom
54.2%
(728/1342)

ARU(EX/POS)

1.6%
(21/1342)

ARU (EX)
12.8%
(172/1342)

INP Verbal

2.8%
(37/1342)

Figure 3.1: Overall distribution of each predicate tvpe

The black pie indicates the ratio for adjectival/nominal predicates, which can or do have
the dative subject construction in conversation, symbolized as "Adj/Nom" (54.2%). The
white one shows the ratio for I NP-verbal predicates which can or do have the dative
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subject construction (e.g. nigerarenai "cannot escape"; norenai 'cannot ride'), symbolized
as • 1 NP-verbal" (2.8%). The dark gray ones are the ratios for 2 NP-verbal predicates
which consist of the possessive use of arn/iru or "ARU (POS)' (11.3%). potentials or
'POT' (8.9%), WAKARU (5.6%) and others (2.8%). The light gray pies are the ratios
for the existential use of arwiru (12.8%) and the instances of ant/iru. which are difficult
to make a clear distinction between existential arwiru and possessive aru^Hru (1.6%).
My next task is to demonstrate how and how frequently the dative subject
construction appears in conversation. Are most examples from conversation similar to
the constructed ones in prior literature, having two explicitly mentioned NPs (i.e. the n\marked NPi and the ^o-marked \'P:)? How many of the clauses examined here actually
do have the w/'-marked MPis. and if not ^/-marked, how are the XP/s marked? We now
turn to the occurrence of w/'-marked human .\'Pis (i.e. "dative subjects") in naturally
occurring conversation.
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3.3 The occurrence of the n;-marked human NP,s
The most prototypical type of this construction- as we often see in prior linguistic
literature, seems to have two overtly expressed NPs (i.e. NP/ and NP:). to be case-marked
(i.e. /7/-marked NPj and ^a-marked NP:). and to constitute a canonical order. SOV. as in
John-ni nihongo-ga hanaseru "John can speak Japanese" (Kuno 1973: 327). An
examination of naturally occurring conversation demonstrates otherwise. For this
analysis. I e.xcluded 172 existential predicates and 21 existential/possessive predicates
since the wZ-marked inanimate NPis such as byooin-ni 'at the hospital" in the existential
construction (e.g. byooin-ni ita n desu tie "(1) heard that (she) was in the hospital") are not
generally recognized as "dative subjects." Such instances of the existential construction
will be analyzed separately. The exclusion of the existential arit/iru and
existential/possessive arii/iru will then leave us 1149 clauses (including relative clauses)
that can or do occur with the wZ-marked human NPjS (i.e. "dative subjects"). Of all 1149
clauses, only 7 of them are identified as the /i/-marked human NPjs (i.e. "dative
subjects"). As will be seen, not only are the w-marked NPjS very rare in conversation
(0.61%; 7/1149). but also the ways in which these m-marked NP/s appear are quite
different from the constructed examples found in prior linguistic analyses in terms of the
marking of NPs and the types of .V/*/s (i.e. "dative subjects'").
While 7 examples found in my conversational data are similar to constructed
examples (e.g. John-ni nihongo-ga hanaseru 'John can speak Japanese") in that all of
these examples contain two overtly expressed NPs. and appear with 2 NP-verbal
predicates, the examples from my conversational data display certain incompatibilities
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with the standard accounts of the dative subject construction based on constructed
examples.
First of all. the ways in which NPs are marked are quite different. No
prototypical "NPi-ni iVP^-ga" patterns (e.g. John-ni nihongo-ga hanaseru "John can
speak Japanese') are found in my conversational data.' Instead the human NPjS are
marked with particles other than ni. The .VP/s marked with particles other than ni have
not been the main focus of the preceding works, but a variety of markers are used to mark
iVP/S. from ni to niwa. nidatte and nishitemo in my conversational data. In particular.

niwa. which is said to consist of the particle m and the so-called topic marker wa. is listed
as a particle in dictionaries such as Nihon Biinpoo Daijiten "Dictionary of Japanese
Grammar' (1971) and Nihon Kokugo Daijiten 'Japanese Language Dictionary' (1975).
In addition, its occurrence dates back to as early as the 8'*' century, which seems to
suggest that the particle niwa was grammaticized long ago. This niwa appears in the
following excerpt from the conversation titled "Ojoosama" (for transcription conventions
used for this dissertation, see p. 12):

' This "prototypical" marking panem ofken seen in prior literature seems to occur much more frequently
with the existential use of aru/ini. There are 31 clauses with two overtly expressed NPs in the existential
use of aru/iru in my conversational data. The most frequent marking pattern is the "NPi-ni Wj-ga" pattern
(32.3%: 10/31). yielding 15 /i/-marked .VP/S (including ^P,s marked with nhva^nimo) in total. One single
«/-marked NP, is found in the clause with existential/possessive ARLi. but the NP: is unmarked. As
mentioned in Chapter Two. these w-marked /Vf/s occurring with existential ARU are generally excluded in
the earlier studies of the dative subject construction (e.g. Kuno 1973: Shibatani 1977, 1978). I will take up
the issue of the grammatical status of the n/-marked NP,s both in the dative subject construction and
existential ARU in more detail in Chapter Five.
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(3.1)

Speaker K is talking about her friend, who was forced to be married to a
politician despite the fact that she had a boyfnend. Speaker K is telling
speaker M why her friend didn't get married to her boyfriend who worked
for a newspaper.
M:

K:

M:
K:

. . . Takamatsu ni,
Takamatsu
to
dooshite inte,
why
go:GER
kekkonshinai
no
isshoni?
marr>';NEG
FP
together
"Why didn't (she) go to Takamatsu and marry (him)?'
... e=
yappari
kare-niwa,
FILL after all is said and done
he-NlWA
seikatsu nooryoku,
living
ability
nai
shi=,
haveiNEG
and
[kanojo-nida]tte,
she-NlDATTE
•he has no earning ability and she...'
[dacte
hatara-]-but
work
. . . kanojo= .. no
shitai
yume,
she
of
want to do
dream
tteyuuka ne=.
TTEYUUKA FP
"the dream she wants to seek'
(Ojoosama: 14C)

The /T/Va-marked NPi along with the unmarked NP: 'earning ability' appears with the
negative possessive predicate nai in speaker K's utterance." Note that some other ways
of marking are possible for the NPi. kare "he." from unmarking to marking with ga. wa.
or ni as shown in the following constructed clauses based on (3.1):
" NP/S can be marked with mclaiie. which seems to consist of the particle ni and DA TTE. Note, however,
that, when the nidatie-maxked NPi. kanojo-nidatte in example (3.1) is uttered by speaker K. speaker M
simultaneously starts her utterance with datie hatara— 'but work-' and stops. Speaker K continues by
adding kanojo no shitai yume-tteyuuka nee "the dream she wants to seek.' The w/c/a//t;-marked NPi does
not have the lexically expressed predicate. (If there were no speaker M's overlapped utterance, speaker K
might have said something like kanojo-nidatte kanojono shitai yume-tteyuuka nee aru shi "she also has a
dream she wants to seek.') Nevertheless, since the predicate was not overtly expressed, this instance did
not enter my data.
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(3.2)

a.

seikatsu nooryoku nai
shi
earning
ability
have:NEG
and
"(they. i.e.. speaker K's friend and her boyfriend) have no earning
ability"

b.

kare

c.

kare-ga

d.

kare-wa

e.

?kare-ni

seikatsu
he
earning
"he has no earning ability*

nooryoku
ability

nai
have:NEG

shi
and

seikatsu nooryoku
he-GA
earning
ability
"it is HE that has no earning ability"

nai
haverNEG

shi
and

seikatsu nooryoku nai
he-WA
earning
ability
have:NEG
"(compared to some people) he has no earning ability"

shi
and

seikatsu nooryoku nai
shi
he-Nl
earning
ability
have.NEG
and
'he has no earning ability/there is no earning ability in him"

The overt mention of the MP/, kare "he." is necessary here to provide semantic
specification as to WHO has no earning ability. Without it. K"s utterance could mean
that it is her friend and her boyfriend that have no earning ability (e.g. 3.2a). The
unmarking on the NPi. kare "he." as shown in (3.2b) is possible here since it conveys
WHO has no earning ability and the grammatical relation between the NPi and the
predicate, seikatsu nooryoku nai 'having no eaming ability." is clearly indicated without
any marking. Given the fact that grammatical relation as well as semantic specification
are done by means of the overt mention of the NP/ here, it seems reasonable to state that
the use ofga in (3.2c) is pragmatically motivated. As some scholars point out (e.g. Kuno
1973; Chafe 1976; Watanabe 1986; Ono et al. 2000; Ono and Sadler 2001). thegamarking here may be viewed as the marking of new or unpredictable information to the
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interlocutor or can also be considered to 'single out' a particular NP (i.e. kare 'he') out of
a set of people as related to the predicate 'having no earning ability' (Ono et al. 2000; cf
•exhaustive listing" in Kuno 1973). The vw-marking in (3.2d) may also be possible here
and has a contrastive effect on the NPi. kare 'he" (in contrast to some other people or
some other men who are financially very successfiil). The vi^-a-marking here can also be
viewed as the speaker"s "staging"' strategy where the speaker thematizes certain
participants when narrating a story (Maynard 1987: 61). In such a case, "the thematized
participants are expected to remain on stage for a longer period of time and this serves to
provide points of reference for the development of the thematic flow" (Maynard 1987:
61).

The w-marked NPi. kare "he" as shown in (3.2e). would be viewed as the subject
of the clause, which is said to have subject properties similar to the ga-marked NPi in
(3.2c) according to some earlier studies on the Japanese dative subject construction (e.g.
Kuno 1973; Shibatani 1977. 1978). However, the fact that the overt mention of .VP/ with
no marking (e.g. 3.2a) alone can clearly indicate the semantic relation and that the gamarking in (3.2c) appears to be discourse-pragmatically motivated leads us to think that
the ^/-marking (e.g. 3.2d), too. seems to carry some sort of discourse-pragmatic functions
rather than syntactic and semantic ones. As several scholars have pointed out (Kageyama
1978: McGloin 1980; Watanabe 1984; Tsunoda 1991; Kabata 1998; Masuda 1999). the
«/-marked NPi may be used to express a lower agentivity than the ga-marked NPi. The
«/-marked NPi could be an entity that would limit the domain of application for the
predicate, seikatsu nooryoku nai "having no earning ability," which is not universally
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true to any individual but is true with respect to a single individual, i.e. the w/'-marked
NP I kare 'he' (Shibatani 1999. 2001a. 2001b: Kumashiro 2000). Or the use of ni could
be considered to mark the location where the situation "having no earning ability' exists
(Sugimoto 1986).
It should also be mentioned that the use of ni instead of niwa may be possible here,
but the clause would sound more natural if it were in an embedded clause such as [kareni seikatsu nooryokn nai no]- ga mondai datta no ([he-NI-eaming-ability-have:NEGNOM]-GA-probiem-COP:PAST-FP) 'it was a problem that he had no earning ability.'
As will be discussed in more detail shortly, the occurrence of m-marking seems to be
limited to within embedded clauses.
.VP/S can be marked with nishitemo. According to Sihon Kokugo Daijiten
'Japanese Language Dictionary* (1975). nishitemo is defined as a compound particle
consisting of the particle ni + shite (the gerund of the verb sttru "to do") + MO. and
appears to have a meaning similar to "even for someone' when it marks human NPs (pp.
453-454). E.xamine the following instances of the nishitemo-max\iiQd \'P/s:

(3.3)

Speaker H talks to his high school teacher's daughter about how much he
and his friend. Fujiyama, like their high school teacher's family.

H:

... de
okashii
tteyuuka sa=,
and then
strange
TTEYUUKA FP
.. yappari,
as 1 expected
... shi- isshu
sa=,
a sort of
FP
nanka=,
FILL
.. akogare-qa
aru wake
janai.
long-cherished desire-SUB have a matter
COP-.NEG
Pujiyama-nishitemo ore-nishitemo,
Fujiyama-NISHITEMO
I-NISHITEMO
"and then should 1 say (your family) is interesting? After all is said
and done, you know, (your family) is a sort of dream for both
Fujiyama and me"
(Imootosan: 2C)

Both instances of the nishitemo-marked NP/s above entered my data as examples of the
/7/-marked human XP/s (i.e. "dative subjects") in the current project. There are two
reasons for this. First of all. the A'P;s appear with the predicate types that can or do take
the dative subject construction (i.e. the possessive ant/iru in this case). Second, the
replacement o(nishiiemo with nimo is possible without changing its grammaticality
{akogare-ga aru wake janai Fujikawa-nimo ore-nimo). Like niwa, the particle nimo.
which is said to consist of the particle ni and MO (often translated as "in addition." "also"
or "even"), seems to have been grammaticized long ago judging from the fact that it is
listed as a particle in dictionaries, and was already observed in S"" century texts.
Notice also the word order of this clause in (3.3). Almost all constructed
examples in prior literature follow the canonical order SOV. The canonical order appears
to be observed much of the time (6 out of 7 examples) in my conversational data.
However, as has been mentioned in Hinds (1976). Takahara and Peng (1981), Shibamoto
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(1985), Ono and Suzuki (1992) and others, a phenomenon that is known by such terms as
'postposing' or 'right-dislocation* is observed in (3.3). where NP/s. Fujiyama-nishitemo
and ore-nishitemo. occur after the predicate, specifying or emphasizing WHO has a longcherished feeling towards speaker H's high school teacher's family (= the interlocutor's
family). By all appearances, the n/-markings here seem to be syntactically motivated to
show the grammatical relation between the predicate and the elements that are expressed
after the predicate in a non-canonical order. However, to my knowledge, no scholars
have claimed that NPs marked with nishitemo are the subjects of clauses despite the fact
that they may appear in the same predicate types as /7/-marked human NPis do. As in the
case of(3.1). the overt mentions of .VP/s are semantically necessary here to specify WHO
has a long-cherished feeling. Given these, the m-markings in (3.3) do not seem to be
solely syntactically motivated but appear to be semantically motivated and at the same
time carry discourse-pragmatic functions such as expressing a lower agentivity than their
^a-marked counterparts, limiting the domains of application for the predicate, or showing
the locations where the state "having a long-cherished feeling' exists.
The /7/-marked NPis in my conversational data are different from the standard
accounts of the Japanese dative subject construction in terms of not only the marking of
NPiS but also the types of /VP/s. Sugimoto (1986) claims that the ^/-marked NPis are the
speaker or someone close to him. The following examples, however, demonstrate
otherwise.
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(3.4)

a. Two speakers are discussing that the Japanese medical world needs to
extend their territory to the international world to show what they have
been doing in Japan, by presenting their medical research in English at
international conferences.

• T:

R:
T:

R:

T:

(3.4)

... kokusaigakkai-de= ... mxnna-ni nattoku
international conference-at everyone-NI understanding
dekiru
yoona
katachi
de,
can do
way
form
with
happyoo
suru [koto
to],
presentation do
thing
and
"to present (a research) at an international conference in a
way that everyone can understand'
[un]
"uhuh"
... sore-ga
hitsuyoo da
tteyuu.
that-SUB
necessity
COP TOP
"that that is necessary (for us)'
naru[hodo]
ne=.
"I see"
[unun]
"yeah'
(Politics: 1IC)

b. Speaker T. who is in a cancer center in the U.S.. is talking about what
he needs to do before he goes back to Japan.
T:

. . . boku-no
yuu koto tte no-ga,
l-NO
say
thing TTE NOM-GA
soredake=,
to the extent
^ aite-ni
nattoku
dekiru
dake
no,
others-NI
understanding can do
to the extent of
... ano
mono-o
motteika- kaeranai to,
FILL thing-O
take
retum:NEG COND
... ironna
sono,
various
FILL
... kekka toka,
results etc.
hoka no
guruupu-wa,
other of
group-WA
nattoku
saserarenai
na
understanding do:CAUS:POT:NEG FP
"if I don't go home with something that other medical groups
can understand what I say, say some results and such, (I) won't be
able to make other groups understand' (Politics: 9C)
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Interestingly enough, both examples of wZ-marked iVP/s are found in one single speaker's
utterances. Note that neither mirtna "everyone" in (3.4a) nor aite "opponent" in (3.4b)
refers to the speaker himself or the hearer. They are both in fact third parties. Of all 7 nimarked iVP/s. there is only one instance of the «/-marked NPi. which refers to the speaker
himself {ore-nishitemo shown in example (3.3)). but the rest of them refer to either a third
person or a third party. It is also significant that the occurrence of the m-marked human
NPis (i.e. "dative subjects") in embedded clauses has not been a recurrent theme in prior
literature, but both instances of the «/-marked NPiS in (3.4) appear in the embedded
clauses of speaker T"s utterances.
As in the case of preceding examples, the w/'-markings in (3.4) do not seem to be
syntactically or semantically motivated ones since, even if the NPis appeared with no
marking, one could still tell the grammatical and semantic relation between the unmarked
iVP/s and their predicates. It should be mentioned, however, that they would sound a
little awkward without any marking; [minna natioku dekiru] yoona katachi de "in a way
that everyone can understand"; [aite nattoku dekiru] dake no mono 'something that the
opponents, i.e., other medical groups, can understand." The ga-marking is possible here,
too. and appears to single out a particular NP out of a set of people as related to the
predicate nattoku dekiru "can understand": [minna-GA nattoku dekiru]yoona katachi de
"in a way that EVERYONE can understand"; [aite-GA nattoku dekiru] dake no mono
"something that THE OPPONENTS, i.e., other medical groups, can understand." As has
been discussed in prior literature (Kageyama 1978; McGIoin 1980; Watanabe 1984;
Tsunoda 1991; Kabata 1998; Masuda 1999; Shibatani 1999. 2001a. 2001b; Kumashiro

2000). a syntactic and/or semantic account alone does not seem to capture why speakers
choose n/'-marking over other types of marking on NP/s. It seems that the use of ni may
be better accounted for at the discourse-pragmatic level than at the syntactic/semantic
level.
In this section I have demonstrated both how rarely the w/'-marked NPts (i.e.
"dative subjects") occur in talk-in-interaction. and that when they do occur, they differ
significantly from the constructed examples seen in prior linguistic literature. No
prototypical "NPi-ni .V/'j-ga" patterns are found in my conversational data. Instead a
variety of markers are used to mark .VP/s, from ni to the grammaticized particles niwa
and nishitemo. It is also pointed out that, as in the case of ^a-marking. the speaker's
choice of m-marking does not seem to be fully syntactically or semantically motivated
but rather appears to be motivated on the discourse-pragmatic basis. The t>pes of the nimarked NP/s are also different in that there was only one instance that refers to the
speaker himself, but the rest refer to either the third person or the third party. It is also
significant to see the occurrence of the w/-marked WP/s (i.e. "dative subjects") not only in
the main clause but also in the embedded clause: 3 out of 7 /7/-marked human NPis
appeared in embedded clauses. We have thus seen that an examination of talk-ininteraction provides us a very different picture of what is often thought of "the dative
subject construction."
The question we should ask now is: why do we have so few instances of the nimarked human NP/s (0.61%. 7 out of 1149 clauses which can or do have the dative
subject construction; or 0.14%. 7 out of all 4968 clauses analyzed in my entire
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conversational data) in naturally occurring conversation? The subsequent sections seek
the answers to this question.
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3.4 The occurrence of overtly expressed NPs
Almost all constructed examples in previous literature are filled with clauses that
have two overtly expressed "core argument' NPs like JoAw-w/ nihongo-ga hanaseru "John
can speak Japanese" (Kuno 1973; 327). However, it has been pointed out that such
clauses are very rare in spoken language (Scancarelli 1985: Payne 1987; Du Bois 1987,
to appear; One and Sadler 2001). One way to explain for the rarity of the w/'-marked
human /VP/s (i.e. "dative subjects") in naturally occurring conversation, then, may be to
look at characteristics of those that do appear with two overtly expressed NPs. An
examination of my conversational data is illustrated in Figure 3.2:

• No NPs

aiNF

02 NPs
3.5%
(25/721)

10.8%
100%

/ (40/371)
39.2%
(283/721)

80%

60%

53.1%
(197/371)
91.9%
(34/37)

40%

20%

57.3%
(413/721)

36.1%
(134/371)

0%
2NP-verb

INF-verb

Adj/Nom

Figure 3.2: The occurrence of overtlv expressed NPs
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In Figure 3.2. the dark gray bars indicate the ratios for clauses with no lexically
mentioned 'core argument' NPs; the light gray ones show the ratios for clauses with only
one 'core argument" NP; the white bars are for the ratios for clauses with two lexically
expressed 'core argument" NPs. For this analysis, out of all 1342 clauses. 168 existential
ARU (172 existential ARU -4 relative clauses), 21 existential/possessive ARU. and 24
relative clauses are e.xcluded.^ That will then leave us 1129 clauses all together. Figure
3.2 clearly shows how rarely the clauses have two lexically expressed 'core argument"
NPs. whether they are verbal predicates (10.8%) or adjectival/nominal predicates (3.5%).
This means that out of 1129 clauses identified as the ones that can or do have the dative
subject construction, less than 6% of them (65/1129) have two lexically expressed NPs.
In fact, the occurrence of 2 NP-clauses appears to cluster around in certain places of
conversation and seems to be motivated semantically discourse-pragmatically, and/or
interactionally. See the following example where multiple speakers are actively engaging
a discussion regarding letter-writing:

^ The infrequency of clauses with t\vo overly expressed NPs is also observed in existential ARU. Out of
168 existential arit/iru (172 - 4 relative clauses). 31 of them appear with 2 NPs. but over 80% of them
occur with either 1 NP (113/168) or no NPs (24/168). There were 21 cases where the use of aru/iru was
undistinguishable. 7 of them occur with two overtly expressed NPs, and 14 of them have one overtly
expressed NP. There were no clauses with no overtly expressed NPs.
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(3.5)

Three friends are talking after dinner. Speaker K discloses that she hates
to use the telephone and doesn't even like to make a phone call to her
boyfriend. Speaker T. then, discloses his discomfort for writing letters.

K:

... dokidoki

shichau

mon

heart beat
do against one's will FP
'somehow (I) get nervous (making phone calls)'
T:

M:

K:

M:
T;

K;
—•

nanka
somehow

u=m.
... [ore

tegami
soo da
yo].
I
letters
so
COP FP
"I am the same way when it comes to writing letters'
[demo sono ten sa=],
but
that
point FP
'but with respect to that'
uttooshi[2 i
no
ka 2][3 mo shirenai 3].
annoying
NOM
may be
"(letters and/or telephone calls) may be annoying"
[2 tegami 2].
letters
[3 betsuni
in particular
dokidoki 3]
wa
shinai
kedo [4 sa= 4].
heart beat
WA do:NEG
FP
FP
"(I) don't get so nervous (about writing letters like you. Speaker K,
do when making a phone call)'
[4 e=,
really?
atashi 4],

[5 tegami no

hoo -ga
na 5]=.
letters
of
way -GA good FP
"letters are better (than telephone calls) for me'

M:

[5 <0 bushoona dake jan 0> 5].
lazy
only FP
"(it)'s just (you are) not much of a letter-writer'
(Telephone calls: 4C)

Two instances of 2 NP-clauses appear in this segment. First, in support of speaker K's
disliking telephone calls, speaker T e.xpresses his discomfort towards letter-writing, by
saying ore tegami soo da yo "1 feel the same way for letters.' The occurrence of two

lexically expressed NPs (i.e. ore "T: tegami "letters"), both of which are unmarked, are
semantically necessary here to express WHO is feeling the same way as speaker K and
WHAT the person has that feeling for. Without the NPs. the utterance, soo dayo
'(that)''s right." would instead convey speaker T"s agreement to speaker K's utterance that
he. too. feels nervous about making phone calls. The 2 NP-clause in T"s utterance is
overlapped with M"s uttereince (demo sono ten sa= "but with respect to that point"). It
appears that many of the 2 NP-cIauses in my data cluster around places where multiple
speakers are simultaneously talking.
After M's overlapped utterance, speaker K expresses her opinion about either
letter-writing or telephone calls (or both), uttooshii no kamo shirenai '(letters/telephone
calls) may be annoying." Note that this utterance, too. is overlapped with M"s tegami
"letters." which could be uttered in her intention to give semantic specification of what
speaker K says. WHAT is annoying. K"s utterance is also overlapped with T"s where he
expresses a difference between K"s discomfort for telephone calls and his discomfort for
letter-writing: betsimi dokidoki wa shinai kedo sa= "(I) don"t get so nervous about letterwriting (like you do when you make a phone call)." T"s utterance is partially overlapped
with the second instance of 2 NP-clause occurred in speaker K"s utterance. e= atashi
tegami no hoo ga ii na= "really? (I) prefer letter-writing (to telephone calls)." The
occurrence of overtly expressed 2 NPs (atashi "1": tegami no hoo "letters (rather than
telephone calls") are semantically and discourse-pragmatically motivated to express
WHO thinks it better and WHAT the person thinks is better. While the second NP.
tegami no hoo "letters (rather than telephone calls).' seems to be used for semantic
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specification (i.e. "letters" vs. "telephone calls"), the occurrence of the first NP. atashi "1."
does not seem to be semantically motivated since the predicate ii "good/all right" is a
subjective expression that describes the speaker's attitude, feeling and/or opinion.
Accordingly, even without atashi "I." K"s utterance can still convey WHAT she thinks is
better in the given context. As Ono and Thompson (2002) mention, this type of the first
person forms often occurs with predicates which describes the speaker's emotion/feeling
(i.e. ii •good/all right') and is not semantically motivated but shows its "emotive"
function.
In contrast, the occurrence of the second NP. tegami no hoo "letters (rather than
telephone calls).' is semantically necessary to deliver the meaning of WHAT the person
thinks is better. Without it. K's utterance {atashi ii na=) would be a little ambiguous as
to WHAT she thinks is good (i.e. letter-writing or the fact that speaker T at least doesn't
get nervous about letter-writing?) Without both NPs. K's utterance {ii na=) would only
convey her envy toward speaker T since he does not get nervous about letter-writing.
Note also that K's utterance is again overlapped with M's comment {bushoona dake jan
"(you) are just not much of a letter-writer') on T's disliking letter-writing. As evidenced
in the series of overlapped utterances by multiple speakers, the occurrence of 2 NPclauses shown here is not only semantically and/or discourse-pragmatically motivated,
but also interactionally motivated in order to deliver the speaker's attitude, feeling and/or
opinion towards a proposition in a talk-in-interaction which proceeds rapidly and
continuously and changes at various levels.
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Keep in mind, however, that such 2 NP-clauses are very rare, as has been claimed
cross-linguistically (Scancarelli 1985; Payne 1987; Du Bois 1987. to appear) and in
Japanese conversation (Ono and Sadler 2001). A great majority of clauses (94% in my
conversational data) occurs either with no NPs or with only one NP in my conversational
data as shown in the following example:
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(3.6)

a. Speaker H talks to his high school teacher's daughter (speaker T) about
how much he and his friend. Fujiyama, like their high school teacher's
family. The two speakers then start to talk about Fujiyama's younger
sister, who is as tall as Fujiyama.

H:

... sono

imootosan-ga

the
younger sister-GA
.. Fujiyama
no
sa,
Fujiyama
of
FP

nanka

sa,

FILL

FP

.. ji- ... jiipan

T:

H:

ka

sa=,
FP

nanka

[sa=],

jjeans
or
something
FP
"the younger sister (of Fujiyama). Fujiyama's jeans or something"
[u=n].
uh huh
(Hx) ... koo
nanka
[2 koo=,
like this
FILL
like this

haku 2]

no.

wear
FP
"like, you know, (she) wears (Fujiyama's jeans)"

T:

[2 ^
good

na= 2].
FP

"(1) envy (her)'

H;

[3 machigaeta

ka

mistake:PAST

or

ha- haitetara 3]

nanka

shiranai

kedo,

something

know:NEG

FP

sa,

wewearrPAST
FP
*(I) don't know if (she) mistakenly (wore Fujiyama's jeans) or
something'

T:

[3 atashi-nanka
I

-NANKA

zettai

hakenai.

definitely

wear:POT: NEG

un 3].
yeah
'1 definitely cannot wear (Fujiyama's/men's) jeans'
(Imootosan: 3C)
Prior to this segment, speaker H describes how tall Fujiyama's younger sister is. H then
talks about an episode when Fujiyama's younger sister wore Fujiyama's jeans without
realizing whose they were. Note T's utterance, ii na= "(I) envy (her).' It is partially
overlapped with H's utterance and occurs with no overtly mentioned NPs. Without
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semantic specification of referents, from the context, one can construe that this utterance
expresses T's feeling/opinion about Fujiyama's sister's being able to wear Fujiyama's (or
possibly men's) jeans. In my conversational data, more than half of the clauses appear
with no lexically expressed NPs like this example. Another type of clauses which are
much more common than 2 NP-clauses in my conversational data is also seen in T's
utterance, atashi-nanka zettai hakenai "1 definitely cannot wear (them),' which occur
with the overtly mentioned \'Pi but with no mention of .VP^ in this case. Here again,
without overt mention of .VP^. from the context, we can tell WHAT speaker T cannot
wear (i.e.. Fujiyama's jeans).
A preference to have 1 NP-clauses or clauses with no NPs is also obserx ed in Du
Bois's study (to appear) on spontaneous spoken discourse in Hebrew. Sakapulteko.
Papago. English, and Gooniyandi. Du Bois (to appear) demonstrates quantitative
evidence of a tendency to avoid more than one lexically expressed argument per clause,
and calls the phenomenon the "One Lexical Argument Constraint."^ A similar tendency
is observed in Japanese conversation. As indicated in the above examples by the use of
parentheses in the English translations, many of the referents are not expressed overtly.
Specifically, in ii na= "(I) envy (her)." neither NP; nor .\T: is lexically expressed. In

* The following table is from Du Bois (to appear) to show the quantitative evidence for "One Lexical
Argument Constraint."
Lexical argument quantity: Frequency of clauses bv quantity of lexical arguments (Du Bois to appear)

Quantity:
Language

0
n

%

1
n

%

2
n

Hebrew
Sakapulteko
Papago
English
Gooniyandi

261
211
430
252
2318

(50)
(46)
(57)
(47)
(62)

252
240
307
241
1305

(48)
(53)
(40)
(45)
(35)

9
5
22
39
114

%
(2)
(1)
(3)
(7)

(3)

Total
n

%

522
456
759
535
3737

(100)
(100)
(100)
(100)
(100)
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atashi-nanka zettai hakenai "I definitely cannot wear them.' only the NP/, atashi "I.' is
overtly mentioned.
We have thus observed the relatively fewer instances of clauses with two
lexically expressed NPs in naturally occurring conversation. Ono and Sadler (2001)
provide two explanations for this. First, as we found in conversation, intransitive clauses
are much more common than transitive clauses (67% vs. 33%). This intransitive nature
of spoken language is also found in many other languages (Croft 1990: Thompson and
Hopper 2001; Du Bois to appear). Ikegami (1991) also points out the intransitive nature
of Japanese predicates in general. Secondly, as some scholars claim (Givon 1975; Chafe
1987 and 1994; Du Bois 1987. to appear), there seems to be a universal constraint on the
amount of 'new" information per clause. Givon (1975). for example, argues that the
larger part of information is given or presupposed by the speakers, while "only [a] small
chunk consists of the actual message, new information" (p. 204). Du Bois (1987) calls
this the "One New Argument Constraint." which shows the avoidance of more than one
new argument per clause in the spoken narrative of Sakapulteko Maya (p. 826). In
addition to this constraint on the amount of 'new" information per clause, it has been
mentioned that 'given* or "presupposed" information is often not overtly expressed in
Japanese, a phenomenon knowTi as 'zero anaphora' or 'ellipsis' (Clancy 1980; Hinds
1982; Ono and Thompson 1997). which results in fewer instances of 2 NP clauses. Since
there aren't very many clauses with two lexically expressed NPs in naturally occurring
conversation to begin with, it should also not be surprising to see so few instances of the
^/-marked NP/s (i.e. "dative subjects").

3.5 Clauses with one overly expressed NP
A question arises as to which "core argument' NP (NP/ or N P j ) is the one more
likely to be expressed if clauses have only one overtly expressed "core argument' NP.
Figure 3.3 answers the question. Note that the data does not include existential ARU.
existential/possessive ARU or relative clauses.

INPl

INP2

0.0%

100%

80%
60%

92.9%
(183/197)

94.0%
(266/283)

40%

20%

7.1%
(14/197)
2NP Verb

6.0%
(17/283)
INP Verb

Adj/Nom

Figure 3.3: The occurrence of NPs in 1 NP-clauses

Of all the clauses that can or do take the dative subject construction. 483 clauses are
identified as clauses with one lexically expressed 'core argument' NP. These 483 clauses
include each predicate t>'pe (i.e. 2 NP-verbal predicates; 1 NP-verbal predicates;
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adjectival/nominal predicates). The light gray bars indicate the ratios for the occurrence
of NPi and the dark, gray bars are the ratios for NPj. The figure demonstrates an
overwhelming tendency to have MP: over NPi when 2 NP-verbal predicates and
adjectival/nominal predicates have only one NP. When we add all the numbers for each
NP. the infrequency of NPi still stands out. Out of 488 one-NP clauses. 93% of them
(449/483) occur with NP;. and only 7% of them (34/483) have iVP/.^
The findings displayed here are comparable to Scancarelli's findings on the
spoken narrative of Chamorro. a Western Austronesian language (1985) and Du Bois's
findings on the spontaneous spoken discourse of Hebrew. Sakapulteko. Papago. English.
Spanish. French. Brazilian Portuguese, and Japanese (to appear). According to

' An examination of 113 existential ARU and 14 existential/possessive ARU with only one lexically
expressed NP further supports the more frequent occurrence of NP; than .\'Pi.
The occurrence ofi^P,
The occurrence of MP:
Existential ARU (113/168):
Existential/Possessive ARU (14/21):

28/113 (24.8%)
0/14(0%)

85/113 (75.2%)
14/14(100%)

As shown in the chart above, the infrequency of .V/',s is also observed in clauses with existential ARU
(24.8'?'o) or with existential/possessive ARU (0.0%).
Furthermore, an e.xamination of 24 relative clauses reveals a sharp contrast between the two NPs.
too:
(NPi) ^ predicate (NPA
(NPA predicate ^ (NPi)
head
head
Adjectival/Nominal
Existential
Verbal

6/7
3/4
8/13

1/7
1/4
5/13

17/24 (70.8%)
7/24 (29.2%)
Although these numbers may be too small to be conclusive, the data seems to point out a tendency to have
NP: as the head of relative clause rather than .VP/. A similar tendency is reported in Fox's study on
relative clauses in English conversation (1987). According to Fox (1987). "relative clauses serve to situate
the referent that is being introduced as a relevant part of the on-going discourse" (p. 861). NPjS ("A's" in
Fox) tend not to be relativized on because they are much more likely to be pronominal than /VP^s ("P's" in
Fox), and thus are more likely to serve as anchors within relative clauses (Fox 1987: 862-863). On the
other hand. A/Pjs or "P's" are much more likely to be full NPs and very rarely carry given information, and
thus they tend to be relativized on far more frequently than NP,s or "A's" (Fox 1987: 862-863).
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Scancarelli (1985). in Chamorro narratives while S (or the intransitive subject) and O (or
the patients acted on by some main characters in nanatives) appear as full NPs and often
mark new information. A or the most agent-like entity in the transitive clause is generally
topical and is referred to non-overtly once it is introduced to the discourse.
Du Bois (1987. to appear) also reports a similar tendency observed in a number of
languages to avoid having a lexical NP. in contrast to S (or the intransitive subject) or O
(or the direct objects of the transitive clause). According to Du Bois (to appear).
"[l]exical nouns do not appear with equal likelihood in all roles." That is. lexical NPs
could occur freely in the direct object (O) role, but there seems to be a constraint on
having lexical NPs on the transitive subject (A) role. Note, however, that Du Bois (to
appear) clearly states that "this is a soft constraint rather than a categorical grammatical
rule, and exceptions do occur" as evidenced in the following quantitative analysis;
Table 3.2: Lexical argument role: Svntactic role of lexical core arguments
(Du Bois to appear)
Role:
A
S
O
Total
Language
n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%
Hebrew
18
(8)
(44) 111
103
(48) 232
(100)
(5)
Sakapulteko 11
(58) 81
126
(37) 218
(100)
Papago
37
(10) 169
(47) 152
(42) 358
(100)
(8)
English
21
90
(35) 146
(57) 257
(100)
35
(6)
(36) 341
Spanish
215
(58) 591
(100)
(5)
32
(45) 324
French
290
(50) 646
(100)
48
(7)
(48) 293
Japanese
320
(44) 661
(100)
Although Japanese is quite different from Chamorro. English or other languages
examined in Scancarelli's study (1985) and Du Bois's study (1987. to appear), they all
seem to show a similar tendency to "avoid" the explicit mention of AT'/s.
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very few

more

Chamorro (transitive clauses)
Hebrew, etc. (transitive clauses)
Japanese dative subject construction

The diagram above illustrates the contrast in frequency between As and Os in the
transitive clauses of the spoken discourse of the languages examined by Scancarelli
(1985) and Du Bois (1987. to appear), and between JVP/s and NPjs in the Japanese dative
subject construction in spontaneous conversation. By saying this, however. I am not
trying to claim that the Japanese dative subject construction is transitive. As discussed in
previous chapters, the grammatical status of two NPs in the dative subject construction is
one of the most controversial and unresolved issues in Japanese language study, and thus
I have no intention to make any conclusive judgment at this point as to whether the
construction is transitive or intransitive. I am suggesting, however, that the infrequency
of the rtZ-marked NP/s (i.e. "dative subjects") in naturally occurring conversation may be
accounted for by the fact that NP/s are often left unstated in Japanese spontaneous
conversation, since they tend to carry given or presupposed information as demonstrated
in the following example:
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(3.7) Two housemates are talking in the kitchen. Speaker K says that she is the
kind of person who just has to put everything in order. She gives an
example by talking about how she cleans thoroughly.
K:

... koko tekitooni shashashashasha=,
here inadequately quickly
tte koo,
QUO like this
ne.
FP
icnio,
• • • m3
FILL tentatively
kireini
mieru,
cleanly
see:POT
ka tazuke
-ga dekinai
mitaina
cleaning
like
-GA can do:NEG
koko=
-via,
-WA
here
mo . , kore
-o.
FILL this one
-O
koko -de,
here -LOC
katazukete,
kireini
cleanrGER
cleanly
... koko -wa,
here -WA
de,
.. koko
here -LOC
kireini
katazukete,
cleanly
cleanrGER
.. mitaina
hito
da
kara.
like
person
COP because
•(I) can't clean (rooms) inadequately and quickly to just make (the
rooms) look clean for the time being. Because (I)'m a kind of
person who tidies up this one here and (another one) there'
(Zeitaku: 14C)

For the 1 NP-clause. ichioo kireini mieru mitaina katazuke-ga dekinai "(1) can't clean (the
rooms) like (they) look clean for the time being.' the overt mention of the NPi. T'
(referring to the speaker) is not semantically necessary since it is inferred from the
context. The segment (3.7) is more like speaker K's monologue talking about how
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thoroughly she cleans with no interlocutor's utterances involved (although one can
assume that non-verbal interactions, i.e., backchannels. may be going on).
On the other hand, the overt mention of NP/s becomes necessary when they are
newly introduced and thus unpredictable in discourse as demonstrated in the following
example:
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(3.8)

Three friends are talking about the founder of Aum Shinrikyo. They've
watched a video showing that the founder is floating in the water. Speaker
T then mentions that Kuroyanagi Tetsuko. a TV personality, can float in
the water, too.

O:

... mizu

no

water of

naka -o,
inside-O

uiteta.
float;PAST;PROG
"(the founder of Aum Shinrikyo) was floating in the water"

M:

... hu=n.

0:

<0 [mizu

I see

no

water of
• in the water"

M;
O;

naka] 0>
inside

[@@@@]
[2 uku
tte 2]mo

sa.

float QUO
FP
'no matter how (people) say that (he) floats"

T:

[2 Oomi 2] -

O:

.. n=.
FILL
... ano,
FILL
... wani

Aum-

mitaini

crocodile
like
"I mean, not like a crocodile"

M:

janakute,
COP:NEG:GER

un.
yeah

... kono
this

uiteru

katachi

de,

shape

by means of

sa.

float: PROG FP
•yeah, (he) was floating in this shape"

T:

... ya,
Kuroyanagi

Tetsuko

-mo,

Kuroyanagi

Tetsuko

-MO

dekiru

kke

yo.

can do
FP
FP
"well. Kuroyanagi Tetsuko can do (that), too"
O:
M:

[0@0]
[@@@]

(Aum Zoo: 3C)
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The three friends are talking about how the founder of Aum Shinrikyo can float in the
water, by giving detailed descriptions to each other. Then speaker T goes: Kuroyanagi
Tetsuko-mo dekiru kke yo "Kuroyanage Tetsuko can (float in the water), too.' This
referent is not mentioned anywhere prior to this utterance, and. without it. the clause
would instead mean that "(l- speaker T ) c a n (float in the water).' While the N P i .
'Kuroyanagi Tetsuko.' is semantically necessary in this context, the overt mention of NP:.
•floating in the water." is not necessary since it has been already mentioned and
continually discussed in this interaction.
As Givon (1975) claims, the larger part of information in conversation is given or
presupposed by the speakers, while only a small part of information is new to the
speakers (p. 204). The infrequency of NP/s can be explained by their informational
status—given or presupposed. Because NPis are very infrequent to begin with, it is not
surprising to see the rarity of n/'-marked NPjs (i.e. "dative subjects").
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3.6 Marking of NPs
We now know that, in naturally occurring conversation, not only clauses with two
overtly expressed 'core argument" NPs are rare, but also that clauses with overt mentions
of NP/s are rare, which results in very few instances of the m'-marked IVP/s (i.e. "dative
subjects"). Yet. another way to account for the rarity of the «/-marked NP/s would be to
examine how 'core argument' NPs are marked. Of all the clauses which can or do have
the dative subject construction, what we will focus on here are 65 clauses with two
lexically expressed "core argument" NPs and 483 clauses with one lexically expressed
"core argument" NP. Figure 3.4 illustrates how these NPs are marked in spontaneous
conversation. As in the case of the analysis of the occurrence of two NPs. this analysis
excludes 168 e.xistential ARU. 21 existential/possessive ARU. and 24 relative clauses.
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• 2 case-marked

11 case-marked

I others

723%
(349/483)
53.8%
(35/65)
36.9%
(24/65)

27.7%
(134/483)

9.2%
(6/65)

2 NPs

1 NP

Figure 3.4: The marking of NPs

The dative subject construction with two case-marked NPs like John-ni nihongo-ga
hanaseni (Kuno 1973: 327) has been very recurrent in prior literature, and seems to be
often treated as the most prototypical one. Figure 3.4 demonstrates otherwise. The white
bar shows the ratio for two NPs which are case-marked; the light gray ones indicate the
ratios for only one of the NPs which are case-marked; the dark gray bars show the ratios
for both NPs which are either unmarked or marked with particles other than case markers.
A more detailed e.xamination of how two NPs are marked in conversation is
presented in Table 3.3 for 65 clauses with two overtly expressed "core argument" NPs
and Table 3.4 for 488 clauses with one overtly expressed "core argument" NP. Note that
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"nc" stands for non-case markers or particles other than case markers such as wa. mo and
te. and that "0" refers to zero-marking.
Table 3.3: Tlie marking of two NPs
2 NP-verbal
Predicates
40/65 (61.5%)
MPj-ga (2)
AVz-ga
NP:-0 (3)
.V^z-ni
.VP/-niwa
NP:-0 (1)
.VP/-nishitemo.VPj-ga (1)
NPrga
.VPj-ncd)
MPj-gail)
NPi-nc
NP2-ga (2)
NPr0
NPfwa
.\'P:-o (1)
NP:-nc (4)
NP/-nc
.\'P:-0 (8)
.\'P/-nc
NP:-nc (3)
NPro
NP:-0 (7)
NPr0

Adjectival/Nominal

1 NP-verbal
Predicates
N/A

25/65 (38.5%)
NP2-ga (2)
NPrga
iVPj-waC 1)
NPi-ga.
NP:-o{\)
.Wz-ga
S'P:-ga (2)
NP/-0
^VP:-ga(6)
NPf-nc
iVPi-nc (9)
iVPz-nc
NP:-nc (2)
NPr0
1VP2-0
(2)
NPi-o

Table 3.4: The marking of one NP
2 NP-verbal
I NP-verbal
Predicates
Predicates
197/483 (40.8%)
3/483 (0.6%)
N P r g ^ (2)
.V/'/-ga(l)
NP/'tic (8)
.VP/-nc (2)
yVP/-0 (4)
NP:-ga (57)
.VP.-o(l)
NP:-nc (49)
NP2 -0 (76)

Adjectival/Nominal
Predicates
283/483 (58.6%)
NPrga(2)
NPi-nc (5)
N P 1-0(10)
NP:-ga (71)
NP:-nc (125)
NP:-0 (70)

Of all 65 clauses with two le.xically expressed NPs. there were only six clauses in
the data with both NPs case-marked as showTi in the following example:
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(3.9)

Two coworkers are talking about their job in the bar. Speaker T talks
about a new client (i.e. company) which he is about to start a deal with.

H:
T;

H:

... zenzen
shiranai yoona
kaisha
knowrNEG
entirely
appeared to be company
nan da
kedo sa=,
NOM COP FP
FP
,., de= .. shikkari mooketeru kara sa=,
and
securely
make money FP
FP
(it)"s a company nobody seems to know, and it steadily makes
monev"
un.
BCH
.., dakara
chanto
kimaeii-n
so
properly
generous-NOM
da
yone.
COP FP
de
sa,
and
FP
-mo sa=,
mukoo
sutaffu- sutaffu
no
overthere
of
staff-MO FP
staff
yuushuu.
excellent
... de
chanto
hi- -and
properly
yoryoku
-ga= aru-n
da
yone,
energy
-GA have-NOM
COP FP
sono hito ... -tachi
-ga.
the
people
-GA
'so (it) is properly generous. And its staffs are e.xcellent. And
properly ~ they (lit. the people) have energy (to spare for some
other work)'
un.
BCH
dakara
sooyuu
no
-via maaku
so
things like thatof
-WA mark
shitoite,
do for the future use:GER
"so (we) remember such clients'
(Yakitori: 7C)

Prior to this segment, speaker T tells H that, even though his new client is not a wellknown company, it occupies more than 60% of the industry's profits. T expresses how
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much he is impressed with this company not only because it has money but also its
workers are excellent. T then states, yoryokit-ga aru n da yone sono hiiotachi-ga 'those
workers (lit. people) have energy (to spare for some other work).' This is an example of
non-canonical orders where the yVP/ is expressed after the predicate (INPj-ga + Predicate
+ NPi-ga/). Both the NP/ {sono hitotachi "those people') and the NPziyoryoku
"remaining energy") are marked with the so-called subject marker

which is said to

indicate a grammatical relation between the NPs and the predicate. However, the
grammatical relation of the two NPs in T's utterance is clear without the use of ga. In
fact. T's utterance still appears to be ""grammatical" without any marking on the NPs as
shown in the following:
(3.10) y o r y o k u
energy

aru-n
^ yone
have-NOM
COP FP
sono hitotachi
the
people
"those people have energy (to spare for some other work)"

As a number of scholars point out (e.g. Kuno 1973; Chafe 1976; Watanabe 1986; Ono et
al. 2000; Ono and Sadler 2001), the use of ga appears to be discourse-pragmatically
motivated here. For example, the ga-marking on the NPj (yoryoku "remaining energy") is
viewed as the marking of new or unpredictable information to the interlocutor or can also
be considered to "single out a certain NP as related to a predicate"" (Ono et al. 2000. cf.
"exhaustive listing" in Kuno 1973). The ^a-marking on the NPi (sono hitotachi "those
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people") can also be viewed as a discourse-pragmatically motivated one. by singling out a
certain NP or exhaustive listing.^
Among 65 clauses with two overtly mentioned NPs. the most common types are.
however, clauses with both NPs unmarked or marked with particles other than case
markers (53.8%). For 1 NP-clauses. too. 72.3% of them occur with one NP either
unmarked or marked with particles other than case markers. The following example
shows a 2 NP-clause which consist of both NPs unmarked:

' The use of ga in example (3.9) can also be explained by a claim that the element expressed after the
predicate is more likely to be marked with a particle (Tamori 1977: Hinds 1982).
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(3.11) The two ESL students are talking in the hall of a university building.
They both agree that if they were bom and raised in America, they would
have never been interested in English, and would have studied some other
language.

T:

dai- —
daini

gaikokugo -wa?

second

language

-WA

... porutogaru[go]?

K:

T:

K:

Portuguese
•(if we were bom and raised in America), what would you have
studied for your second language? Portuguese?"
[un].
uh huh

... atashi

dattara
1
COP:PAST:COND
... supanisshu [kana].

nee,
FP

Spanish
FP
"in the case of me. (I) would probably have studied Spanish"
[un].
uh huh

... [2 soo

da 2]

ne.

so
COP FP
'uh huh. that"s probably so"
T:

^

K:
T:

[2 00 2]
... Maaku,
Mark
supanisshu,
Spanish
shabereru-n
^
speak:POT-NOM
COP
"Mark can speak Spanish"
... honto[ni=]?
really
[un].
yeah

yo.
FP

(Ryuugaku: 18C)

The two ESL students are discussing what language would they have studied if they were
bom and raised in America. Speaker T. who knows that K has a significant other who
lives in Brazil, asks K. porutogcirugo? "(what would you have studied for your second
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language?) Portuguese?' K's answer to this question, un 'uh huh,' is partially
overlapped with T's utterances. Speaker T then expresses her hypothetical intention to
study Spanish as the second language, followed by K's acknowledgement soo da ne
'that's probably so.' which is overlapped with T's laughter. A 2 NP-clause with
urunarked NPs occurs right after this laughter. T says. Maaku supanisshu shabereru n da
yo "Mark can speak Spanish." The two NPs ("Mark' and 'Spanish') are semantically
necessary to specify WHO can speak WHAT. Without them. T's utterance would instead
mean that "(I = speaker T) can speak (something).' Here, the grammatical relation
between the NPs and the predicate is clear without ga-marking. and the clause appears to
be "grammatical." which further supports for the pragmatic nature of ga rather than its
syntactic function (i.e. 'subject marker). If we were to add ga to the two NPs. T's
utterance would have a strong implication of exhaustive listing as suggested in the
English translation:

(3.12) Maaku'ga supanisshu-qa shabereru-n
Mark-GA
Spanish-GA
can speak-NOM
'it is MARK who can speak SPANISH"

da
COP

yo
FP

In contrast to its unmarked version. (3.12) sounds like the answer to the interrogation.
dare-ga nani-ga shabereru no? "WHO is it that can speak WHAT?' However, 'singling
out' a particular NP out of a set of people/languages does not seem to be speaker T's
intention here. In fact, her prosodic patterns such as intonation and pausing after her
somewhat awkward laughter suggests that speaker T sounds proud because her bo>'ft'iend.
Mark, can speak Spanish, but at the same time T sounds a little self-conscious to talk
about her private life.
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The primary ftinction of "case" particles such as the so-called "dative subject"
marker ni and the "subject" marker ga is often said to be to indicate grammatical
relations. However, the results presented here demonstrate that in the majority of clauses
in naturally occurring conversation, the grammatical relations of the NPs are not
explicitly indicated by such case particles. The rarity of the ^/-marked iVP/s (i.e. "dative
subjects") then can be explained by the fact that grammatical relations are not explicitly
indicated by the use of case particles in naturally occurring conversation. This is not
surprising, however, given the number of scholars who have pointed out the pragmatic
nature of these particles (Kuno 1973; Chafe 1976; Watanabe 1986; Ono et al. 2000; Ono
and Sadler 2001; etc.).
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3.7 Clauses with no overt NPs
In search of explanations for the rarity of the m-marked NP/s in naturally
occurring conversation. I have examined to see how many clauses in my conversational
data are like the ones we often see in prior linguistic literature. It has turned out that the
most prototypical clauses (i.e. clauses with two overtly mentioned NPs. both of which are
case-marked) are almost nowhere to be found in my data. A great majority of clauses are
instead either with one lexically expressed 'core argument' NP or with no overtly
mentioned 'core argument" NPs in naturally occurring conversation. If the clauses do
have one overtly expressed "core argument" NP. it is either unmarked or marked with a
particle other than case markers much of the time. I have suggested that the rarity of the
«/-marked NP/S can be accounted for by the infrequency of two overtly expressed "core
argument* NPs. a tendency not to mention MPis, and in general the rarity of case-marked
NPs in conversation.
This section seeks further explanation of the rarity of the wZ-marked NP/s in
naturally occurring conversation by closely examining clauses with no overtly mentioned
NPs in particular. You may recall LinelPs discussions (1982) on the spoken language
features presented in Chapter One. He calls our attention to the dynamic, continuous and
context-dependent nature of talk as opposed to the static, autonomous and context-free
nature of writing. A face-to-face interaction between the speaker and the listener is
highly context-dependent, and involves various verbal and/or non-verbal
signals/feedback on line, and background knowledge about each other. Given this, it
seems reasonable to assume that the larger part of information is given or presupposed by
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speakers, while "only [a] small chunk consists of the actual message, new information"
(Givon 1975; 204). The infrequency of NPs in conversation can be then accounted for by
the consequences from such immediate signals/feedback and various kinds of background
knowledge speakers share, as well as the universal constraint on the amounts of new
information per clause (Givon 1975; Chafe 1987 and 1994; Du Bois 1987. to appear). In
fact, nearlv half of the clauses in my conversational data occur with no overt NPs. which
supports the conventional views that already introduced and easily understood referents
are usually left unstated in discourse (Shibamoto 1983; Clancy 1980; Givon 1983; Hinds
1983; Hinds et al. 1987; Fujii 1991: Ono and Thompson 1997).
Clauses with no overtly expressed NPs have been referred to as "zero anaphora'
or •ellipsis" in prior literature (Kuroda 1965; Clancy 1980; Hinds 1982). The idea of
'zero anaphora" or "ellipsis" is based on what comes to be known as "argument
structure."" which provides a description of the set of ""obligatory"" or "optional""
arguments associated with the predicate. As mentioned in Ono and Thompson (1997).
the notion of "zero anaphora' or "ellipsis" seems to derive from the observation that, in
contrast to some European languages like English, Japanese has far fewer overtly
expressed referents. Japanese often does not express what appears to be an ""obligatory"
argument of a verb in English as demonstrated in the following example from my
conversational data;

(3.13) imagoro
nani shite-kka wakannai
zo
right now
what do:PROG-Q understand:NEG
FP
"(you) never know what (your girlfriend) is doing now" (Girlfriend; IC)
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In example (3.13). what appear to be "subjects" of both the main clause and the
embedded clause are not lexically expressed. In a 'zero anaphora* analysis, the slot for
"subjects." which are not overtly expressed here, are postulated as 'zero' since the verbs
suru "do" and wakaru "understand" require two arguments or two participants in the act of
"doing* or "understanding."
The notion of "zero anaphora" or "ellipsis" has been one of the most influential
approaches to Japanese grammar. However, some scholars cast doubts on this notion
(Matsumoto 1981; Okamoto 1985. 1989). and others express its problematic nature
especially when looking at naturally occurring conversation (Ono and Thompson 1997;
Thompson and Hopper 2001). Ono and Thompson (1997) as well as Thompson and
Hopper (2001) propose an alternative to the notion of ""argument structure."" by replacing
it with a much looser and broader picture of the ""meanings" of predicates (Ono and
Thompson 1997: 483; Thompson and Hopper 2001: 47).
... 'argument structure" needs to be replaced by a greatly eru-iched probabilistic
theory capturing the entire range of combinations of predicates and participants
that people have stored as sorted and organized memories of what they have heard
and repeated over a lifetime of language use. (Thompson and Hopper 2001: 47)
That is. instead of describing the set of "obligatory" or '"optionaP" arguments associated
with the predicate, following Fillmore (1986). Goldberg (1995) and others, predicate
"meanings" should be understood as ""including a vast range of semantic and pragmatic
associations regarding the sorts of activities, states, and participants that can invoke their
use"* (Thompson and Hopper 2001: 47). Take an example of the Japanese verb wakaru
"understand." Wakaru can evoke such semantic associations as the person who
understands or what he/she understands, and thus such referents are often understood
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from the context of the conversation and are often left unstated. In a situation where the
context is ambiguous or when the speaker wishes to add extra emphasis, the referents
may be overtly mentioned. This is. however, the exception rather than the rule.
Another explanation for the rarity of the w/'-marked N P / s may lie in the idea of
predicate 'meanings.' In fact, the meanings of the predicates examined for the current
dissertation center around predicates with low in transitivity (McGloin 1980; Watanabe
1984; Tsunoda 1991; Kabata 1998; Masuda 1999). According to Hopper and
Thompson's the Transitivity Features that are determined for an entire clause by a
number of parameters such as the referential status of NPs (e.g. agency; volitionality) and
the clause type (e.g. affirmative vs. negative; imperfective vs. perfective) (1980). almost
all the predicates examined for the current project show low transitivity status expressing
things like possession, potentiality and psychological states. A great majority of these
predicates are in fact subjective expressions that describe the speaker's perceptions,
feelings, and opinions in conversation. As has been highlighted in many other studies
(Benveniste 1971; Thompson and Mulac 1991; Iwasaki 1988. 1993; Lyons 1994;
Scheibman 2001 and others), conversation is filled with such subjective expressions.
For example, as Iwasaki (1988. 1993) mentions. Japanese has a group of
adjectives that can depict a speaker's internal state, such as aisui 'hot'; kanashii 'sad';
hoshii "want"; etc. The adjective kanashii "sad' is one. Observe the next examples:
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(3.14) a.

b.

watakushi-wa
I-TOP
*1 am very sad now"

ima
now

taihen
very

kanashii
sad-.NONPAST

Jon-wa
kanashi-soo-da
k
John-TOP
s«
sad-EVID-PRED:NONPAST
"John looks sad"
(Iwasaki 1993: 25-26)

(3.14a) describes the speaker's internal feeling. According to Iwasaki (1993). in the
colloquial text (i.e. spoken narratives; naturally occurring conversation), in order to
express a non-speaker's internal state, the adjective kanashii must be marked with an
evidential marker like soo "to look; appear" as in (3.14b) (p. 26). This restriction is lifted
in written Japanese since a clause in the literary mode of discourse is not necessarily
associated with the narrator (= the speaker) and thus the point of view in this type of
clause is not bound by one particular person. Hence a clause like Jon-wa kanashii "John
is sad" is possible to describe the third person's internal feeling in written Japanese, but
definitely not in spoken Japanese.
Such subjective expressions are spread through every part of my conversational
data, and a great majority' of them appear with no overt NPs. Among numerous types. I
will mainly discuss the three of the most frequent types.
The adjective ii "good; all right' occurs most frequently among adjectives/nouns
in my data (19.8%; 144/728). The highly frequency of ii is also reported in Matsui
(2002): ii occupies a substantial portion of the total adjectives found in her conversational
data (120 out of 489 all the adjectives).^ As in the case of a group of adjectives

^ Matsui (2002)'s data consists of 10 conversations between two speakers, some of which are examined for
the current dissertation.
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mentioned in Iwasaki (1988. 1993),^ ii describes the speaker's perception or opinion in
spoken discourse, and appears in a wide variety of contexts and structures as
demonstrated in the following examples:
(3.15) a. Speaker T tells K that she went to the restaurant where her boyfriend
works, and ate a fabulous salad.

T:

K:

T:

de
nanka
sono ba
de
sarada
no
and
FILL
that
place at
salad
of
doresshingu-o tsukuttekureru wake yo
dressing-0
make for me
NOM FP
soko
de
that place
at
"and then (the restaurant) makes a salad dressing right then right
there"
ii
na=
good FP
"I'm jealous; lit. (that sounds) good'
de
nanka
pan-ga
nottete
sa
and
FILL
bread-GA
be on:GER
FP
"and then bread was on (the salad)' (Ryuugaku; 24C)

' Some other frequent adjectives which express the speaker's perceptions and feelings from my
conversational data are: iya 'unpleasant': hoshii "desirable"; kimochiwanii 'disgusting'; dame 'no good.'
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b. Speaker M talks about her experience being picked up by high school
boys. She was asked where would be an interesting place to visit by
high school boys, and gives a piece of advice to them.

M;

H:

^

M:

H:

M;

'<0-

i-

imagorogurai
datta-ra
around this time
cop:PAST-COND
bando-mc yatteru
shi
band-MO
do.PROG
and
"bands are playing around this time"
un
•uh huh
hokoten
ikeba
ii
ianai
pedestnan paradise go.COND
good FP
Yoyogi
no
hoo-toka
sa
Yoyogi
of
direction-TOKA
FP
•(why don't you) go to the pedestrian paradise (lit. if (you) go to
the pedestrian paradise, (it will) be good), the area around Yoyogi"
un
"uh huh"
tte adobasisu-o
shita
no
QUO advice-O
do.PAST
FP
•(I) gave (a piece of) advice (to them)"
(Kansai Boys; 6C)

c. Three people talk about what must be done to Asakawa. the leader of
Aum Shinrikyoo. Speaker T suggests that Asakawa should be put into
the cage in a zoo.

•

Ooraishinkyoo
kyooso
tteiu
ori-ga
Aum Shinrikyoo
the founder called
cage-GA
atte-mo
ii
daroo
e.xist:GER-MO
good COPiTEN
"(it) would even be good if there is a cage for the founder of
Aum Shinrikyoo (in the zoo)"
(Aum Zoo: IC)

Out of 144 occurrences of ii. nearly half of them occur with no overt NPs. and very few
of them appear with NP/s. The most common type is shown in (3.15a) where the
adjective ii appears alone showing the speaker"s perception, opinion or feeling. (3.15b)
consists of a conditional clause and the adjective ii. and (3.15c) consists of the gerund of

' Hokoten refers to an area of streets closed to vehicular traffic.
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aru + MO and the adjective //. both of which depict the speaker's perception, opinion or
feeling.
Another type of subjective expressions is also found in adjectival predicates. The
members of this type may have derived from verbal negative forms with the suffix NAl.
but appear to be used as lexicalized expressions to the extent that they are listed in
dictionaries as adjectives:'"
otonagenai
monotarinai
ikemi
yamunai

'childish"
"not enough"
"no good"
"nothing can be done"

The others are listed in dictionaries as a compound word:
kamcnvcmai
shooganai
dooshiyoomonai
tamanmai/Uimannai

"not to mind/care; all right'
'nothing can be done'
'nothing else can be done"
'unbearable'

Out of 22 occurrences of these expressions, shooganai 'nothing can be done" is most
recurrent in my conversational data (8 tokens), followed by ikenai 'no good" (2 tokens),
dooshiyoomonai 'nothing else can be done" (2 tokens) lamaranai/tamannai "unbearable"
(2 tokens). These highly lexicalized expressions do share some common features. First.
the affirmative counterpart of these expressions is almost non-existent (e.g. *otonagearu\
*shoogaani). at least in modem Japanese. Secondly. 18 out of 22 expressions occur
alone with no overt NPs. Third, as in the case of ii "good; all right." these are subjective

As mentioned in Chapter Two. Methodology, other expressions such as kankei nai "have nothing to do';
sonna koto nai "that cannot be right"; and ... shika nai "have anything except for ..." entered the data as the
possessive aruUru. They may be considered to be part of fixed phrases with lower degrees of
lexicalization. However, unlike tondemonai "no way." these expressions are not listed in dictionaries, and
they do have both affirmative and negative counterparts.
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expressions which describe the speaker's perceptions, feelings, or opinions. Observe the
following examples.
(3.16) Five acquaintances are talking about 'aging* at the beach.
B:

A:
B:

A:

B:

toritakunai
kedo ne=
want to take:NEG
FP
FP
•(I/we/everyone) don't want to get old'
[un].
•yeah"
[fuketaku]nai kedo ne=
Want to growrNEG FP
FP
•(1/we/everyone) don't want to get old'
da
yo[ne=]
shooqanai-n
nothing can be done-NOM COP FP
"nothing can be done"
[ne=]
(Age: 5C)

The highly lexicalized and most frequently occurred expression in my data, shooganai,
appears with no overt NPs in speaker A's utterance. Here the use of shooganai
demonstrates speaker A's perception or opinion about aging. A similar phenomenon is
observed in the following example:

(3.17) Speakers T and H are colleagues of a company. They are criticizing how
incapable their supervisor is.

T:

H:

T:

H:
T:

ore-nanka sotchi
no
hoc
shika
1-NANKA
that one
of
direction
only
yannai
ningen
no
toko e
do:NEG
of
human
place to
"to someone like me. to the people who only do computers"
n
BCH
yoku kuru kara sa
[^no hito sa
often come FP
FP
that
person FP
'that guy often comes"
[@@@@]
tamannai-n
da
yo
na
honto=]
unbearable-NOM
COP FP
FP
really
"(he) is really unbearable."
(Yakitori: 2C)

Here the lexicalized expression, tamannai 'unbearable." appears with the unmarked NP2.
am hilo 'that person." in speaker T"s utterance. The NP/ is not overtly mentioned but
from the context of the conversation, we can tell that tamannai expresses the speaker T"s
subjective feeling toward his supervisor and his incapability on the job.
An examination of such highly lexicalized expressions clearly shows the "fluidity
of categories"" (Thompson and Hopper 2001; 46). That is. the boundary between
adjectives and verbs may not be fixed but very fluid.

In fact, as an independent word, nai

is the plain negative form of the verb aru "exist; possess." In most contemporary
Japanese dictionaries, however, this negative form of the verb aru is listed as an Iadjective like takai 'expensive" and oishii "tasty." Predicates which contain nai are
arguably the most frequently occurred ones in my conversational data. As in the case of
a "good," nai occurs in a wide variety of contexts and structures (i.e. as the negative form
of aru/iru "exist; have"; as a negative suffix).

Given that such subjective expressions as shooganai are derived from the verbal
negative form of aru "exist; possess." it is only natural to suspect that there may be other
verbal negative forms with the suffix NAI which strictly describe the speaker's feelings,
perceptions, or opinions in conversation. Table 3.5 presents the ratios of the occurrence
of NAI-forms in each of the predicate types. For this analysis. I included existential
ARU. existential/possessive ARU and relative clauses as well in order to ascertain in
which predicate type(s) NAI-forms are used most frequently.
Table 3.5: The occurrence of NAI-forms
2 NP-verbal predicates

1 NP-verbal predicates

Adj/Nom

198/577 (34.3%)
ARU
91/345(26.4%)
r EX
30/172
^ EXyTOS
5/21
L POS
56/152
POT
55/120(45.8%)
WAKARU
44/75 (58.7%)
Others
8/37(21.6%)
17/37 (45.9%)
POT
17/28
Others
0/9
43/728 (5.9%)

It should be mentioned that Table 3.5 excludes negative forms other than NAI-forms.
such as: the polite negative form, wakahmasen '(do/does) not understand" and the
dialectal negative form, wakaran "(do/does) not understand." often used in western Japan.
The results demonstrate a clear contrast in the occurrence of NAI-forms between verbal
predicates and adjectival/nominal predicates. Nearly 40% of 2 NP-verbal predicates and
nearly half of 1 NP-verbal predicates occur with NAI-forms. Adjectival/nominal NAI-
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forms are very rare. In fact, half of adjectival/nominal NAI-forms are highly lexicalized
subjective expressions like shooganai. which derived from verbal NAI-forms. When we
look at each of verbal types, the prevalence of NAI-forms in conversation becomes more
evident. NAI-forms with WAKARU. i.e. wakaranai; and its contracted form, wakannai.
show the highest frequency (nearly 60%; 44 out of 75). followed by potential NAI-forms
(44.9% in 2 NP-verbal predicates; 48.7% in 1 NP-verbal predicates).
In order to see any structural similarity between highly lexicalized expressions
like shooganai "nothing can be done" and verbal NAI-forms. we examine the data to see
how many verbal NAI-forms appear with no overt NPs. The results are presented in
Figure 3.5:

20.9%
(19/91)
ARU
49.1%
(27/55)

2 NP POT

52.3%
(23/44)

WAKARU

100%

Others

(17/17)

1 NP POT
81.4%
(35/43)

Adj/Nom

0

20

40

60

80

Figure 3.5: The occurrence of NAI-forms with no overt NPs

100
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The ratios for the occurrence of NAI-forms with no overt NPs are described in the light
gray bars. The left column indicates each of the predicate types. The first four of them
from the top are 2 NP-verbal predicates, followed by potentials in 1 NP-verbal predicates
(since all instances of NAI-forms in 1 NP-predicates are potentials such as ugokenai
"cannot move"; arukenai "cannot walk"), symbolized as ""1 NP POT." and
adjectival/nominal predicates. A strong correlation between NAI-forms and no overt NPs
is observed in 1 NP potentials and adjectival/nominal predicates. Among the 2 NP-verbal
predicates. WAKARU displays the strongest correlation, followed by potentials.
Observe the following examples:
(3.18) a. Speaker N comments on speaker R's watch.

N:

^

R:

N;

aa
kore kirei
desu ne
oh
this
pretty
COP FP
kore hikaru-n-janai-n
desu ka?
this
shine-NOM-COP:NEG-NOM COP FP
"oh how pretty this is! Doesn't this shine?"
wakannai
understand :N EG
"(I) don't know'
a
hikarimashita yo
oh
shine:PAST
FP
"oh. it has just shone!'
(Friends: 6C)
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b. Speakers R and H are talking about a friend who recently had to
cancel a trip due to her boyfriend's job. They discuss whether or not their
friend's boyfriend had to work during the Golden Week Holiday (from
late April to the beginning of May).
R:

H:

> R:

un
yasumi
janai-n
yeah holiday
COP:NEG-NOM
•yeah, it's not a holiday (for him), is it?'
soo kana
so
FP
"is that right?'
wakannai
understand:NEG
"(I) don't know'
(Ryokoo: 6C)

janai no
COPrNEG FP

(3.18a) and (3.18b) show the examples of the NAI form of WAKARU with no overt NPs.
In both examples, like ii "good; all right." wakannai appears to describe the speaker's "not
understanding/knowing.' since, in order to express the third person's "not understanding.'
either an NPi would be overtly expressed (e.g. John-niwa wakannai "(it) is not
understandable for John"), or an evidential marker might follow wakannai (e.g. Jon-niwa
wakannai daroo ne '(it) is probably not understandable for John"). Interestingly, out of
23 instances of WAKARU with no overt NPs. 20 of them appear with the phonologically
reduced form wakannai instead of wakaranai}^
The speaker's perceptions seem to be expressed with potential NAI forms, too. as
shown in the following examples;

" A similar observation is reported in Ishikawa-Peck (2002): the contracted form wakannai (AO tokens) is
significantly more frequent than wakaranai (5 tokens) in her conversational data.
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(3.19) a. Two ESL students are discussing the difference between Tucson
and Japan.

T:

K:

T:

^ K:

koko
no
kikoo-wa suki da
yo
this place
of
climate-WA like
COP FP
atashi-wa
I-WA
'I like the climate here"
ne
hito-wa
tsumetai shi
FP
people-WA cold
and
•people (in Japan) are not nice, you know"
ne
fuyu-wa
samui
shi
FP
winter-WA
cold
and
"(it) is cold in winter (in Japan), you know"
ne
shinjirarenai ne
FP
believe:POT:NEG
FP
"(it) is unbelievable, isn't it?"
(Ryuugaku: 27C)

b. A couple is talking about if they can think about something serious
while they cook.

yappari
meshi
tsukutteru
after all is said and done
meal
make:PROG
toki-wa
zutto
kangaeru —
^ at the time of-WA
all the time
think:POT
kangaerarenai yo
(Kurieitibitii: 2C)
think:POT:NEG
FP
"after all is said and done when cooking (1) cannot think"
Both examples appear with no overt NPs. and both potential NAI forms shinjirarenai
'unbelievable" and kangaerarenai 'not being able to think" seem to express the speaker"s
perceptions.
We have thus observed many verbal NAl-forms occurring alone without overt
NPs. These forms can be viewed as subjective expressions like the adjective ii "good; all
right" and shooganai 'nothing can be done." since they describe the speaker's perceptions,
feelings, and opinions. Subjective expressions are not limited to these three types
discussed in this section. Besides a group of adjectives mentioned in Iwasaki such as
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atsui "hot' and kanashii 'sad' (1988. 1993). there are a number of expressions which
describe the speaker's perceptions and feelings, such as: iya 'unpleasant': hoshii
'desirable'; kimochiwarui "disgusting"; dame "no good"; and potential verbs which
express perceptions such as mieru 'can see'; kikoeru 'can hear"; and omoeru 'can think."
As has been mentioned in many other studies (Benveniste 1971; Thompson and Mulac
1991; Iwasaki 1988. 1993; Lyons 1994; Scheibman 2001 and others), my conversational
data is also filled with subjective expressions. Just those three types of subjective
expressions discussed here alone occupy 1/4 of my conversational data (144 adjective ii
'good; all right"; 22 highly lexicalized expressions such as shooganai "nothing can be
done"; and 123 verbal NAI-forms occurring with no NPs.
The prevalence of such subjective expressions in my conversational data provides
another account for why there are so few n/'-marked human NPis in naturally occurring
conversation. In a face-to-face conversation where the speaker's perceptions, feelings,
and opinions can be described by means of such expressions, an explicit mention of NPis
is not necessary, which then results in the infrequency of NPjS to begin with. An overt
mention of NPts becomes necessary when the speaker expresses someone else's
perspectives. This calls our attention to the types of the w/'-marked human NPis discussed
in 3.3. Unlike Sugimoto's accounts that the w/'-marked NP/s are typically either the
speaker himself or someone close to him (1986). 6 out of 7 instances from my
conversational data refer to either a third person or a third party, and there was only one
instance tliat refers to the speaker himself The infrequency of w-marked human NPis.
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'speaker' in particular, can be explained by the abundance of subjective expressions in
conversation, which results in the infrequency of NPis themselves.
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3.8 Summary
Conversation is often recognized as the most basic of all genres (Schegloffl993.
1996a. 1996b; Thompson and Hopper 2001). However, there has been almost no study
of the Japanese dative subject construction in naturally occurring conversation. In this
chapter I have demonstrated, by a variety of measures, how the dative subject
construction in naturally occurring conversation differs from constructed examples seen
in prior literature. The constructed examples of the Japanese dative subject construction
seen in prior literature suggest that the most prototypical construction consists of two
overt NPs. both of which are case-marked (i.e. NPi-nn NP:-ga). An examination of
naturally occurring conversation demonstrates a totally different picture. The most
striking finding is how rarely the construction occurs in conversation (0.61%. 7 out of
1149 clauses that can or do take the dative subject construction). Given that unmarked
members of categories are more frequent than marked members (Greenberg 1966). the
findings suggest that the dative subject construction is a marked construction in everyday
conversation. The incompatibilities between standard accounts of the dative subject
construction based on constructed examples and the less rigid structure of utterance in
conversation are also observed in the ways in which the construction occurs in
conversation. A variety of markers including some grammaticized particles such as niwa
and nishitemo are used to mark iVP/s. and the use of such marking does not appear to be
fully syntactically or semantically motivated but seem to have some sort of discoursepragmatic fimctions. The types of the ^/-marked NPis are also different from the
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Standard accounts. 6 out of 7 w/'-marked !VP/s refer to the third person/party, whereas
only one instance refers to the speaker himself
The explanations for the rarity of the ^/-marked N P / s were sought by closely
examining the rest of clauses which occupies a substantial portion of my entire database.
More than 99% of clauses appear with no Mi-marked MP/S. and they are either no overtly
mentioned NPs. or 1 NP-clauses with unmarked NP or marked with a particle other than
case particles. 1 have argued that the infrequency of two overtly expressed NPs. a
tendency not to mention .VP/s. and the infrequency of case-marked NPs all result in so
few instances of the «/-marked .VP/s in naturally occurring conversation. I have also
pointed out that the data examined for the current dissertation is filled with subjective
expressions that describe the speaker's perceptions, feelings, and/or opinions. The
prevalence of such expressions results in the infrequency of .VP/s. and thus the rarity of
the m-marked human A'P/s since explicit mentions of .V/'/s are not necessary in
conversation where such subjective expressions themselves describe the speaker's
perspectives.
The findings presented here have strong implications for the study of grammatical
structures. In order to capture what speakers know about how to put a grammatical
structure together, it is necessary to pay attention to what speakers do in actual language
use.
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CHAPTER4
THE DATIVE SUBJECT CONSTRUCITON
IN CONTEMPORARY JAPANESE NOVELS
4.1 Introduction
In the preceding chapter. I demonstrated the rarity of the w/'-marked human N P / s
in naturally occurring conversation and some incompatibilities between the examples
found in what we engage in everyday conversation and the constructed examples of the
dative subject construction found in prior linguistic literature. I am still only halfway to
the first two goals of accounting for the Japanese dative subject construction in modem
Japanese discourse, as it must be shown how the construction appears in written Japanese,
and how similar or different the occiurence of the dative subject constmction is
depending on discourse types (i.e. spoken vs. written; the narrative portion of novels vs.
the conversation portion of novels). Apart from a common assumption (e.g. Linell 1982).
as will be seen in the subsequent sections, the grammar of written language is not totally
static or autonomous, but shows some degree of fluidity depending on its discourse type.
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4.2 Overall distribution of each predicate type
Let us first look at the distribution of each predicate type that can or does have the
dative subject construction in contemporary Japanese novels. The data consists of
portions of 12 contemporary Japanese novels. Table 4.1 shows the ratios for each
predicate type (i.e. verbal predicates or adjectival predicates) in the narrative portion or
conversational portion of the data:
Table 4.1; Overall distribution of each predicate type
in contemporary Japanese novels

Verbal predicates

Adjectival/Nominal
predicates
Total

Narrative
335 (75.3%)
ARU
176(52.5%)
POT
100(29.8%)
WAKARU
29 (8.7%)
Others
30 (9.0%)

Conversational
167 (71.7%)
ARU
86(51.5%)
POT
47(28.1%)
WAKARU
28(16.8%)
Others
6 (5.6%)

110(24.7%)

66 (28.3%)

445 (100%)

233 (100%)

Of all 4920 written clauses examined. 678 clauses are identified as those which can or do
have the «/-marked NP/s (including existential ARU). The data includes 33 instances of
relative clauses. 25 of which appear in the narrative portion, and 8 of which occur in the
conversational portion. Note that the number of clauses identified in written Japanese is
significantly lower than in spontaneous conversation (1342 clauses out of4968 clauses),
which further supports the intransitive nature of spoken language in general (Croft 1990;
Thompson and Hopper 2001; Ono and Sadler 2001; Du Bois to appear). Out of these 678
clauses identified in my written data, about 2/3 of them (445 clauses) are found in the
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narrative portion, and about 1/3 of the clauses (233 clauses) are found in the
conversational portion. Table 4.1 illustrates a striking similarity in the distribution of
each predicate type between the narrative portion and the conversational portion, both of
which show about 70-75% of verbal predicates in contrast to about 25-30% of adjectival
predicates.
These ratios, however, demonstrate a sharp contrast with those in naturally
occurring conversation. You may recall that the distribution of verbal predicates in
contrast to that of adjectival predicates in spontaneous conversation is somewhat wellbalanced (45.8% for verbal predicates vs. 54.2% for adjectival predicates). In fact, the
ratio for adjectival and nominal predicates is a little higher than verbal predicates in
spontaneous conversation, showing the intransitive nature of spoken language as reported
elsewhere (Croft 1990; Thompson and Hopper 2001; Ono and Sadler 2001; Du Bois to
appear). This is not surprising, either, given that conversation is filled with subjective
e.xpressions which describe the speaker's perceptions, emotions and/or opinions towards
a proposition. As demonstrated in the previous chapter, many such expressions are found
in adjectives.
The ratios for each of the verbal predicates (i.e. ARU; POT; WAKARU; Others)
show an almost similar pattern between the two portions in written Japanese, except that
Others outnumbers WAKARU in the narrative portion. The distribution of each of the
verbal predicate types in the conversational portion is also almost identical to that in
spontaneous conversation (ARU 56.2%; POT 24.1%; WAKARU 12.2%; Others 7.5%).

Among the verbal predicates. ARU occurs most frequently in both written and spoken
Japanese, which occupies nearly half of the verbal predicates.
Another look at the overall data distributions is provided in Figures 4.1 and 4.2

WAKARU
6.5%
(29/445)

Others
3.4%
(15/445)

Adj/Nom
24.7%
(110/445)

POT
19.6%
(87/445)

1 NP Verbal
6.3%
(28/445)
ARU (EX)
18.2%
(81/445)

ARU (POS)
21.1%

(94/445)
(EX/POS)

0.2%
(1/445)

Figure 4.1: Overall distribution of each predicate tvpe in the narrative portion
of written Japanese
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WAKARU
12.0%
(28/233)

Others
1.7%
(4/233)

1 NP Verbal
3.9%
(9/233)

17.2%
(40/233)

19.7%
(46/233)

Adj/Nom
28.3%
(66/233)

ARU(EX/POS)

ARU (EX)
15.5%
(36/233)

(4/233)

Figure 4.2: Overall distribution of each predicate type in the conversational portion
of written Japanese

The black sections indicate the ratios for adjectival/nominal predicates which can or do
have the dative subject construction, symbolized as 'Adj/Nom/ The white sections show
the ratios for 1 NP verbal predicates, symbolized as " 1 NP Verbal." The dark gray ones
are the ratios for 2 NP verbal predicates that consist of the possessive use of ani/iru
(ARU (POS)). potentials (POT). WAKARU and Others. The existential use of ani/iru
and the instances of arii/iru. in which it is difficult to make a clear distinction between
existential and possessive are presented separately. A sharp contrast in the overall
distributions of each predicate type is clearly illustrated in the figures above. Verbal
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predicates are much more common than adjectival and nominal predicates in written
Japanese. In contrast, adjectival and nominal predicates are slightly more frequent than
verbal predicates in spontaneous conversation. This clear contrast in the distributions of
each predicate type between written Japanese and spoken Japanese supports the idea that
clauses in conversation are low in transitivity (Croft 1990; Thompson and Hopper 2001;
Ono and Sadler 2001; Du Bois to appear). That is. even among the predicates that can or
do take the dative subject construction, which are generally understood to be low in
transitivity (McGloin 1980; Watanabe 1984; Tsunoda 1991; Kabata 1998; Masuda 1999).
written Japanese is higher in transitivity than spoken Japanese.
My next task is to present what writers do to put clauses together, by
demonstrating the actual occurrence of the ^/-marked NP/s (i.e. "dative subjects") in
contemporary Japanese novels. It will be seen in the subsequent sections that while
showing distinctive characteristics depending on the discourse type (i.e. spoken Japanese
vs. written Japanese; narrative vs. conversation), the e.xamples of the dative subject
construction in written Japanese are also not compatible with constructed examples found
in prior literature.

4.3 The occurrence of the «/-marked human N P / s
In naturally occurring conversation, we found how rare the n/-marked NP/ S (i.e.
"dative subjects") are. and how different they are from the most prototypical type of this
construction we often see in prior literature (i.e. two overtly expressed NPs, both of
which are case-marked). Specifically, there were no prototypical "NP/-m NPj-ga."
patterns in my conversational data. A variety of markers other than ni are used to mark
iVP/s when they do occur and seem to carry some sort of discourse-pragmatic functions.
The most common types of the n/'-marked NP/s refer to either a third person or a third
party, while there was only one instance that refers to the speaker himself The following
sub-sections illustrate the occurrence of the m-marked ;V7'/s (i.e. "dative subjects") in
contemporary Japanese novels.

4.3.1 The frequency and the marking of NPs
To some extent the rarity of the w/'-marked NP/ S (i.e. "dative subjects") is also
observed in my written data. For this analysis. I excluded 117 existential predicates (81
for narrative; 36 for conversational) and 5 existential/possessive predicates (4 for
narrative; 1 for conversational), which will then leave us 556 clauses (including relative
clauses) that can or do occur with the m-marked human iVP/s (i.e. "dative subjects"). Of
all 556 clauses in contemporary Japanese novels, there are only 52 instances of the nimarked NP/s (i.e. "dative subjects"). 44 of which are found in the narrative portion
(12.1%; 44/363). and 8 of which are in the conversational portion (4.1%; 8/193). The
ratio for the actual occurrence of "dative subjects" in written Japanese is considerably
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higher than that in spontaneous conversation (0.60%; 7 out of 1154 clauses). When
broken down by each discourse genre, the distribution of the w/'-marked NPiS shows a
clear differentiation: the narrative portion of contemporary Japanese novels is the highest
in frequency (12.1%; 44/363) and naturally occurring conversation is the lowest (0.60%;
7/1154); the conversational portion (4.1%; 8/193) falls in between the two.' Nevertheless
unlike the impression we get from prior literature, the occurrence of the «/-marked NPis
is very infi-equent. and does not seem to occupy a substantial portion either in spoken
Japanese or in written Japanese.
The incompatibilities between the actual examples of the dative subject
construction in my written data and constructed examples in prior literature are also
clearly observed in the marking of NPs. First of all, the prototypical "NPi-ni i\'P:-ga."
pattems are very rare in my written data. Only five of them are found in the narrative

' A contrast by its discourse genre is also observed in the types of predicates with which the w/-mari(ed
NP,s occur. Recall that ail wZ-marked /VP/s in spontaneous conversation appear only with 2 NP verbal
predicates but with neither adjectival/nominal predicates nor 1 NP verbal predicates. In the written data,
however, the m'-marked NP/S also occur with adjectival/nominal predicates though the number of the nimarked NP/s with adjectival/nominal predicates (19.2%; 10/52) is significantly lower than those with 2 NP
verbal predicates (80.8%: 42/52). Examine the following examples with adjectival/nominal predicates
taken from the narrative portions:
a.
watashi-.'iiwa
joodar.-rao
tsuu-; inii-cui
I-NIWA
joke-MO
difficult to go through
"even jokes lose on me' (Shimada: 23N)
b.
Sayaka-niwa shok.ku-dearu
Sayaka-NIWA
shocking-COP
"(it) is shocking for Sayaka'
(Akagawa: 248N)
A great majority of the actual examples of the m-marked NPiS in my written data occur with clauses which
have two overtly expressed NPs. nearly all of which are marked with particles like (a). E.xample (a)
contains overtly expressed two NPs, the ^/wa-marked NP, and the /no-marked NPj. In (b), the NP/ is
marked with niwa. but the NP; is not lexically expressed. It turns out that at least in my data there are no
cases where the m-marked NP/S occur with 1 NP verbal predicates (e.g. nigerarenai 'cannot escape";
ugokenai 'cannot move') regardless of the discourse type.
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portion and none in the conversational portion." Interestingly enough, all five of them
appear in embedded clauses as shown in the following examples:
(4.1)

a.

•

b.

mochiron Kawamura-ke-e
of course
Kawamura-residence-ALL
kita-no-wa
Araki-ni tanomareta
come:PAST-NOM
Araki-PASS ask:PASS;PAST
arubaito no
koto-de
part-time job of
thing-REAS
Sakai Yuki-ni yaruki-qa
aru ka
Sakai
Yuki-NI
willingness-GA
have Q
dooka
kiku tame
datta
whether
ask
purpose
COPiPAST
"the reason why (Sayaka) came to the Kawamura's house was to
ask Sakai Yuki if she had a desire to do the part-time job being
requested by Araki"
(Akagawa: 47N)
tomokaku Sayo-ni
okashina tokoro-qa
nevertheless Sayo-NI
strange
thing-GA
aru toshitara
mukoo
no
hito-mo
have if
the other side of
person-MO
sono koto-ni
kizuitekureru
that
thing-GOAL out-group notices something of in-group
daroo
COP: TENT
"nevertheless if there were something strange about Sayo. the other
side (i.e. the person who will pick her up at the train station) would
notice it"
(Masuda: 32N)

In both examples. NPis are w/'-marked. and NP2S are ^a-marked like the most prototypical
e.xample as in John-ni nihongo-ga hanasem "John can speak Japanese' (Kimo 1973; 327).

• As found in naturally occurring conversation, this "ni-ga" marking pattern seems to be more frequently
used in existential aru/iru: 15 out of 38 clauses with two overtly expressed NPs in the narrative portion; 4
out of 11 clauses with 2 NP clauses in the conversational portion. The total number of the «/-marked W/s
(including NPs marked with niwa/nimo) is 55 (41 in the narrative portion; 14 in the conversational portion)
out of 104 existential ARU, which is definitely higher in frequency than the results from naturally
occurring conversation (15 ^/-marked NPj% out of 168 existential ARU). One example of the n/-marked
NPi is found in existential/possessive ARU (which it is difficult to make a distinction between existential
and possessive). There were only 4 ni-ga panems in possessive ARU. It should be mentioned that the nimarked NPis with existential ARU are not generally recognized as "dative subjects." but are generally
referred to as the locative NPs. The issue of the grammatical status of the n/'-marked NP,s in the dative
subject construction and existential ARU will be discussed in depth in Chapter Five.
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However, both (4.1a) and (4.1b) appear in the embedded clauses. The occurrence of nimarking seems to have a restriction in discourse, which explains why a larger variety of
particles other than ni is used to mark NPiS in both spoken and written discourse. In fact,

ni is not the most frequently used particle in my written data. The NPis marked with the
grammaticized particle niwa occupy over half of the examples (28/52), followed by ni
(11/52), nitotte (7/52). nimo (5/52). and nidakewa (1/52) as shown in the following
examples:
(4.2)

watashi-niwa

a.

naze-ka
yoojiki
no
1-NIWA
why-Q
one's childhood
of
kioku-qa zenzen
nakatta
memory-GA at all
possess;PAST
T didn't have any memory of (my) childhood for some reasons'
(Yoshimoto: 2IN)

b.

Sayaka-ni yaruki-qa

aru-ka
possess-Q

dooka
whether

Sayaka-NI
willingness-GA
kiku tame
datta
ask
purpose
COPrPAST
'(my visit) was to ask (Sayaka) whether or not Sayaka has a
willingness (to do a part-time job)' (Akagawa; 47N)
c.

bokoku-de
no
shoori-via Icare-nitotte
home country-at
of
victory-WA he-NITOTTE
hiqan
datta
dearest wish COPrPAST
"a victory at (his) home country was (his) dearest wish for him"
(Matsumoto: 172N)

d.

sono meishi-wa
Mizuta
Jun'ichi no
that
business card-WA
Mizuta
Jun'ichi
of
yeUckaimon-nimo mitsuke-rare-zu
parasit-NIMO find-be
able to-NEG
"Even Mizuta Jun'ichi's parasite cannot find that business card'
(Abe: 148N)
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e.

dare-nimo wakaranai
koto-qa.
who-NIMO understand:NEG
things-GA
jibun-nidakewa wakaru
tte omowanai
oneself-NIDAKEWA understand
QUO think.NEG
hoo-ga
ii
yo
way-GA
good FP
•(it's) better not to think that only yourself understands what no
one understands"
(Murakami: 3IN)

All five examples above have two overtly expressed NPs. (4.2a) shows a rt/vva-marked
NPi_ which is the most ft-equent marking pattern of all the m-marked N P / s . In (4.2b). the
^/-marked NP/ appears within the embedded clause. As discussed in the preceding
chapter, the NPs marked with nitotte are not typically seen in most literature on the
Japanese dative subject construction. However, as Sugimoto (1986) points out. nitotte is
interchangeable with niwa in some contexts as shown in (4.2c) where the replacement of
nitotte with niwa does not seem to change the grammaticality or meaning of the clause.
It should be noted, however, that the use of nitotte appears to be limited to a particular
environment. It occurs most frequently with adjectival/nominal predicates in my data as
has been mentioned in Sugimoto (1986). (4.2d) has the wwo-marked NPi and the namarked MP:. In (4.2e). the reflexive jibim "oneself is marked with nidakewa which
consists of the particle ni. the focus particle dake 'only' and the particle wa: and the NP:
is marked with ga.
The data demonstrates that the linguistic environment where ni alone occurs
seems to be limited in the actual discourse. A7 often occurs in an embedded clause
whereas other markers can occur either in the main clause or the embedded clause.
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(4.3)

a.

naiyoo-niwa
puro
no
raitaa-niwa
content-NIWA
professional of
writer-NlWA
nai
shinsansa-qa
atta
possess:NEG freshness-GA
existrPAST
"in the content (of the script), there was a freshness professional
writers don't have"
(Yamazaki: 39N)

b.

[moshimo hito-ni
motomoto no
if
people-NI
by nature
of
tamashii-ga
utsukushii
toiu koto-qa
spirit-GA
beautiful
QUO thing-GA
aru-nara hito toshite
no
hinkaku-ga
exist-COND people as
of
dignity-SUB
takai
coiu koto-ga
aru-nara]
high
QUO thing-SUB
exist-COND
sore-wa
Tetsuo
da
ne
that-TOP
Tetsuo
COP FP
"if one's spirit is pure by nature and if one's dignity as a person is
great, that person should be Tetsuo" (Yoshimoto: 25N)

(4.3a) shows the occurrence of niw a in the embedded clause. In example (4.3b). the nimarked NP appears in the embedded clause like (4.2b). All the examples of m-marking
in naturally occurring conversation are also found in embedded clauses. Nearly all
examples of ^/-marking in the written data appear in embedded clauses, except for one
single example as shown in the following:
(4.4)

atashx-ni otoko-nante

ita
I-NI
men-NANTE
possessrPAST
"Did I have any men?"
(Murakami: 25N)

kashira
FP

Notice the occurrence of the n/'-marked alashi in the main clause. This is a segment
where the internal feeling of the female main character is expressed. The replacement of
ni with niwa does not seem to cause the clause to be ungrammatical. but it does not
convey the same kind of the meaning as the w/'-marked atashi. This may be due to a

pragmatic factor that is present in the context where (4.4) is expressed. (4.4) is a kind of
a rhetorical verification check in question form, with no expectation of an answer.
Although niwa/nimo is generally recognized as compound particle with ni + wa or
mo. the distribution of niwa/nimo in discourse seems to suggest that the niwa/nimo is
unmarked, and ni. the most recurrent particle for the dative subject construction in prior
literature, is in fact marked in actual language use. As I have pointed out in the previous
chapter, both niwa and nimo have long been grammaticized as evidenced that they are
individually listed in dictionaries, and they were already observed by the early S"* century.

4.3.2 The types of the w-marked .VP/s
Another incompatibility between the standard accounts of the Japanese dative
subject construction and the examples in my discourse data can be seen in the types of nimarked NP/s as summarized in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Tvpes of the w/'-marked IVPis in discourse

r' person (e.g.
waiashi: boku)
2"^person (e.g.
omae: oiakii)
3"^ person/party
(e.g. names; kare)

Written
(Narrative)
14(31.8%)

Written
(Conversation)
3 (37.5%)

Spontaneous
Conversation
1 (14.3%)

0 (0.0%)

2 (25.0%)

0 (0.0%)

30 (68.2%)

3 (37.5%)

6 (85.7%)

44(100%)

8(100%)

7(100%)
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Although the numbers from the conversational portion of written Japanese and naturally
occurring conversation are small, we can still see an interesting contrast or similarity in
the types of NP/ S depending on their discourse type. While it appears that the rii-marked
NP/s are more likely to refer to a third person/party regardless of discourse type, the
distribution of the first person N P / s shows a sharp contrast between written Japanese
(31.8% for the narrative portion; 37.5% for the conversation portion) and spoken
Japanese (14.3%). The findings demonstrated here seem to contradict Sugimoto's claim
(1986) that the so-called "dative subject" ni often marks the speaker or someone who is
close to the speaker (e.g. family: friends), which is considered to be the highest in Kuno's
Speech-Act Participant Empathy Hierarchy (1976: 433):
It is easiest for the speaker to empathize with himself (i.e.. to express his own
point of view): it is next easiest for him to express his empathy with the hearer: it
is most difficult for him to empathize with the third party, at the exclusion of the
hearer or himself
Speaker > Hearer > Third Person
The results from my conversational data seem to conflict with the claim that the speaker
or someone who is close to the speaker is marked with the "dative subject" ni. The
results from my written data seems to violate Kuno's Speech-Act Participant Empathy
Hierarchy in such a way that the occurrence of the third person iVP/s displays a higher
frequency than the first person NPis in the narrative portion of my written data. It should
be noted, however, that in the written data, half of the novels are written with the first
person perspective, and the other half are written with the third person perspective.
Hence, out of 30 occurrences of the third person NPis in the narrative portion. 18 of them
actually refer to main characters in each novel. That is, those 18 instances of the third
person NPis are more like the first person NPis in the novels written with the third person
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perspective. Given this, the results from the written data do not really violate either
Sugimoto's claim or Kuno's Empathy Hierarchy.
By contrast such an explicit marking is not so crucial in a face-to-face
conversation, where the speakers' perspective, emotions and attitudes are expressed by
means of prosodic features (i.e. stress, tone, intonation and/or "paralinguistic
phenomena" such as variations in melody, tempo, pausing and loudness) and nonverbal
signals (Linell 1982; 72). The speakers who engage in an interaction also share
considerable amounts of background information (Du Bois 1987: 835). For these reasons,
we observe very few occurrences of the first person reference (as well as the second and
third person reference) in conversation as has been reported in Ono and Thompson's
study (2002) on the first person reference. (w)atashi/ore/boku "l."
Another explanation for the infrequency of the first person reference in naturally
occurring conversation in contrast to writing would be the frequency of subjective
expressions. As demonstrated in the previous chapter, in spontaneous conversation, a
great majority of clauses with no overt NPs are subjective expressions which describe the
speaker's perceptions, feelings, or opinions. 1 have pointed out that, since predicates
appearing alone express the speaker's perceptions, feelings, and opinions, explicit
mentions of NP/s are not necessary, but overt mention of NPis becomes necessary when
the speaker expresses the perspective of another person. As will be reported in Section
4.4. such subjective expressions in the written language do not seem to be as frequent as
in spontaneous conversation. Furthermore, unlike naturally occurring conversation, the
point of view in such subjective expressions is not necessarily bound by one particular
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person like the narrator (= the speaker) in written Japanese. This would explain the high
frequency of the nZ-marked NP/s which refer to a third person/party in my written data.

4.3.3 The discourse-pragmatic nature of ^/-marking
One of the recurrently mentioned features of written language is its explicitness
due to the lack of immediate signals/feedback from its readers as well as the various
kinds of background knowledge the writer and reader(s) have. In the case of written
Japanese (the narrative portions, in particular), one way to make a certain expression
more explicit would be to have the overt mention and marking of referents.
Consequently, compared to naturally occurring conversation where an unmarked referent
alone can provide a grammatical relation to its predicate and can be used for semantic
specification, written Japanese is expected to have more instances of overtly marked
referents, and many of them are semantically necessar>'.
An examination of all 52 occurrences of m-marked human NPiS in my written
data suggests that even seemingly semantically motivated use of ^/-marking appears to
go hand in hand with its discourse-pragmatic functions. More specifically. «/-marking
seems to be used to locally differentiate the preceding element from another in various
ways. M-marking often appears when switch-reference occurs in places where multiple
people (who have a continual identity throughout the novel) are mentioned as shown in
the following excerpt:
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(4.5)

Yayoi (described with the first person referent) found out that the person
she had believed to be her aunt for years was in fact her older sister, who
came to live separately after their parents died in a traffic accident. Yayoi
comes to a cabin where her family used to visit, hoping to see her aunt, i.e
her older sister.

Oba-wa
koko-ni
tsui sakkii
made
aunt-WA
this place-LOC
just
a little while ago
until
tatteita
ni chigainai.
stand;PAST;PROG must be
Sore-wa
yuugata
hi-ga
hotondo
kureta
that-WA
dusk
sun-GA
almost
set:PAST
kon'iro
no
sora-ga
kigi no
shiruetto-o
navy blue
of
sky-GA
trees of
silhouette-O
fushigina mozaiku
ni
ukabiagaraseru koro no
mysterious
mosaic
on
float:CAUS
time of
koto da.
thing COP
Oba-wa
hitori
koko-ni
tatte
akari-mo
aunt-WA
alone
this place-LOC stand:GER light-MO
tsukezuni
soto-o
nagameteita.
without turning on
outside-O
look at:PAST:PROG
Watashi-nlwa
tenitoruyooni wakatta.
I-NIWA
quite clearly
understand.P.AST
Soshite
moo
koko-ni
inai.
then
no longer
this place-LOC
exixf.NEG
Doko-e
itta
ka-wa
wakaranai
what place-to go:PAST
Q-WA
understandrNEG
ga
moo
inai.
but
no longer
exist:NEG
Heya-ni
michite-kuru
sunda
yoru no
room-LOC
be filled with:GER-come to clear
night of
nioi no
nakade
watashi-wa
soo kakushin
smell of
inside
1-WA
so firm
belief
shite-shimatta.
do:GER-end up withrPAST
"(My) aunt must have stood here just a while ago. That was the time
when, in the evening, after the sun was almost set, the mosaic silhouettes
of the trees were shown in the navy blue sky. (My) aunt stood here alone,
and was staring outside without lights on. I knew (it). And (she) is no
longer here. (1) don't know where (she) went, and (she) is no longer here.
I've come to believe firmly so in the room filled with the pure scent of
night." (Yoshimoto: 90-9IN)
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The segment above is taken from one of the novels written with the first person
perspective (= Yayoi's perspective). Two main characters of the novel. Yayoi (described
as the first person referent) and her aunt are mentioned here. From the first sentence to
third sentences. Yayoi "s voice describes that her aunt was standing at the exact place in a
dark room where she is standing now. The overt mention of watashi "I" in the fourth
sentence is semantically motivated in order to signal a switch reference and to convey to
the readers who has realized that her aunt is no longer here. Ga-marking could also
provide similar semantic information, but it would be different in terms of discoursepragmatic level. The ^a-marked NPi would carry an exhaustive-listing meaning and
sounds like an answer to an interrogation 'WHO is it that have realized?": watashi-GA
tenitoniyooni wakatta "it is / that have realized (that my aunt has gone).' The NPi could
also be marked with wa instead of ni if it is used just to express who has realized that
Yayoi"s aunt is no longer here: watashi-wa tenitoruyooni wakatta 'I. (compared to
others), understand (it) clearly." The fact that the g^a-marking and vva-marking can also
be used for a semantic specification like «/-marking does suggests that the functions of
«/-marking seem to be somewhat beyond the semantic level. As a number of scholars
have pointed out. some sort of discourse-pragmatic level functions seem to be in effect
here, too, such as: expressing a lower agentivity (Kageyama 1978; McGloin 1980;
Watanabe 1984; Tsunoda 1991; Kabata 1998; Masuda 1999); limiting the domain of
application of the predicate, which is not true to any individual (Shibatani 1999.2001a.
2001b; Kumashiro 2000). The /7/viY/-marked .'VP/ can also be viewed as a location where
•understanding/realization' occurs (Sugimoto 1986).
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Besides those functions mentioned in preceding literature (Kageyama 1978;
McGloin 1980; Watanabe 1984; Sugimoto 1986; Tsimoda 1991; Kabata 1998; Masuda
1999; Shibatani 1999. 2001a. 2001b; Kumashiro 2000). the occurrence of m-marked
human MP/s seems to have a function of signaling not only a change (i.e.. switchreference) at a syntactic/semantic level but also a change in tone or mood of discourse
whether within a paragraph as illustrated in (4.5) or across paragraphs as demonstrated in
the following sequence of short paragraphs:
(4.6)

Ryoosuke has believed that he is an ordinary high school student, but is
beginning to realize that he has a mysterious power.

Shanai-ga
bimyooni kasumigatte
mieru.
inside train-GA
somehow
be blurred:GER
be visible
Yareyare to
omoi-nagara
megane-o
Oh dear
QUO think-while
glasses-O
kakenaoshita.
put back on:PAST
Betsuni
me-wa
dokomo
warukuwanai
in particular eyes-WA
anywhere
bad:NEG
-no-da
ga.
-NOM-COP but
'The inside of the train looked blurred somehow. While thinking "Oh
dear!" (Ryoosuke) put back on (his) glasses. There's nothing wrong with
(his) eyes."

Byoosuke-niwa

mukashi
kara yakkaina
Ryoosuke-NIWA
long time ago from nuisance
kankaku-qa
sonawatteiru.
Sense-GA
be possessed with:PROG
mata
Kore-ga
nan no
yakunimotatanai
this-GA
moreover
any
of
useful:NEG
hyaku
ichiri
nashi
no
gai atte
one hundred harm exist:GER
one benefit
exist:NEG
of
yoona
yatsu
de
no
mihon
example
of
like
stuff
COP:GER
hiratakuieba
Ryoosuke-niwa "mieru
to put it plainly
Ryoosuke-NIWA
be visible
hazunonai mono"-ga miete-shimau-no-datta.
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cannot be
things-GA
be visible:GER-end up-NOM-COP;PAST
•Ryoosuke is possessed with a nuisance sense from a long time ago. And
even worse, it is useless. It is like an example of "it will have innumerable
harmful effects without doing any good at all," and to put it plainly, things
that cannot be visible can be seen by Ryoosuke."

Inai
hazunonai ningen
exist:NEG
cannot be
people
aru hazunonai keshiki.
exist cannot be
scenery
Mata
shuui
no
kookei-ga dabutte
moreover
surrounding of
scenes-GA
overlaprGER
mie-tari
kuuki
ni
iro-ga
be visible-and
air
in
color-GA
tsuitei-tari
hito no
karada-ga potto
stick:PROG-and
people of
body-GA
hikattei-tari suru koto-mo
aru
shine:PROG-and
do
things-MO
exist/possess
'People who are not supposed be there. Scenery which is not supposed to
exist. Moreover (he) can see things like scenes surrounding (him)
overlapped, colored air. and people's body's shining
'
(Wakagi: 32-33N)
The segment above is taken from one of the novels written with the third person
perspective (= Ryoosuke's perspective). The first paragraph describes Ryoosuke in a
commuter train and his blurred vision of the inside of the train although there is nothing
wrong with his eyes. Two instances of the ^/-marked human NP/s occur in the second
paragraph, explaining the mysterious power Ryoosuke possesses. The third paragraph
gives more detailed accounts of his power, things/people only he can see.
As in the case of the /7/-marked human NP/ in (4.5), both ga-marking and wamarking are possible here^ to signal a syntactic/semantic change, but what makes ni

(a)

Ryoosuke-ga mukashi

kara
yakkaina
long time ago from
nuisance
kankaku-qa
sonawatteiru.
sense-GA
be possessed with;PROG
"it is RYOOSUKE that is possessed with a nuisance sense from a long time ago'
Ryoosuke-GA
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marking distinctive seems to be its discourse-pragmatic effect to the discourse, namely,
locally differentiating the preceding element from another either within a paragraph or
across paragraphs as illustrated in the following;
The discourse-pragmatic effect of ^/-marking within a paragraph
e.g. (4.5)

hirarakuieba
to put it plainly
hazunor.al

sentence #1
sentence #2
sentence #3
"sentence #4"
sentence #5
sentence #6
sentence #7

describing the image of Yayoi's aunt
describing Yayoi's realization
further expanding the details on
Yayoi's realization

Ryoosuke-ga "miaru
Ryoosuke-WA
mono"-ga

be visible

.Tiiete-shi-Tiau-nQ-datta.

cannot be
things-GA
be visible;GER-end up-NOM-COP;PAST
"to put it plainly, it is RYOOSUKE that can see things which cannot be visible"

(b)

Ryoosuke-wa m u k a s h i
Ryoosuke-WA
kankaku-qa

kara

long time ago

yakkaina

from

nuisance

sonawatteiru.

sense-GA
be possessed with.PROG
•Ryoosuke (in contrast to some other people) is possessed with a nuisance sense from a
long time ago"

hiracakuieba
to put it plainly
hazuncna i

RyoosuJce-wa "mieru
Ryoosuke-WA
mono"-qa

be visible

miete-shimau-no-datta.

cannot be
things-GA
be visible:GER-end up-NOM-COP;PAST
"to put it plainly Ryoosuke (in contrast to some other people) can see
things which cannot be visible"
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The discourse-pragmatic effect of ^/-marking across paragraphs
e.g. (4.6)
Paragraph #1
describing Ryoosuke in
a train
Paragraph #2
describing his
mysterious power
Paragraph #3
further expanding the
details on his power

The occurrence of wZ-marked human MP/, indicated in the shaded areas, seems to signal
and highlight a transition from one element to another. Because it is relatively rarely
used even in more rigid structures of written Japanese (12.1%. 44/363 in narrative
portion; 4.1%. 8/193 in conversational portion), its inclusion within a paragraph and/or
across paragraphs seems to serve the purpose of highlighting a change in tone/mood of
discourse.
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4.4 The occurrence of overtly expressed NPs
We have thus found that less than 10% of the clauses which can or do take the
dative subject construction actually have the «/-marked human iVPis in written Japanese
(combining the narrative and conversational portions). The ratio is higher than that in
naturally occurring conversation (0.60%). but it clearly indicates that the dative subject
construction does not occupy a substantial portion even in written Japanese. What are the
rest of the clauses like then?
E.xamples WkeJohn-ni nihongo-ga hanaseru (Kunol973: 327) with two lexically
expressed NPs are recurrent in prior literature, but we have witnessed that only 5% of the
clauses have two overtly NPs in naturally occurring conversation. Instead, as has been
claimed cross-linguistically (Scancarelli 1985; Du Bois 1987. to appear; Payne 1987) and
in Japanese conversation (One and Sadler 2001). a great majority of clauses have either
no overtly expressed NPs or only one NP. The results from the analysis of contemporary
Japanese novels show both a similarity and a difference in the occurrence of overtly
expressed NPs as illustrated in the following figures:
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I No NPs

IINP

0 2 NPs

11.9%

27.8%

(60/216)

61.5%
(67/109)
62.5%
(135/216)

26.6%
9.7%

(29/109)

(21/216)
2NP-verb

INP-verb

Adj/Nom

Figure 4.3: The occurrence of overtlv expressed NPs in the narrative portion
of written Japanese
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• No NPs

aiNP

02 NPs

100%
26.5%
(30/113)

80%

60%

37.5%
(24/65)
51.4%
(58/113)

40%
52J%
(34/65)

20%

22.1%
(25/113)

0%
2NP-verb

INP-verb

Adj/Nom

Figure 4.4: The occurrence of overtlv expressed NPs in the conversational portion
of written Japanese

Figure 4.3 shows the results for the narrative portion and Figure 4.4 is for the
conversational portion. In both figures, the dark gray bars indicate the ratios for clauses
with no lexically mentioned NPs. the light gray ones show the ratios for clauses with only
one NP, and the white bars are for the ratios for clauses with two lexically expressed NPs.
For this analysis, out of all 678 clauses. 104 existential ARU. 4 existential/possessive
ARU. and 33 relative clauses are excluded."* That will then leave us 537 clauses all

* Figures 4.3 and 4.4 do not include instances of the existential use of aru/iru, instances of aru/iru in which
it is difficult to make a clear distinction between existential and possessive, and instances of relative clauses.
The following table summarizes the occurrence of overtly e.xpressed NPs with the existential use of aru/iru
in contemporary Japanese novels:
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together, 350 of which are for the narrative portion, and 187 of which are for the
conversational portion. A most striking finding is the relatively small numbers of clauses
with two overtly expressed NPs even in written Japanese: 27.8% (60/216) for verbal
predicates of the narrative portion; 26.5% (30/113) for verbal predicates of the
conversational portion; 11.9% (13/109) for adjectival/nominal predicates for the narrative
portion; 10.8% (7/65) for adjectival/nominal predicates for the conversational portion. It
seems to suggest that there may be a tendency to avoid more than one overtly expressed
referent per clause in the actual use of language (Scancarelli 1985; Du Bois 1987. to
appear). It is also significant that in both portions, clauses with one lexically mentioned
NP are the most common type (64.3%. 225/350 in the narrative portion and 45.4%.
85/187 in the conversational portion). There is. however, a difference in the ratios for the
clauses (2 NP verbal and adjectival/nominal predicates) with no overt NPs between the

The occurrence of NPs with existential ARU in wrinen Japanese
Narrative
Conversation
2 NPs
1 NP
No NPs

38 (54.3%)
30(42.8%)
2 (2.9%)

11 (32.3%)
19(55.9%)
4(11.8%)

70(100%)
34(100%)
In contrast to the results from spontaneous conversation, the occurrence of 2 NPs is higher in written
Japanese (54.3 % in the narrative portion and 32.3 % in the conversational portion as opposed to 18.4% in
spontaneous conversation). At the same time, the results present an interesting contrast in the distributions
of 2 NP clauses and 1 NP clauses between the two portions; in the narrative portion. 2 NP clauses are most
frequent (54.3%). but in the conversational portion, 1 NP clauses are most frequent (55.9%). Here again,
while the results from the narrative portion are rather contrastive with those from naturally occurring
conversation, the results from the conversational portion exhibit a similar pattern to those from naturally
occurring conversation.
There were 4 instances of existential/possessive ARU in written Japanese. All 4 of them are found
in the conversational portion, 3 of which appear with only one lexically expressed NP, and 1 of which
appears with 2 NPs. Out of 33 relative clauses, 25 of them are identified in the narrative portion, and 8 of
them appeared in the conversational portion. In the narrative portion. 60% (15/25) relative clauses occur
with at least one lexicalized NP, and the rest are with no NPs (10/25). In the conversational portions, out of
8 relative clauses, half occur with one NP. and another half appear with no NPs.
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two portions. The ratios are higher in the conversational portion than in the narrative
portion: in the narrative portion. 9.7% (21/216) for verbal predicates and 26.6% (29/109)
for adjectival/nominal predicates; in the conversational portion. 22.1% (25/113) for
verbal predicates and 52.3% (34/65) for adjectival/nominal predicates.
When comparing these results with those of naturally occurring conversation, we
observe a similar tendency to have fewer 2 NP clauses with adjectival/nominal predicates
than with verbal predicates regardless of its discourse type. We also see a similarity in
the ratios for the occurrence of overtly expressed NPs with 2 NP-verbal and
adjectival/nominal predicates between the conversational portion of written Japanese
(Figure 4.4) and spontaneous conversation. This seems to show the writers' conscious
efforts to represent conversations in the written language as they appear in naturally
occurring conversation. The overall occurrence of 2 NP clauses is higher in written
Japanese (16.2%; 110/678) than in spontaneous conversation (4.8%; 65/1347). The
fundamental difference between the two types of discourse data is that clauses with no
overt NPs occurred most frequently in naturally occurring conversation, whereas 1 NP
clauses are the most common in my written data.'

' The difference by discourse type in the ratios for overtly mentioned NPs is also clearly illustrated in the
comparison of the existential construction and the possessive construction as shown in the following table:

Spontaneous
Conversation
No NPs
Existential
Possessive

1 NP
Existential
Possessive

2 NPs
Existential
Possessive

Conversation portion
(Written)

Narrative portion
(Written)

14.3% (24/168)
21.7% (33/152)

11.8% (4/34)
0.0% (0/44)

2.8% (2/70)
1.1% (1/91)

67.3% (113/168)
66.5% (101/152)

55.9% (19/34)
70.5% (31/44)

42.9% (30/70)
67.0% (61/91)

18.4% (31/168)
11.8% (18/152)

32.3% (11/34)
29.5% (13/44)

54.3% (38/70)
31.9% (29/91)
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4.5 Clauses with one overtly expressed NP
We have found that the most common type of clauses in my written data contains
one lexically expressed NP. This section juxtaposes some similarities and differences in
I NP clauses between spoken Japanese and written Japanese. As you may recall, in
Chapter Three, when clauses have only one lexically expressed 'core argument' NP. there
was an overwhelming tendency to have NP: over NPi in naturally occurring conversation.
A similar tendency is observed in contemporary Japanese novels as shown in Figures 4.5
and 4.6;

The occurrence of overtly expressed NPs shows a sharp contrast depending on its discourse type. While
the number of clauses with no overly expressed NPs gradually decreases from spontaneous conversation to
the narrative portion of contemporary Japanese novels, the ratios for 2 NP-clauses appear to increase
toward the right side of the table. No matter which construction, i.e., existential or possessive, this
discourse-specific pattern appears to hold true.
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INP2

INPl

94.8%
(128/135)

5.2%
(7/135)
2NP Verb

100%
(2/2)

^0.0%
'^(0/2)
INF Verb

92.5%
(62/67)

7.5%
-.srn(5/67)«
Adj/Nom

Figure 4.5: The occurrence of NPs in 1 NP-clauses
in the narrative portion
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• NPl

HNPI

100%

80%

60%

62.5%
(15/24)
96.6%
(56/58)

100%
(3/3)

40%

20%
0%
2NP Verb

INF Verb

Adj/Nom

Figure 4.6: The occurrence of NPs in 1 NP-clauses
in the conversational portion

All 289 clauses with one NP (204 from the nanative portion; 85 from the conversational
portion) are analyzed for each of the predicate types. 2 NP verbal predicates. 1 NP verbal
predicates, and adjectival/nominal predicates. The figures do not include existential
ARU. existential/possessive ARU. or relative clauses. The light gray bars indicate the
ratios for the occurrence of NPiS and the dark gray bars are the ratios for NPjs. As found
in naturally occurring conversation, there seems to be a strong tendency to have NP: over
NP/ when 2 NP verbal predicates and adjectival/nominal predicates have only one

lexically expressed NP. When we add all the numbers for each NP, the infrequency of
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MPis still stands out. In the narrative portion, out of 204 clauses with one NP. only 5.9%
of them (12/204) occur with MP/, and 94.1% of them (192/204) have IVFj. In the
conversational portion, out of 85 one NP clauses. 16.5% of them (14/85) occur with NPi,
and 83.5% of them (71/85) have NP;. The results seem to suggest that a tendency not to
mention .VP/s is observed not only in spoken language (Scancarelli 1985; Du Bois 1987.
to appear) but also in written language regardless of its discourse type.^

^ A similar tendency is also found in the comparison of the existential and possessive constructions. An
overwhelming tendency to have i^P: over NP, is clearly seen when these constructions have only one
lexically e.xpressed NP.
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4.6 Clauses with no overt NPs
In Chapter Three. 1 sought some explanations for the infrequency of IVP/s in
spontaneous conversation. As some scholars mention (e.g. Linell 1982). a face-to-face
interaction between the speaker and the listener is highly context-dependent and involves
various verbal and/or non-verbal signals/feedback on line as well as background
knowledge about each other. In addition, the larger part of information is given or
presupposed by speakers in such an interaction, and thus there is no need to mention
referents explicitly. My conversational data supports this view. Nearly half of the
clauses examined have no overtly expressed NPs.
The rarity of A'P/s in naturally occurring conversation is also accounted for by the
notion of predicate meanings. As has been pointed out in many other studies (Benveniste
1971; Thompson and Mulac 1991; Iwasaki 1988. 1993; Lyons 1994; Scheibman 2001
and others), a great majority of predicates in my conversational data are subjective
expressions that describe the speaker's perceptions, feelings, and opinions. For example,
the most frequently used adjective ii "good; all right' is such an expression, which is more
likely to appear with no overt NPs. and tends to occur in a variety of contexts. Another
type of expressions such as londemonai "no way." and ikemi "no good' also describe the
speaker's perceptions and feelings, and tend to occur alone with no overt NPs. These
expressions may have derived from verbal negative forms with NAI. but are listed as
adjectives in dictionaries. An examination of verbal negative predicates with no overt
NPs in my conversational data further supports the idea that such subjective expressions
are spread throughout every part of my conversational data.
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In contrast to spontaneous conversation, the number of clauses with no overt NPs
is relatively low in written Japanese: 20.9% (73/350) in the narrative portion and 34.8%
(65/187) in the conversational portion as opposed to 51.2% (581/1324) in naturally
occurring conversation. This is not surprising, however, given the fact that written
language is considered to be more persistent, static, discrete and less context-dependent
since it is not typically interpreted at the same time and place as it is produced (Linell
1982). Compared to the dynamic, continuous and context-dependent nature of
conversation, the writer is not usually subject to on-line monitoring or negotiating in
writing, and thus the production by the writer is typically more context-free and relatively
explicit than utterances in talk, which would then result in fewer occurrences of clauses
occurring alone without overtly expressed NPs.
The number of subjective expressions also appears to be scarce in written
language in contrast to naturally occurring conversation. In my written data, the number
of adjectival predicates, which are more likely to express the speaker's perceptions,
emotions, and/or opinions, is far fewer than in my conversational data: 24.7% (110/445)
in the narrative portion, and 28.3% (66/233) in the conversational portion, as opposed to
54.2% (728/1342) in naturally occurring conversation. The most frequently used
adjective, ii "good," in spontaneous conversation (19.8%; 144/728) occurred 7.4% of the
time (13/176) in contemporar>' Japanese novels. Out of 13 predicates with ;7. only 3 of
them have no overt NPs. and the rest appear with at least one or more overtly expressed
NP. With respect to another type of subjective expressions which derived from verbal
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NAI forms, there was only one example {shooganai "nothing can be done") identified in
my written data in contrast to 22 tokens in naturally occurring conversation.
Another most frequent occurring form in spontaneous conversation is the negative
suffix NAI. The distribution of NAI forms in the written data seems to show a similar
pattern to that in spontaneous conversation as presented in Table 4.3:
Table 4.3: The occurrence of NAl-forms in discourse

2NP
Verbs

Written (Narrative)
111/307(36.2%)
ARU 66/176(37.5%)
fEX (21/81)

J EX.'POS(l

1)
[POS (44/94)

POT 26/87 (29.9%)
WAKARU 16/29(55.2%)
Others 3/15(20.0%)
1 NP 8/28 (28.6%)
8/13
Verbs POT
Others
0/15
Adj/
Nom

10/110(9.1%)

Written (Conversation)
111/158(36.2%)
ARU 35/86(40.7%)

Conversation
198/577 (34.3%)
ARU 91/345(26.4%)
pEX (30/172)

fEX (10/36)

J EX POS (2/4)

J EX/POS(5 /2l)

[ POS (23/46)

[POS (56/152)

POT 27/40 (67.5%)
WAKARU 11/28 (39.3%)
Others 3/4 (75.0%)

POT 55/120(45.8%)
WAKARU 44/75 (58.7%)
Others 8/37 (21.6%)

6/9 (66.7%)
POT
Others

17/37 (45.9%)
POT
17/28
Others
0/9

6/66 (9.1%)

6/7
0/2

43/728 (5.9%)

It is clear that the NAI forms of potentials and WAKARU are high in frequency
regardless of the type of discourse in which they appear. At the same time, it is rare to
see the NAI forms of adjectives or nouns compared to verbal NAI forms.
What makes spoken language and written language different lies in the clauses
with no overt NPs. In Chapter Three. I pointed out that lexicalized expressions such as
tondemonai 'no way" are assumed to derive from verbal negative form with the suffix
NAI and are registered as adjectives in dictionaries. These expressions often occur with
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no overt NPs and describe the speaker's perceptions, feelings, and/or opinions in
naturally occurring conversation. I conducted an analysis to see if there is any structural
similarity between these subjective expressions and verbal NAI forms by examining the
occurrence of NAI forms with no overt NPs. Of all 258 clauses with NAI forms found in
my conversational data, nearly half of them (47.7%; 123/258) appear with no overt NPs.
which exhibits a similar structural pattern to the subjective expressions such as the
adjective ii "good: all right" and shooganai 'nothing can be done.* A strong correlation
between NAI forms and no overt NPs is observed in 1 NP potential predicates and
adjectival/nominal predicates. Among the 2 NP verbal predicates. WAKARU displays
the strongest correlation, followed by potentials.
The following figures show the occurrence of NAI forms with no overt NPs in
contemporary Japanese novels:
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0.0%

(0/66)
19.2%
(5/26)

2 NP POT

31.3%
(5/16)

WAKARU

0.0%
Others

(0/3)
62.5%
(5/8)

1 NP POT

20.0%
(2/10)

Adj/Nom

20

40

60

Figure
in the narrative portion

80

100
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0.0%
ARU

(0/35)
18.5%
(5/27)

2 NP POT

54.5%
WAKARU

(6/11)

0.0%
Others

(0/3)
83.3%
(5/6)

I NP POT
66.7%
(4/6)

Adj/Nom

20

40

60

80

100

Figure 4.8: The occurrence of NAI Forms with no overt NPs
in the conversational portion

The ratios for the occurrence of NAI forms with no overt NPs are described in the gray
bars. The left column indicates each of the predicate types. The first four of them from
the top are 2 NP verbal predicates, followed by 1 NP potential predicates, and
adjectival/nominal predicates. In both narrative and conversational portions. 1 NP
potential predicates exhibit the strongest association, followed by WAKARU and
adjectival/nominal predicates. Interestingly enough, there were no cases where
existential or possessive NAI forms appear with no overt NPs in the written data. Here
again, a sharp contrast is observed in the distribution between written Japanese and
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spontaneous conversation as evidenced in the fewer occurrences of NAI forms with no
overt NPs in written Japanese (14.0%; 17/121 in the narrative portion and 22.7%; 20/88
in the conversational portion) in contrast to 47.7% (123/258) in naturally occurring
conversation.
In this section 1 have outlined the contrasts in clauses with no overt NPs between
spoken Japanese and written Japanese. Spoken Japanese and written Japanese are
different in the frequencies of adjectival/nominal predicates which are assumed to contain
more subjective expressions as well as predicates occurring alone with no overt NPs.
However, the results also show that written Japanese is not totally different from spoken
Japanese. As evidenced in the occurrence of clauses with no overt NPs. some products
by writers exhibit the more emergent nature of grammar depending on their discourse
type (e.g. narrative vs. conversational). While the narrative portion of written Japanese
seems to be produced in a relatively context-free and explicit manner, the conversational
portion shows more context-dependent and thus less explicit like naturally occurring talk
although it may not be to the same extent.
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4.7 Marking of NPs
In the preceding sections, we liave observed a tendency similar to spontaneous
conversation (but to a lesser degree): clauses with two overtly expressed NPs are
relatively rare even in written Japanese and clauses with one NP are much more common.
Does this mean that the ways in which NPs are marked in -Aritten language are also
similar to those in naturally occurring conversation? Unlike constructed examples
recurrently seen in prior literature, in naturally occurring conversation, there were only 5
clauses with both NPs case-marked.' Much more common types are either only one of
the NPs case-marked or both NPs unmarked or marked with particles other than case
markers. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 illustrate how NPs are marked in contemporary Japanese
novels. Note that, as in the case of the analysis of the occurrence of two NPs. this
analysis excludes existential ARU. existential/possessive ARU. and relative clauses. Out
of 537 clauses, we will focus on 110 clauses with two overtly expressed NPs and 289
clauses with one overtly expressed NP.

^ As mentioned in Chapter Two. "case marking" includes not only the NPi-ni f^Prga pattern but also such
types as NPi-niwa, NPi-nimo. and NPrnitotte.
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• 2 case-marked

• 1 case-marked

58.8%
(120/204)

47.9%
(35/73)

41.2%
(84/204)

28.8%
(21/73)

Bothers

23.3%
(17/73)

—---v.-:. .'"•'. S-.'.
2 NPs

1 NP

Figure 4.9: Marking of NPs in the narrative portion
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EI 2 case-marked

1 case-marked

I others

69.0%
(58/84)

40.5%
(15/37)

51.4%
(19/37)
31.0%
(26/84)

8.1%
(3/37)

2NPs

1 NP

Figure 4.10: Marking of NPs in the conversational portion

The white bars show the ratios for two NPs. both of which are case-marked, the light gray
ones indicate the ratios for only one of the NPs which are case-marked, and the dark gray
bars show the ratios for both NPs which are either unmarked or marked with particles
other than case particles. Here again, we notice a striking similarity in the distribution of
marking of NPs between spontaneous conversation and the conversational portion in
written Japanese (Figure 4.10). both of which demonstrate the rarity of clauses with two
case-marked NPs (7.7%; 5/65 in spontaneous conversation; 8.1%; 3/37 in the
conversational portion of written Japanese) and the majority of NPs unmarked or marked
with particles other than case markers (70.3%; 389/553 in spontaneous conversation;
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63.6%; 77/121 in the conversational portion of written Japanese). This fixrther supports
the idea that writers do make conscious efforts to represent the distinctive structural
features observed in conversational phrases when writing conversation in their novels.
This is clearly shown in the patterns of marking NPs in the narrative portion (Figure 4.9)
in comparison with those in the conversational portion or spontaneous conversation.
Notice the more frequent occurrence of 2 NPs both of which are case-marked in the
narrative portion (28.8%; 21/73). Yet again, as found in naturally occurring conversation,
the most common type of NP-marking even in written language is unmarking or marking
with particles other than case particles, but to a lesser degree in the narrative portion
(49.5%. 137/277) than in the conversational portion (63.6%. 77/121).
Tables 4.4 and 4.5 summarize a more detailed examination of how NPs are
marked in contemporary Japanese novels. Note that "nc" stands for non-case markers or
particles other than case markers such as wa. mo and le. and that "o" refers to zeromarking.® The highlighted items indicate the e.xamples of the w/'-marked NPis in
contemporary Japanese novels.

'Two other instances of the n/-marked J\'P,S are identified in the relative clauses in the narrative portion,
which then amounts to 52 "dative subjects" in total in my written data. Both of them appear with 2 NP
verbal predicates with one lexically expressed NP. one of which is «/H'a-marked. and the other is nimomarked.
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Table 4.4: Marking of NPs in the narrative portion
2 NP-verbal
Predicates
Clauses w/ 2 overt NPs

1 NP-verbal
Predicates
Clauses w/ 2 overt NPs

60/73 (82.2%)

N/A

Adjectival/Nominal
Predicates
Clauses w/ 2 overt NPs
17.8%

iW/-toshitewa NP^-ga (1)
.V/*/-toshitewa iVPj-nc (1)
NPi-ga
NP:-nc (2)
NPi-nc
NPrga (2)
iWP,-nc
NP:-0{1)
AT^z-toshitewa/moyVPi-ga (2)
NP:-ga (2)
NPrga
.'W.^-no (1)
NPrga
.VP-gad)
NPi-0
.V/*:-nc (2)
NPi-ga
.V/'i-ga (10)
NPi-nc
NP:-no (1)
MP/-nc
NPi-nc
NP:-nc (8)
NP:-0 (2)
MPi-nc
Clauses w/1 NP

Clauses w/1 NP

Clauses w/1 NP

135/204 (66.2%)

2/204 (1.0%)

67/204(32.8%)
.VP,-ga(I)
.VP1-nc (1)
.VP/-nc (3)

iVPrga(l)
NPi-nc (3)
NP2-ga (54)
yVP:-no (7)
iVP:-o (2)
iVPj-nc (55)
/VP.-0(1O)

yVPj-ga (14)
NPj-nc (43)
/VP2-0 (5)
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Table 4.5: Marking of NPs in the conversational portion
2 NP-verbal
Predicates
Clauses w/ 2 overt NPs

1 NP-verbal
Predicates
Clauses w/ 2 overt NPs

Adjectival/Nominal
Predicates
Clauses w/ 2 overt NPs

30/37 (81.1%)

N/A

7/37(18.9%)

NPi-nc

MPrg^a)
iVP:-nc (3)

iVPi-nc

N P: - 0 i l )

NPi-nc

NPi-nc

WM-:
NP2-gSiO)
.VPj-ga(5)

NPi-nc

NP:-o(\)

NPi-nc.

NP:-nc

NPi-nc

NP:-0{\)

NPr0

NP:-nc (1)

NP,-o

NP2-0

NPi-a

(9)

(4)

Clauses w/1 NP

Clauses w/1 NP

Clauses w/1 NP

58/85 (68.2%)

3/85 (3.5%)
N P i - n c (2)
A7>/-0(1)

24/85(28.3%)

NPi-nc (1)

NPi-0 (1)
NPj-ga (19)
(2)

NPi-nc

NPi-0(l)

MPj-ga (5)

NP:-no
NPj-nc

(7)

(26)

.\'P:-nc (10)

NP2-0 (9)

In sum. the constructed examples of the Japanese dative subject construction seen
in prior literature led us to think that the most prototypical one consists of two overtly
expressed NPs. both of which are case-marked (i.e. NPi-ni;

NP:-ga).

The results

presented in the previous sections and this section, however, demonstrate a different
picture, but a similar pattern observed in naturally occurring conversation. Much more
preferred predicate types for the Japanese dative subject construction even in written
Japanese seem to be those with one overtly expressed NP, which are marked with a
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particle other than a "case" particle. The results obtained here also demonstrates the
incompatibilities between standard accounts of the dative subject construction based on
constructed examples and what writers actually do. although it may not be to the same
extent as what we see in talk-in-interaction.*^

9

The most prototypical marking pattern (i.e. .VP,-ni /Vf ^-ga) in prior linguistic literature on the Japanese
dative subject construction seems to occur much more frequently in the e.xistential construction. A clear
contrast in marking of NPs becomes more evident when we compare the e.vistential construction with the
possessive construction as demonstrated in the following table:
The marking of 2 NPs in the existential and possessive constructions

Spontaneous
Conversation

Conversation
(Written)

Narrative
(Written)

1) NPrni/niwa/nimo/ga

and
Existential

35.5% (11/31)

54.5% (6/11)

68.4% (26/38)

11.1% (2/18)

15.4% (2/13)

48.3% (14/29)

35.5% (11/31)
33.3% (6/18)

45.5% (5/11)

28.9% (11/38)

30.8% (4/13)

37.9% (11/29)

Existential

29.0% (9/31)

0.0% (0/11)

2.6% (1/38)

Possessive

55.6% (10/18)

53.8% (7/13)

13.8% (4/29)

Possessive
2) NPi-ni/niwa/nimo/ga

or A'/'rga
Existential
Possessive
3) Others

In general, the marking pattern # I is most common for the existential construction in all three discourse
types. In fact, # 1 is the most common marking pattern for both the e.vistential and possessive constructions
in the narrative portion of written Japanese. In spontaneous conversation and the conversational portion of
written Japanese, however, the marking pattern ff3, unmarking or marking with particles other than
ni/niwa/nimo/ga is most frequently used in the possessive construction. In a more detailed e.xamination. a
contrast in the marking of NPs between the two constructions becomes more evident. /V/-marking
(including niwa/nimo) is much more common in the existential construction than in the possessive
construction regardless of its discourse types as summarized in the following table:
The occurrence of w/'-marking in the existential and possessive constructions
Spontaneous
Conversation
Narrative
Conversation
Written
Written
n/-marking
in existential

48.4%

81.8%

92.1%

(15/31)

(9/11)

(35/38)

n/-marking
in possessive

11.1%
(2/18)

15.4%
(2/13)

48.3%
(14/29)
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4.9 Summary
In this chapter. I have demonstrated that the examples of the dative subject
construction in written Japanese share some contrasts and similarities with those found in
naturally occurring conversation. Written Japanese is different from spoken Japanese in
that as shown in the overall distribution of predicates which can or do have the dative
subject construction, verbal predicates are much more common in the written data
whereas the occurrence of adjectival/nominal predicates are slightly higher in the
conversational data. We also found that clauses with no overt NPs are a lot fewer in the
written data than in conversation, which reflects the characteristic that writing is context-

Even when clauses appear with only one lexically expressed NP. the w-marked SPjS occur much more
frequently in the existential construction than in the possessive construction.
The marking of 1 NP in the existential and possessive constructions

Spontaneous Conversation
Existential (113)
M*/-ni/niwa/nimo (17)
•VP/'Others ( 1 1 )
•V/'rga (35)
,V/':-others (50)

Possessive (101)

Conversation
(written)
Existential (19)
NPrm (4)

<VP;-ga (9)
iVP'-oihers (6)

Possessive (31)

A'/';-others (4)
.VP-ga (33)
.W.^others (64)

Narrative
(written)
Existential (30)
A/iPj-ni/niwa (5)

.VPrga(ll)
.V P . ^ - o t h e r s ( 1 4 )

Possessive (61)
.VP/'Others (1)

.VP^-gadS)
.VP-others (13)

,VP:-ga (26)
.VP.^-others (34)

The numbers indicated in parentheses show the frequency of a particular marking pattern. For example,
under the column for spontaneous conversation, of all 113 existential constructions with one NP. there are
17 ni/nhva/nimo-marked NP,s (e.g. ichinichigakkoo-ni iru kara ne "(I) am at school all day long'). 11
/VP/S either unmarked (e.g. Amerika iru shi "(I) am in America") or marked with particles other than
ni/nhva/nimo (e.g. Toodai-nante okashii no shika inaiyo "there are only weird people at Tokyo
University"). There are also 35 ga-marked NP:s (e.g. ironna menyuu-ga am kara "there are various types
of menus") and 50 NPfi either unmarked (e.g. ironna hito iru kara nee "there are various types of people')
or marked with particles other than ga (e.g. hoosoobu-tte nai ka "isn't there a broadcasting club?').
According to Table 4.8, 26 m-marked NP/S in total are identified in the existential construction of all three
discourse types as opposed to none in the possessive construction. The results clearly demonstrate that,
even when clauses occur with only one lexically expressed NP. ^/'-marking is much more frequent in the
existential construction than in the possessive construction regardless its discourse type.

free and thus more explicit. Written Japanese also exhibits fewer occurrences of
subjective expressions which are seen in every part of conversation. The number of the
actual occurrences of the n/-marked NP/S is considerable higher in written Japanese than
in conversation though it is still less than 10% of the data. The types of «/-niarked A'P/s
show a sharp contrast depending on its discourse genre. In the written data, a great
majority of the «/-marked NPis are either the first person referents or main characters
(often marked with niwa). and show the writer's perspective. In conversation, on the
other hand, there was only one instance of the w/-marked first person referent. I have
argued that the explicit mentions of the first person referents are not necessary in on-line
talk since a great majority of predicates occurring alone, as well as prosodic features
and/or nonverbal signals, can express the speaker's perspectives, emotions and attitudes.
Written Japanese is not so far off from spoken Japanese. In fact, they do share
some similarities. Unlike typical constructed examples (e.g. John-ni nihongo-ga
hanaseru "John can speak Japanese" in Kuno 1973: 327). clauses with two overtly
expressed NPs which are marked with case markers are relatively infrequent. A greater
variety of marking for the /YP/s (e.g. ni; niwa: nimo: nitotte) is observed regardless of its
discourse type, and is used for discourse-pragmatic purposes. The distribution of these
markers suggests that niwa. which has been neglected in most prior literature, is most
frequently used. On the other hand, the occurrence of ni alone is almost limited to
embedded clauses, suggesting that ni is a marked variant. Although we found more
instances of the w/-marked NPis (i.e. "dative subjects") in the written data, the overall
occurrence of "dative subjects" is relatively rare (i.e. less than 10% of the data).

suggesting that the ^/-marked iVP/s (i.e. "dative subjects") do not occupy a substantial
portion in the actual discourse which we engage in everyday.
The results provided here have some more important implications to the study of
grammatical structures. Written language is generally recognized as being more
constrained by rules and conventions and containing less variation. Writing is also said
to be static, autonomous, and conte.xt-free (Linell 1982). These characteristics go well
with what we have seen in constructed examples based on intuitions. It has been
suggested that the process of constructed examples based on intuitions may be similar to
the process of writing (Ono and Sadler 2001). This is true since one can produce,
examine and edit in writing, unlike on-line talk where the products of the speaker's
activities fade rapidly over a period of time: "as one goes on. one can no longer observe
that which was produced earlier" (Linell 1982: 5). However, written language does n^
seem to be totally static, autonomous or context-free, but demonstrates some fluidity as
well. Its incompatibility with constructed examples seems to provide evidence for this
claim. The non-static nature of written language is also observed in some particular types
of discourse even in written Japanese. In my written data, the conversational portion
exhibits many patterns much more similar to naturally occurring conversation, showing
the writers' conscious efforts to make a distinction as clearly as possible between the
narrative portion and the conversational portion. For the study of grammatical structures,
we need to take note of how and how frequently the structures appear depending on their
discourse type (e.g. spoken vs. written; narrative vs. conversation; etc.).

CHAPTER 5
THE STATUS OF THE iV/-MARKED HUMAN NP,S
IN MODERN JAPANESE DISCOURSE
5.1 Introduction
In the previous two chapters I have demonstrated how rarely the so-called "dative
subjects" or the M/'-marked human jVP/S occur in both spoken and written Japanese
discourse. Although somewhat different patterns were observed depending on discourse
type, overall the actual occurrence of the dative subject construction in modem Japanese
discourse is found to be incompatible in many ways with standard accounts based on
researchers" intuitions. I pointed out the importance of taking note of what speakers or
writers do in actual language use in order to capture what they know about how to put a
clause together.
This chapter deals with the final goal of the current project, accounting for the
status of the «/-marked human S'P/s in modem Japanese discourse. In search of answers
to this unresolved issue. I examine pre-modem and modem Japanese discourse to
ascertain issues which have not been paid attention to in the 30 years of previous inquiry:
1) Did something like the dative subject construction exist in pre-modem Japanese?; 2)
How frequently was it used?; and 3) How did it develop over the years? As will be
shown, something seemingly similar to the dative subject constmction existed in the texts
written as early as the 7"^ century, but its occurrence did not become very frequent until
the late IQ"** century when contact with Westem languages became most intense and the
movement toward the unification of speech and writing emerged. The examination of
pre-modem and modem Japanese discourse supports and calls into question various
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aspects of the findings presented in Chapters Three and Four. It also provides us a more
comprehensive picture of the status of the w-marked NP/s in modem Japanese discourse.
As an alternative to the standard account that the dative subject construction is related to
the transitive clause, the NPi-ga MPj-ga pattern (e.g. John-ga nihongo-ga dekiru 'it is
JOHN who can speak JAPANESE"), from a panchronic point of view. I will propose that
the so-called "dative subject" ni may have derived from the intransitive clause, the
existential/locational construction, and seems to have undergone several changes over the
years from a marker of a location, to its extended usage to mark a locative-like NP to
avoid the explicit mention of an individual worthy of respect, and its ftuther extended
usage to mark a human NP to defocus its agentivity. As has been discussed in crosslinguistically (Haspelmath 2001). what appears to be the dative subject constmction in
modem Japanese discourse may be better described as "extended intransitive clauses"
Haspelmath 2001; 75) rather than as transitive clauses.
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5.2 The dative subject construction in pre-modem and modem Japanese texts
In order to account for the status of the ^/-marked NPis (i.e. "dative subjects") in
modem Japanese from a panchronic perspective. I examine pre-modem Japanese
discourse data to see if the so-called "dative subject" constmction existed in pre-modem
Japanese and if it was similar to or different from its modem Japanese discourse versions.
Although it is desirable to conduct a discourse-based study for what appears to be the
dative subject construction in pre-modem Japanese similar to the one conducted for
modem Japanese discourse, it is beyond the scope of the current dissertation. In order to
capture a more comprehensive picture of the status of the n/-marked NP/s in modem
Japanese discourse, this dissertation will search for a rough estimation of how frequently
and in what types of discourse a particular type of the construction, i.e. the w/'-marked
NPis. appeared in pre-modem Japanese discourse.
In order to capture any developmental or transitional stages of linguistic features,
choosing directly comparable texts is extremely crucial. At the same time, it would be
ideal to have access to a large amount of data that represent a wide variety of stylistic
variations and different types of discourse in order to examine in what types of discourse
we see the dative subject construction or something similar to that in pre-modem
Japanese. However, this is rather idealistic and not very feasible. For one thing, finding
directly comparable data in pre-modem Japanese is extremely difficult as has been
discussed elsewhere (e.g. Fujii 1991; Sadler 2002). In addition, as Jucker (1994; 535)
argues, we do not have any faithful records of the spoken language of pre-modem
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Japanese to compare with that of modem Japanese. We simply have to rely on written
records.
Even among pre-modem Japanese texts, it is not easy to find directly comparable
texts which satisfy all three criteria mentioned in Fujii (1991); texts representing the same
genre, containing little variation in content and intended for the same readership
(p. 58). To my knowledge. Genji monogatari ("The Tale of Genji'), which is said to be
originally written around the early I r** century and its later translations (Taga 1723:
Yosano 1914. 1936: Tanizaki 1959. 1964; Enchi 1972: Imaizumi 1978: Setouchi 1996)
may be the only ones which satisfy most of the above mentioned criteria: they are all the
same genre, and have little variation in content. However, the third criteria, "to have the
same intended readership." is not perfectly met. While the original text of Genji
monogatari was intended for the upper-class people in the Heian Period (794-1185). its
translations were intended for the general public. As discussed in Fujii (1991) and Sadler
(2002). the difference in the intended readership between the original text and its
translations has been motivated by political and social changes in Japan over the years.
When the original text of Genji monogatari was written around the early 11"* century, the
only people who were educated enough to read such a novel were the upper class.
However, a shift in political power from the emperor to the warrior class happened
around the 12"^ century. At this time. then, the intended readership was shifted from the
upper class to include the warrior class. It was not until the 18"* century when, along with
the rise of choonin bunka ("the culture of townsmen'), more and more literary works
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started to portray conunoners' lives, and were intended to be read by commoners as well.
Thus, the change in the intended readership was motivated by political and social change.
Another possible problem would be that only the first two chapters of the 18'''
century translation are available. Relying on such a small amount of data is problematic
especially when you are dealing with a grammatical structure like the dative subject
construction, which may not have frequently occurred in discourse.
Even though the original Genji monogatari and its later translations may provide
us with more consistent data than would randomly selected texts, there is a gap in time
between the original text of Genji monogatari (11''' century) and its first translation (18"^
century), which amounts to at least 700 years. It should be noted, however, that it is a
well-known fact that Genji monogatari is said to be originally written around the early
11"' century, but that all we have left are the manuscripts done in the early Kamakura
Period (1186-1336), and no one seems to know how faithful the Kamakura manuscripts
are to the original work. Even if we were to assume that the manuscripts are from the
Kamakura Period, we would still have to come up with a solution for what we can do
about this gap.
Given these problems, there seem to be at least two options available regarding
the selection of data for the current dissertation, either to examine a small amount of data
which are directly comparable (e.g. Genji monogatari and its translations) or to examine
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a large amount of data which represent a wide variety of discourse genre and/or stylistic
variation.'
The solution I came up with, imperfect but more valid, was to go for the latter
option. I chose to utilize an existing pre-modem and modem Japanese literature corpus.
The Japanese Text Initiative, sponsored by the University of Virginia Library Electronic
Text Center and the University of Pittsburgh East Asian Library. Table 5.1 lists literary
works written fi"om the 8''' century to the 20'*' century in chronological order. Note,
however, that the periods when these works were written are approximate. The texts
listed in 640s through early 1900s are from The Japanese Text Initiative, and the texts
listed in late 1900s are taken from my written Japanese data.

' Both options have pros and cons, and neither of them is ideal at this point. If I were to choose the former.
I would be able to closely examine all the occurrence of the m-marked NP/S (if any) and suggest a possible
developmental process of the dative subject construction at least in Gen/7 monogatari and its later
translations. On the other hand. I would not be able to have access to a large amount of data and survey in
what types of discourse the dative subject construction appears, and how and how frequently it occurs.
Besides, the 700 year gap between the time when the original Genji monogatari was written in the early
11"* century and the time when its first translation was made in the IS"* century is too long to just ignore
what may have happened during that time.
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Table 5.1: Pre-modem and modem Japanese discourse data
Data from The Japanese Text Initiative:
Literary Works (Genre)
!
Title; Manyooshuu (Poetry)
640s
-740s Author: Anonymous
Original Source: Nishi Honganji hon

900s

Title: Kokin wakashuii (Poetry)
Author: Anonymous
Original Source: the manuscript by Fujiwara Teika
Title: Taketori monogatari (Prose; Tale)
Author: Anonymous
Original Source: Tokyo: Iwanami (1929)
Title: Ise monogatari (Prose; Tale)
Author: Anonymous
Original Source: a Takeda-bon manuscript
Title: Kageroo nikki (Diary)
Author: Fujiwara no Michitsuna no haha
Original Source: Tokyo: Iwanami (1927)

1000s

Title: Genji monogatari (Prose; Tale)
Author; Murasaki Shikibu)
Original Source: the Teika-bon manuscript
Title: Makura no sooshi (Essay)
Author: Sei Shonagon
Original Source: Tokyo: Yuhodo (1929)
Title: Sarashina nikki (Diary)
Author: Sugawara no Takasue no Musume
Original Source: The original data are found at URL: http;//kuzan.fedu.fukui-u.ac.jp/sarasina.txt
Title: Izumi Shikibu nikki (Diary)
Author: Izumi Shikibu
Original Source; Tokyo: Koten Bunko (1948)
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1200s

Title: Kaidoki (Diary)
Author: Anonymous
Original Source: Nihon koten zemho. Tokyo: Asahi Shimbun (1951)
Title: Tokan kiko (Travel accounts)
Author: Anonymous
Original Source: Nihon koten zemho. Tokyo: Asahi Shimbun (1951)
Title: Izayoi nikki (Diary)
Author: Abutsu-ni
Original Source: Tokyo: Iwanami (1934)
Title: Heike monogatari (Prose: War tale)
Author: Anonymous
Original Source: Tokyo: Honbunkan (1933)

1300s

Title: Tsurezuregiisa {Essay)
Author: Yoshida Kenko
Original Source: Nihon koten tokiihon. Tokyo: Nihon Hyoronsha (1939)

1400s

Collection of Noh plays from Yokyoku hyoshaku. by Owada Tateki. Tokyo:
Hakubunkan (1907)"

1600s

Title: Koshokii ichidai onna (prose)
Author: Ihara Saikaku
Original Source: Saikaku zenshu. Tokyo: Hakubunkan (1930)

1700s

Title: Sonezaki shinju (Play)
Author: Chikamatsu Monzaemon
Original Source: Chikamatsu jorurishu. Tokyo: Yuhodo (1912)
Title: Kanadehon chushingura (Play)
Author: Izumo Takeda. Miyoshi Shoraku, and Namiki Senryu
Original Source: Tokyo: Iwanami (1937)
Title: Ugetsu monogatari (Prose)
Author: Ueda Akinari
Original Source: Kyoto. Osaka: Hambei Umemura and Chobei Nomura
(1776)

" The collection of Noh plays examined includes: Aoi no ue (by Zenchiku); Aya no tsicumi (by Zeami);
Hagoromo (by Zeami); Izutsu (by Zeami); Kagekiyo (by Zeami); Kumasaka (by Zenchiku); Maisukaze (by
Kan'ami); Nonomiya (by Zeami); Sekidera komachi (by Zeami); Semimaru (by Zeami); Sotoba komachi
(by Kan'ami); Takasago (by Zeami); Tsunemasa (by Zeami).
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Title: Oku no hosomichi (Travel accounts)
Author: Matsuo Basho
Original Source: checked and reformatted against the Nihon koten bungaku
taikei (NKBT). vol. 46 (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten. 1967)
1800s

Title: Oraga ham (Travel accounts)
Author: Kobayashi Issa
Original Source: Tokyo: Iwanami (1927)
Title: Gojuu no Too (Prose)
Author: Koda Rohan
Original Source: Tokyo. Kaizosha(1927)
Title: Ukigumo (Prose)
Author: Futabatei Shimei
Original Source: Tokyo: Shun'yodo (1947)

Early
1900s

Title: Kokoro (Prose)
Author: Natsume Soseki
Original Source: Tokyo: Iwanami (1927)
Title: Kikai (Prose)
Author: Riichi Yokomichi
Original Source: Tokyo: Sogensha (1935)
Title: Horoki (Prose)
Author: Hayashi Fumiko
Original Source: Tokyo: Shinchosha(l947)
Title: Shayo (Prose)
Author: Dazai Osamu
Original Source: Tokyo: Shinchosha (1948)

Data from my contemporary Japanese novels:
Literary Works (Genre)
Year
Title: Kanashii yokan
Late
1900s Author: Yoshimoto Banana
Publisher: Tokyo: Kadokawa(1991)

Title: Raffuruzu Hoteru
.Author; Murakami Ryu
Pubisher: Tokyo: Shueisha (1992)
Title: Tenshi wa umaku odorenai
Author: Wakagi Mio
Pubisher: Tokyo: Shueisha (1989)
Title: Zoogeiro no kuroozetto
Author: Akagawa Jiro
Pubisher: Tokyo: Kobunsha (1994)

The data examined for the current project consist of a wide range of genres from poetry,
to diaries, and to essays, and encompass a variety of styles (e.g. formal vs. informal
registers, narrative vs. conversational portions, female writers vs. male writers) and a
wide range in length. An examination of these diverse discourse data from different
times over 1200 years provides an approximate overview of how and how frequently the
/j/-marked human NP/s appeared in texts written from the 640s to late 1900s.
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5.3 The /i/-marked human \Tis in pre-modem and modem Japanese discourse
As discussed in Chapter One. it is generally assumed that spoken Japanese was
structurally much more similar to written Japanese until around the n"* century (e.g.
Tsukishima 1977; Yamamoto 1977: Fujii 1991), but it diverged after that time until the
unification of speech and writing in the early 1900s. Given this, it may be reasonable to
predict some changes in frequency and/or distributional patterns in texts written before
and after these times. The following table summarizes the occurrence of the «z-marked
NPis in written discourse from the 7'*' century to the 20"* century. The occurrence of the
w-marked NP/s was identified through the entire body of each text, including its
narrative portion, conversational portion, and poems. All the texts examined for the
current dissertation are listed below in chronological order. Note that the periods when
these works were written are approximate. The texts listed in 640s through early 1900s
are from The Japanese Text Iniiiaiive. and the texts listed in late 1900s are taken from my
data.
Table 5.2: The occurrence of the r»-marked human iWiS in written Japanese
Year & Literary Works
640s - 740s
Manyooshuu
900s
Taketori monogatari
be monogatari
Kokin wakashuu
Kageroo nikki
1000s
Makura no sooshi
Genji monogatari
Sarashina nikki
Izumi Shikibu nikki

Genre

1person

2"" person

3^*^ person

poetry

1

0

5

prose
prose
poetry
diary

1
0
1
11

0
0
1
2

0
0
0
J-V

prose
prose
diary
diary

0
19
0
2

2
14
0
0

27
103
0
4
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Year & Literary Works
1200s
Kaidooki
Izayoi nikki
Tookan kikoo
Heike monogatari
1300s
Tsurezuregusa
1400s
collection of Noh plays
1600s
Kooshoku ichidai oma
1700s
Sonezaki shinjuu
Kanadehon chiiushingura
Ugetsu monogatari
Oku no hosomichi
1800s
Ora ga ham
Gojuu no loo
Ukigumo
Early 1900s
Kokoro
Kikai
Hoorooki
Shayoo
Late 1900s
Kanashii yokan
Rajfuruzu Hoteru
Tenshi wa umakii odorenai
Zoogeiro no kuroozetto

Genre

P' person

2"" person

3'^'' person

diary
diary
travel
prose

1
0
0
2

0
0
0
3

1
0
0
31

prose

0

0

11

Noh

0

0

4

prose

2

0

J

play
play
prose
travel

1
4
1
0

0
J
0
0

0
1
4
0

travel
prose
prose

0
0
21

0
2
12

1
5
28

prose
prose
prose
prose

163
II
30
50

13
I
1
4

38
11
14
22

prose
prose
prose
prose

19
22
12
3

2
4
3
3

13
40
31
31

Although these texts may not be directly comparable in various ways, the results
summarized in Table 5.2 provide us at least a rough estimation of how the n/-marked
NP/s were used in pre-modem Japanese texts and how similar and different they are
compared to those found in modem Japanese discourse. The results also suggest a
possible pathway of the development of what we call "dative subjects" in modem
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Japanese discourse. The development of what we see as "dative subjects" in modem
Japanese discourse can be demonstrated in four stages. As will be shown in the
following discussions, each new stage coexisted with the prior stages.

5.3.1 Stage I: The w-marked IVP/s at the earliest stage (640s - 740s)
What appear to be "dative subjects" seem to have existed in a collection of poems
written between 640s and 740s. Of all 4.516 poems compiled in Manyooshuu. there were
only 6 examples of the «/-marked NP/s which appear to refer to human referents. Two of
them are found in the following poem written by Isonokami Otomaro. He was said to be
exiled to Tosa for his crime of adultery with a widow. The following poem was written
on his way to Tosa:
(5.1)

chichi-gimi-ni ware-wa

manaqo
zo
father-HON-NI
I-WA
favorit child FP
haha-toji-ni
ware-wa
manaqo
zo"
mother-HON-NI
I-WA
favorit child FP
mainobcru
yaso ujihito
no
tamukesuru
go to the capital
many travelers
of
make an offering
Kashiko
no
saka-ni
nusa
matsuri
Kashiko
of
hill-LOC
offering
offeriCONT
ware-wa-zo
oeru
tooki
Tosa-ji-wo
I-WA-EMPH
proceed
far
Tosa-road-0
T am the favorite child for my parents.
(I) pray, give offerings at the shrine of the Kashiko hills where many
travelers give offerings on their way to the capital.
(I) take ship across the sea for Tosa.'
{Manyooshuu 6: 1022)

^ In the modem Japanese translations, the NP/S are marked with NITOTTE:

chichi-gimi-.ni cot "e

wazashi-'fia

itoshigo

father-HON-NITOTTE

I-WA

favorit child

haha-gimi-nicocTzemo

watashi-via

iroshigo

mother-HON-NITOTTEMO
I-WA
favorit child
•| am the favorite child for my father. I am the favorite child for my mother.' (Modem Japanese
trans, by Kojima. Tono. and Kinoshita 1995: 156-157)
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The two instances of the nj-marked human /VP/s are almost identical in structure: the nimarking on the NP/: wa-marking on the NP;; and the predicate manago zo 'the favorite
child." As in the case of examples found in modem Japanese discourse, the w/'-markings
here seem to semantically specify for whom the writer is the favorite child. Moreover, as
some scholars mention about the dative subject construction in modem Japanese
(Shibatani 1999. 2001a. 2001b; Kumashiro 2000). the m-markings in (5.1) show some
sort of discourse-pragmatic functions. The predicate "I am the favorite child' is not
universally true to any individual, but the w-marked NPis seem to limit the domain of
application of the predicate and convey it is true with respect to individuals, i.e. the nimarked iVP/s (= the writer's father and mother), despite the fact that the writer is about to
be exiled for his scandalous crime. According to Sugimoto's analysis (1986). the mmarked NPts may be viewed as the locations where the state of'I am a favorite child'
exists. Nevertheless, there seems to be some sort of locative nature in the w/'-marked
NP,s.
There are two examples of the ^/-marked NP/s. which, by appearance, look like
locations but seem to metonymically refer to people who are related to the locations. The
following poem was written by an unknown writer in response to the poem written by
Ootomono Sakanoueno Itsurame: 'we'll put plum petals in our cups. After drinking with
sake, we shall not care if all the blossoms fall away':
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(5.2) Tsukasa-NIMO
yurushi-tamafe-ri
koyoi
nomi
govemment-NIMO authorize-HON-PROG
tonight
only
noma-mu
sake-kamo
chiri-kosu-na yume
drink-CONJE alcohol-EMPH
fall-directive-prohibit definitely not
"The government official does not forbid (us to drink). (It) is not the sake
(we) drink only tonight. So. Plums, please do not let your blossoms fall."
(Manyooshuu 8; 1657)
The w/-marked NPi. tsukasa. generally refers to the government office. Here, however.
according to an explanatory note on this poem (Kojima. Tono. and Kinoshita 1995; 376377). the particle ni marks an agency of the d£^\\on yurushi-tamafe-ri "has authorized
(t)^ " Individuals who are referred to as such m-marked locations are generally people
who are worthy of respect, as evidenced by the use of the honorific suffix lamafu.
A construction similar to (5.2) is found in modem Japanese, too. Although there
were no such instances found in my contemporary Japanese data, a commonly used
dictionary called Kojien {\99^) mentions the following examples in which the particle ni
marks the agency of an activity by an individual who is worthy of respect (p. 2016);
(5.3)

a.

b.

sensei-niwa

o-kawariarimasen
teacher-NIWA
HON-change:NEG
"is there any change in you (lit. 'teacher')'

heika-niwa
the emperor-NIWA
"the emperor attends"

(|)
Q

go-rinsekiara-serareru (t)
HON-attend-HON

Note the difference in the animacy of NP/s marked with ni. In the examples of modem
Japanese (5.3). the particle ni marks the human NPs. which are generally individuals
worthy of respect, whereas, in example (5.2) from Manyooshuu, the particle ni marked
the location where an individual worthy of respect (i.e. the emperor; the empress) resided.
^ Following Jorden with Noda (1987), a raised arrow pointing upward /T/ following a clause indicates that
the clause is honorific-polite, and it exalts the person(s) to whom it refers.
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and metonymically refers to the participant in an activity or state. Most scholars of the
kokugogaku ("the study of the national language') tradition appear to assume that ni is not
a subject marker, but that it constituted an adverbial phrase by marking a locative noun
(Tamagami 1964; Matsuo 1969; Saeki 1971; Matsumura 1971; Tanaka 1972; Sugisaki
1979 and others). Saeki (1971) and Sugisaki (1979), for example, explain that ni was
used to avoid the direct mention of an individual, and when used for an individual worthy
of respect, it exhibits a respect toward the referent. As will be demonstrated in the next
stage, this usage of ni seems to have been most abundant in the Heian Period (794-1186).

5.3.2 Stage II: The abundance of the metonymic use of ni (900s - 1100s)
In the late S"' century, the capital was moved from Nara to Kyoto. The 9"^ century
is often mentioned as a "dark age" of Japanese literature since most memorable literary
works were written not in the Japanese language but in the Chinese language.
Accordingly the compilation of the anthology called Kokinshim in the early lO"' century
is often said to mark the end of the domination of writings in Chinese. The Heian Period
(794-1186) produced many important works in such genres as personal diaries by women,
tsukuri monogatari or "invented tales" and uta monogalari "poem-tales."
In the data I e.xamined. the metonymic use of ni similar to example (5.2) occurs
most frequently in the texts written in the 900s and lOOOs, particularly in the texts which
depict the Heian court life. Of all 190 occurrences of the m-marked NPi% in the texts
written in the 900s and lOOOs. 97% of them are identified as the metonymic ni. The
majority of them (137/190) refer to the third person. The most frequently occurring third
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person is either the emperor or the empress in my data. Two of such examples are found
in the following excerpt, taken from Sei Shoonagon's Makura no sooshi, which is a
collection of prose pieces ranging in length from a line or two to several pages, as well as
in content from the author's experience at the court to her observations of nature and
people. Prior to this excerpt, the author talks about a dog named Okinamaro. who
foolishly startled and terrified a cat that lived in the Palace and that had been awarded the
headdress of nobility. The angry emperor ordered that Okinamaro be chastised and
banished to Dog Island. A few days after, a dog. terribly swollen due to a severe beating.
walked in. Everyone wonders if he is Okinamaro. but even when they call his name, the
dog did not respond. They are disappointed, but they will soon find out the true
identification of this wretched-looking dog;
On the following morning I went to attend the Empress while her hair was being
dressed and she was performing her ablutions. I was holding up the mirror for her
when the dog we had seen on the previous evening slunk into the room and
crouched next to one of the pillars. "Poor Okinamaro!' I said. "He had such a
dreadful beating yesterday. How sad to think he is dead! I wonder what body he
has been bom into this time. Oh. how he must have suffered!' At that moment
the dog lying by the pillar started to shake and tremble, and shed a flood of tears.
It was astounding. So this really was Okinamaro! On the previous night it was to
avoid betraying himself that he had refused to answer to his name. We were
immensely moved and pleased. {Makura no sooshi; trans, by Morris 1979; p. 36)
The empress and ladies at the court finally found out that the dog was indeed Okinamaro.
The following excerpt contains two instances of the metonymic use of ni:
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(5.4)

onkagami-wo-mo uchi-okite
mirror-O-EMPH
PFX-put down
"sawa
Okinamaro"
to
iu
ni
well then
Okinamaro
QUO say
when
hirefushite
imijiku
naku
kneel down on the ground
intensely
cry
• on-mafe-nimo
imiiuu
ochiwarafa-setamafu
HON-front-NIMO
greatly
laugh with relief-HON
hitobito mairi
atsumarite
people
visit:HON
gather togetheriGER
Ukonnonaishi
meshite
"kaku"
nado
Lady Ukon
summon
so and so
etc.
oose-rarure-ba warai-nonoshiru-wo
say:HON-HON-when laugh-make a noise:ATT-0
• ufe-nimo kikoshimeshite watara-se
upper-NIMO hear:HON:GER
move to-HON
-owashi-mashite
"asamashuu
inu nado-mo
-come:HON-HON:GER
amazing
dog
etc.-MO
kakaru
kokoro
aru
mono
such
heart
exist/possess things
nari keri"
to
warawa-setamafu.
COP-EMPH
QUO laugh-HON
* "Well. well. Okinamaro!" I said, putting down the mirror. The dog
stretched himself flat on the floor and yelped loudly. The empress also
laughed with delight. All the ladies gathered, and the empress summoned
Lady Ukon. When the empress explained what had happened, everyone
talked and laughed with great excitement. The emperor also heard (the
news), and he. too. came to the empress's room. "It's amazing," he said
with a smile. 'To think that even a dog has such deep feelings!' (Makura
no Sooshif

Takeuchi (1999) points out that "the distinction between a locative and a participant
adjunct is often blurred by the fact that the exalted referent is expressed by a locative
noun" (pp. 172-173) as in onmafe (lit. "front") and ufe (lit. "upper'). This blurredness is
reflected in translations of the above-mentioned examples into modem Japanese. For
example, while onmafe-nimo seems to be generally translated as koogoosama-mo "even

' For the translation of this segment. I consulted with Morris's translation (1979).
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the empress.' it is also translated as onmafe nioitemo 'even in front of the empress'
elsewhere (Tanaka 1972).
Another example of the metonymic use of ni is found in Genji monogatari. which
is said to be written around the early 11"* century (although the manuscripts that exist
now are from the early Kamakura Period) by a court lady named Murasaki Shikibu. The
leading character. Genji. was bom as the son of the emperor by a low-ranking court lady
called Kiritsubo. It was obvious that the empress or Lady Kokiden detested this whole
situation. Even after the death of Kiritsubo. she never feels at peace:

(5.5) kaze no
oto mushi
no
ne
nitsukete''
wind of
sound insects
of
sound in terms of
mono nomi kanashuu obosaruu ni
things only sad
think.HON
when
• Kookiden-niwa
hisashiku ufe no
the apartments of Kokiden-NIWA
longtime
upper of
mitsubone-nimo
moonobori-tamawa-zu
HON-room-ALL
visit:HON-HON-NEG
tsuki
no
omoshiroki
ni
yoru
moon
of
elegant:ATT
when night
fukuru
made asobi-wo-zo
shi-tamafu-naru
get late
until having ftin-O-EMPH do-HON-hearsay
ito susamajuu monoshi
to
kikoshimesu
very extreme
unpleasant
QUO hear:HON
'Everything, the moaning of the wind, the humming of autumn insects,
added to the sadness. But in the apartments of the Kokiden lady matters
were different. It had been some time since she had last waited upon the
emperor. The moonlight being so beautiful, she saw no reason not to have
music deep into the night. The emperor muttered something about the bad
taste of such a performance at such a time.'
{Genji Monogatari: Kiritsubo; trans, by Seidensticker 1998 [1976]: 12)
The distinction between a location and a participant is often blurred here. too. as reflected
in translations of Kokiden-niwa in modem Japanese: Kokiden-dewa "in the apartments of
^ For morphological analyses and English translation for Genji Monogatari, I have frequently consulted
Seidensticker's translation in English (1976). and Tamagami's explanatory notes (1964) as references.
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Kokiden' (Tanizaki 1964; Tamagami 1964) or Kokiden no nyoogo-wa 'as for the lady of
Kokiden' (Taga 1975 [1723]; Enchi 1972; Abe. Akiyama. and Imai 1979). It is generally
assumed, however, that ni is not a subject marker, but that it constituted an adverbial
phrase by marking a locative noun (Tamagami 1964; Matsuo 1969; Saeki 1971;
Matsumura 1971; Tanaka 1972; Sugisaki 1979 and others) in order to avoid the direct
mention of an individual. When used for an individual worthy of respect, it exhibits a
respect toward the referent (Saeki 1971; Sugisaki 1979). as evidenced in the co
occurrence of honorific e.xpressions and/or suffixes.
The metonymic ni also marked the locations close to the speaker {koko "this
place") or the locations away from the speaker but closer to the addressee {soke "that
place"). The following example is taken from Genji monogaiari. Hahakigi. Here.
Chuujoo, the son of a Minister of the Left and Princess Omiya. was looking at the letters
sent to Genji by various women. Chuujoo tried to guess who sent the letters. Genji.
feeling uneasy, asks Chuujoo;

(5.6) "soko-ni-koso
ofoku
tsudofethat place close to the hearer-NI-fNT
a lot
collecttamafu-rame
HON-CONJE
sukoshi
mi-baya
a little
see-FP (desire)
satenan
kono dushi-mo kokoroyoku
if that's the case
this
shelf-MO
willingly
hiraku-beki
open-intention
"in YOUR place there must be a lot of collection of them (i.e. the letters
from women). (I) would like to see some of (yours). If that's the case,
then. (I) shall be happy to open my shelf."
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Soko generally refers to a location further away from the speaker but closer to the listener
both in pre-modem and modem Japanese. In pre-modem Japanese, however, soko was
also used to refer to the addressee who is close to the speaker or lower in social status
than the speaker. The blurredness of the status of the NPi. soko. is reflected in the later
translations of this portion:
(5.7)

a.

sonata
the place close to you/you
•in YOUR place/YOU*

-koso
-FNT
(Taga 1723)

b.

anata-koso
you-INT
•YOU"

(Yosano 1914)

c.

kimi no
tokoro-ni-koso
you
of
place-NI-INT
•in YOUR place" (Tamagami 1964)

d.

anata
no
tokoro-ni-koso
you
of
place-NI-INT
•in YOUR place' (Tanizaki: 1964)

e.

anata-koso
you-INT
•YOU" (Enchi 1971)

Matsuo (1969) explains that soko-ni-koso indicates an agency of the predicate, and is
used to avoid direct mention of Chuujoo in the form of locative NP to e.xpress the
speaker's (= Genji's) respect toward him.
Even in modem Japanese conversation, we often see locative NPs which seem to
metonymically refer to a person or group as demonstrated in the following examples:
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(5.8)

kotchi

a.

keiken
nai
this side
experience
exist/have:NEG
wake desho
NOM COPrTEN
"there is no experience at this side (i.e. in our company)/we (lit.
"this side") don't have any experience"
(Hamano: 7C)

b.

mukoo-ga

yada
tte
the other side-GA
unpleasant/hatefiil
QUO
iu-n
da
mon
say-NOM
COP FP
"(the other side. i.e.. the speaker"s fiancee and her family) says that
(they) don't like (the idea of just having their marriage registered
without having a wedding ceremony or reception)'
(Yuinoogaeshi: 4C)

In (5.8a). the unmarked NPi. kotchi. can be construed as either a location that keiken
"experience' exists or as a possessor of keiken "experience.' The blurredness of this
clause comes from the animacy ofNP/. Kotchi "this side" is generally considered to be a
location closer to the speaker, but from the content of the conversation where the
speakers are discussing their company in contrast to their customers, it can also be
construed that kotchi metonymically refers to the speakers' company. In (5.8b). a
speaker is talking about his fiancee and her family, who oppose the idea of getting
married without going through all those traditional ceremonies, from a gift exchange to a
wedding ceremony, and to a wedding reception. The occurrence of the ^a-marked NPi.
mukoo "the opposite side.' seems to metonymically refer to the speaker's fiancee and her
family.
The status of the w/-marked NP/s becomes even more blurred when they occur
with the non-honorific predicates. For example, the w/'-marked NPi, soko, also occurs
with the predicate ari "to exist/possess' with no honorific suffixes. The following excerpt
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is also taken from Genji Monogatari. Here, an old bishop who had been very close to the
late Fujitsubo. the current emperors mother, is about to disclose a long-kept secret, i.e.,
the revelation of the emperor's real father. Prior to the excerpt, the bishop tells the
emperor;
"There is one subject which 1 find it very difficult to broach. Your Majesty.
There are times when to speak the truth is a sin. and I have held my tongue. But it
is a dilemma, since your august ignorance of a certain matter might lead to
unknowing wrong. What good would I do for anyone if I were to die in terror at
meeting the eye of heaven? Would it have for me the scorn which it has for the
groveling dissembler?" (Genji Monogatari: Usugumo; trans, by Seidensticker
1998 [1976]: 340)
The emperor has no idea as to what this old bishop may be referring to. and tells the
bishop:
(5.9)

"iwakenakari-shi
toki yori kakute
very young-PAST
time from this way
^ omofu
koto naki-wo
soko-niwa
kaku
think
thing exist;NEG-0 you-NIWA
such
shinohinokosa-re-taru
koto ari-keru
hide-PASS-PROG
thing exist/possess-PAST
-wo-nan
tsuraku
omoi-nuru"
-0-EMPH
heart-breaking
think-PERF
'(I) have kept nothing from (you) since (I) was very young, and it is heart
breaking if you are keeping something from (me).' {Genji Monogatari:
Usugumo)

According to Abe et al. (1995). the w/M'a-marked NPi, soko, is used by the emperor to
refer to the old bishop. In the texts written before the 1200s, this is the only example of
the predicate ari "exist; possess" occurring with the human NPi. Up until this point, ari
occurred only with inanimate iVP/s at least in the data I examined;
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(5.10) sono take
no
naka-ni
the
bamboo
of
inside-LOC
moto
hikaru
take-nan
the base of a tree
shine
bamboo-EMPH
hitosuji ari-keru
one
exist-PAST
*in the midst of those bamboos, there was one shone from its base."
(Taketori Monogaiari)
At this point I would like to avoid making generalization out of one single occurrence of
the «/-marked N'Pi with the predicate ari 'to exist/possess." It seems, however, that, as
evidenced in the blurredness of the grammatical status of such ;V7*/s. the emergence of the
^/-marked human VP/s with the predicate ari as in example (5.9) seems to have some
sort of association with the metonymic use of m. which are widely used in courtly fiction
written in the Heian Period (794-1185).

5.3.3 Stage III: The decrease of the metonymic ni (1200s - 1800s)
The 1200s - 1800s is a period when major changes occurred in various ways. It
covers major political shifts, from the time when the Minamoto clan destroyed the Taira
clan and established its first government by the warrior class in Kamakura in the late
1100s. to the time when the Tokugawa clan seized political power and moved the capital
from Kyoto to Edo (= Tokyo) in the early 1600s. These political shifts also led to a
major language change. In the 18'*^ century, Edo language acquired a privilege as a
literary and political medium and replaced its predecessor, the language used in Kyoto,
for that purpose (Matsumura 1958: 6: Gerstle 1989: 63). In the world of literary works,
newly created genres, such as the war tales. Noh dramas. Kabuki plays and gesaku or
popular prose, emerged and gained in popularity as more and more people became
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educated. The spread of "lending libraries" (vendors with backpacks of books for loan)
helped such works become more accessible to even those who could not have afforded to
buy them (Totman 1993). Despite these changes in the new eras, as Keene points out
(1999a). Heian literature continues to be very influential on the later literary works.^
Stage III marks a major change in the frequency and distributional patterns of the
w/-marked NP/s. A most significant change observed at this stage is the sudden drop of
the metonymic use of ni at least in the texts I e.xamined. There were only 3 instances, all
of which were found in Heike monogatari {\200s).^ and no instances are found in the
texts written after 1200s. A number of reasons can be posited for this sudden drop and its
later disappearance at least in the texts I examined. Most of the newly created genres
such as war tales and comic plays do not deal with (or fantasize/idealize) the Heian court

^ For example. Genji Monogatari is considered to be a supreme masterpiece of Japanese literature, and its
influence on the later literary works is remarkable. According to Keene (1999a):
it was read and imitated by generations of court writers, and was adapted for use in different forms
of drama, not only the aristocratic Noh but the plebeian Bunraku and Kabuki theaters. It was the
model (through considerably distorted) for Saikaku's Life of an Amorous Man (1682). the work
that is considered to mark the birth of the characteristic form of fiction of the premodem period. It
furnished the advocates of the Shinto revival of the eighteenth century (notably Motoori
Nobunaga) with the supreme e.xample of distinctively Japanese expression. In the twentieth
century it has been translated into modem Japanese by Tanizaki Jun'ichiro and other important
writers, and through these translations has reached an infinitely greater number of readers than
ever before. It has been beautifully translated into English, French, and German, bringing it world
renown. It occupies in Japanese literature the place of Shakespeare in English literature, of Dante
in Italian literature, or of Cervantes in Spanish literature, it is also a monument of world literature,
the first novel of magnitude composed anywhere, a work that is at once distinctively Japanese and
universally affecting, (pp. 508-509)
' There are some instances in the works like giko or the Kamakura courtly fiction, which contains many
"thematic materials" (Keene 1999a) from Genji Monogatari. This Kamakura courtly fiction is often called
"pseudoclassical" since the authors of giko were "pretending to be writing in an earlier (and happier) age"
(Keene 1999a: 790). The "earlier and happier age" refers to the Heian Period before the political power
shifted from the emperor to the warrior class, and from Kyoto to Kamakura. Evidently this power shift had
a tremendous impact on the nobility, and "[t|he nobles experienced severe economic hardships especially
during the warfare of the late twelfth century" (Keene 1999a: 790). Thus the main purpose of the writers of
giko was to maintain what Heian country fiction portrayed (i.e. the beauty of the worlds and its intended
readers are the same as the Heian courtly fiction: ladies of the court (Keene 1999a: 791). Given this, it is
not surprising to see some metonymic usage survive in such literary works.
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life. As a result, the emperor and the empress, who were implicitly indicated with the use
of the metonymic ni along with elaborate honorific expressions and/or suffixes in the
Heian courtly fiction, became less likely to be mentioned in such genres. Newly created
genres go hand in hand with the change in the intended readership from well-educated
aristocrats to the warrior class, and eventually commoners. All these changes seem to
reflect political power shifts from the emperor in the Heian Period (794-1185) to the
warrior class between late 12"' century and mid 19"' century.
The change in the frequency of the metonymic ni. however, should not be solely
attributed to such external factors as changes in genres and the intended readership but
may be connected to larger changes in the grammar of the Japanese language, which was
also motivated by the societal-level changes. One such important factor may be changes
in the honorific system. The use of honorifics is closely related to the social system at a
given time, so it is not surprising that the societal-level changes resulted in changes in the
use of honorifics. The honorific system in pre-modem Japanese was much more
elaborate and complex than in modem Japanese, having mere lexical varieties of
honorific expressions and honorific morphemes. Seidensticker (1976). a renown
translator of Genji monogaiari. notes how its elaborate honorific system helped him
identify differences in status and relationships between the characters mentioned in the
text even when the "subjects" of clauses are not lexically expressed. According to Fujii
(1991), In GenJi monogatari, the emperor was the only person who was indicated with
the use of the highest respect forms (p. 112). The following example is taken from Fujii
(1991) to illustrate the use of the highest respect forms:
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(5.11) ito atsuhiku nariyuki mono-kokorobosogeni
very serious
become
helplessly
satogachi-naru
-wo iyoiyo
akazu
tend to be back home-become-0
more and more
ever
awarenaru mono ni
omofoshite
hito no
dear
person as
think:HON:GER
people of
soshiri-wo-mo e-habakara-se-tamafa-zu
criticism-O-even
POT-take into consideration-HON-HON-NEG
"(fCiritsubo) fell seriously ill and came to spend more time at home than at
court. (The emperors) pity and affection quite passed bounds, and (he)
could not take others' criticism into consideration." (Fujii 1991: 113)
The two types of highest respect forms are underlined. They are used to implicitly
indicate that the emperor is the participant who feels pity for Kiritsubo (= Genji"s mother)
and who cannot take others" criticism into consideration. Note the clear contrast in the
use or non-use of honorifics between the predicate which describes Kiritsubo"s state and
the underlined predicates which e.xpress the emperor's actions. According to Fujii (1991).
due to this clear-cut system, the emperor was indicated implicitly 99% of the time in
Genji monogatari (p. 117). but in its 1S"' century translation, the highest respect forms
are used not only for the emperor but also for Kiritsubo. Lady Kokiden and princes (pp.
118-121) as illustrated in the following:
The emperor

Genj i (11C)

The emperor
Lady Kokiden. princes
Kiritsubo

Genji (is"'C)

The following excerpt demonstrates changes in the use of highest respect forms for the
emperor and Kiritsubo in the 1S"' century translation of Genji monogatari:
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(5.12) miko-wo-ba
kinchuu-ni
sonomama
prince-O-EMPH
inside of court-LOC as he is
totomeoki-tatematsuri
amari
medatanu
keep-HUM
not very much noticeable:NEG
yooni-shite
o-shitaku-se-sase-tamafu
in the manner
HON-preparation-do-HON-HON
mikado-wa iroiroto oboshi-megura-sase-tamafe
emperor-WA various
HON-wonder-HON-HON
domo
o-kokorozoe-mo
kagiri
are-ba
although
HON-afFection-EMPH
limit
exist-therefore
sanomi-mo e-todome-sase-tamawa-zu
so-EMPH
POT-keep-HON-HON-NEG
"As for the prince (=Genji). (Kiritsubo) leaves (him) at court and prepares
(for her departure) privately. The emperor wonders about various things.
However, since there is limit to his support and affection (he) cannot keep
(her) so forcefully." (Fujii 1991; 120)
The three underlined predicates contain the highest respect form -sase-tamafu. It is
attached to the verbs not only denoting the emperor"s actions (ohoshi-megiira-sasetamafe "wonder"; e-todome-sase-tamawa-zu "cannot keep") but also denoting Kiritsubo's
action, o-shitaku-se-sase-tamafu "do preparation." Notice also the overt mention of the
emperor, mikado. If it were left unstated, the identification of the participant of the last
two actions would be difficult since the highest respect form alone would not uniquely
indicate the emperor any more like it used to do in the original work of Genji
monogatari. As the status of Kiritsubo. Lady Kokiden and the princes is elevated, the
ftinction of honorifics to identify the participants of activities became less significant. In
order to compensate for a potential semantic ambiguity, the overt mention of characters
becomes necessary as evidenced in the explicit mention of the emperor in (5.12). In fact.
the explicit mention of the emperor increased to 14.4% (from 1%) in the 18'*" century
translation (Fujii 1991: 120). Fujii (1991) explains: '"the elevation of their status seems to
derive from differences in the writer-reader relationship, the writer-character relationship.
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and changes in the society in which the stories were written and read" (p. 119) between
the time of Genji monogatari and its IS**^ century translation. As will be discussed in the
next stage, the changes in the writer-reader and the writer-character relationships will
become even more obvious in the texts written after the 1800s.
Given this, the change in the frequency of the metonymic use of ni seems to be
neither coincidental nor isolated from changes that occurred at the larger level. Rather, it
may be reasonable to see this as a part of larger changes manifested in the entire honorific
system, which were triggered by the societal-level change, i.e.. the power shift from the
emperor to the warrior class.
As the metonymic use of ni seems to have faded away over the years, a new type
of the n/-marked ^VP/s gradually came into prominence in some texts written as early as
1200s although their occurrences were still not very frequent. Of all 72 instances of the
w/'-marked NPis identified in the 11 texts written between the 1200s and 1800s. 45 of
them are human referents occurring with the predicate ari 'exist/possess." Many of such
examples are found in the supreme masterpiece of the literary genre of war tales. Heike
monogatari. Heike monogatari covers chronological events from the origins of the
conflict between the Taira and Minamoto clans to the end of the Taira clan in the late 12"'
century. It is said that the text was written early in the 13"* century, and "was probably
used as the basis of recitations by professional storytellers who embellished the original
narrative, perhaps in response to the demands of listeners who craved to hear more about
the heroic deeds of the war" (Keene 1999a: 629). While almost the entire text deals with
the numerous events depicting the rise and fall of the Taira clan, there is a segment where
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the history of one of the three sacred swords is mentioned. A long time ago. Susanoo-nomikoto. a god. descended from heaven to the earth, and he came across two earthly
deities, a husband and wife. When the god saw the deities and their daughter crying, he
asked them "What's the matter?" The deities tell the god:
(5.13) "ware-ni musume
hachinin ari-ki
I-NI
daughter
eight
exist-PAST
mina daija
no
tameni
noma-re-nu
all
big snake
of
because of
swallow-PASS-PERF
ima hitori
nokoru
tokoro
no
now one (person) leave
NOM
of
osanaki
onna
mata noma-re-n
young
daughter
again swallow-PASS-CONJE
to
su ..."
QUO do
"We had eight other daughters once. A mighty serpent devoured them all.
and now he is about to devour the only child we have left'
(Heike Monogatari 11. trans, by McMullough 1988: 384)
E.xamples like this contrast to what we have seen in the texts written before the 1200s.
That is, the w/'-marked NPi is not a location or a location which metonymically refers to a
human, but it is a human referent, appearing with the unmarked NP:, musume
"daughters.' and the predicate ari 'exist/possess.' Some sort of locative nature is
observed in this example. Under Kumashiro's (2000) and Shibatani's (1999. 2001a.
2001b) analysis, the m-marked NPi. ware T," may be used to limit the domain of
application of the state 'having had eight daughters.' Under Sugimoto's view (1986). the
«/-marked ware would be a location where the state "having eight daughters" exists.
Even so there appears to be changes in the distributional patterns of the «/-marked NPiS
occurring with the predicate ari as illustrated in the following chart. It should be
remembered, however, that the chart presented below displays an approximate changing
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pattern based on the examination of the texts chosen for the current dissertation. Note
also that the pattern observed at each new stage coexists with the one observed at the
previous stage:
A possible change in the distributional patterns
of the wZ-marked NPis with predicate ari between 640s and 1800s

Stage 1 C^NANIMATEJ^
ari
(640s-740s)
aranami
ni
yorikuru tama-wo
raging waves by
wash in
stone-O
makura
ni
oki ware koko-ni
ari
pillow
on
put
1
this place-LOC
exist
to
tareka
tsuge-kemu
QUO who
tell-PAST.CONJ
"The stone washed in by raging waves. I put it on the pillow. Who
could have told that I am here." {Manyooshuu 2: 226)

Stage 2
(900s1100s)

LOCATION WORDS
("^ referring to HUMAN)

an

soko-niwa kaku shinobinokosa-re-taru
koto
you-NlWA
such hide-PASS-PROG
thing
ari-keru
exist/possess-PAST
"(it is heart-breaking iO you are keeping something from (me)."
(Genji Monogatari: Vsugumo 1000s)

Stage 3
(1200s1800s)

HUMAN

an

ware-ni
musume
hachinin ari-ki
1-NI
daughter
eight
exist/possess-PAST
"1 used to have eight daughers' (Heike Monogatari 1200s)
utagafi-wa
ningen-ni
ari
doubt-WA
human being-Nl
exist/possess
'There are some doubts in people" (Hogoromo. Noh play 1400s)
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Different types of human referents are marked with ni at Stage III (1200s - 1800s) as
listed in the following:
ware "I"
ore
'I by male speakers"
warera "we"
konata *we; this side'
nanji "you"
kiden "you"
specific characters such as:

Genji no kimi "Genji"
Komatsu-dono "Komatsu"

hiio
"people in general"
ningen "human being"
soo
"monk"
kiinshi "a person in high status'
Note the structural resemblance between the pattern found in pre-modem texts (e.g. 5.13)
and what we often call the possessive construction in modem Japanese:
(5.14) watashi-niwa
chichi
to
haha
to
I-NIWA
father
and
mother
and
toshigo
no
otooto
no
one year difference of
younger brother
of
Tetsuo-qa
iru
Tetsuo-GA
have
"I have a father, a mother, and a one-year younger brother. Tetsuo'
(Yoshimoto: 22N)
As the metonymic use of ni gradually faded away, the possessive constmction (consisting
of the w/-marked human NP/S and the predicate ari) seems to have emerged in the texts
written after the 1200s. As discussed in this sub-section, these changes are not
coincidental or totally isolated events. They reflect the multiple changes which had
occurred around that time, such as the changes in the use of honorifics, and the changes
in the intended readership and genres of literary works, all of which were triggered by the
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societal-level changes. The significance of such external factors on language change will
also be demonstrated at the next stage.
Before closing this sub-section, there is one more thing I would like to point out.
Despite the fact that the amounts of narrative portions by far exceed the conversational
portions in the entire data, it is intriguing to note that 2/3 of the newly emerged patterns
(the ^/-marked human NPis + the predicate ari) are found in the conversational portions
(including monologues). Recall the first instance of the w-marked NPi with the predicate
ari was also found in the conversational portion of Genji mortogatari (1000s). at least in
my data. As will be shown in the following sub-section, there seems to be a tendency
that new patterns emerge from the conversational portion of texts rather than from the
narrative portion.

5.3.4 Stage IV: The increase of the /7/-marked human NPis in written Japanese (1800s present)
Japan and the Japanese language underwent another significant changes between
the 1800s and early 1900s. First, the arrival of Commodore Perry with his iron black
ships in 1853. followed by the overthrow of the Shogunate and the establishment of a
new government under Emperor Meiji. further motivated Japan's growing awareness of
the need for modernization. The study of English was encouraged to help absorb
Western civilization as much as possible and as quickly as possible. During this period,
more scholars and writers came to address the need for genbun-itchi "the unification of
speech and writing,' which had diverged since the 13"* century, in order to spread
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education and popularize new ideas and technology. Such an awareness eventuated in
the refonnation of the written language, and the newly established writing style, genbimitchi-tai 'the unification of speech and writing style" (often referred to as a colloquial
language) came to be in use in all novels by 1908, in newspapers by 1923. and in
governmental documents after 1946 (Yamamoto 1964. 1965). The scholars of the
kokugogaku ('the study of the national language") tradition also came to realize the need
for the study of the newly established written style (i.e. a colloquial language) and
provided its detailed descriptions (e.g. Matsushita 1901; Yamada 1922; Hashimoto 1932).
The impact of such external factors on the Japanese language has been
extensively discussed elsewhere (e.g. Arakawa 1932: Umegaki 1963: Miller 1967;
Shibauchi and Takai 1967: Morioka 1972; Inui 1974; Sonoda 1975; Lovins 1975; Ozawa
1976; Miura 1979; Fujii 1991). The examination of pre-modem and modem Japanese
texts demonstrates another piece of evidence for the influence of such external factors on
written Japanese. Specifically, there are clear contrasts in the frequency and
distributional patterns of the Ai/-marked human MPis between the texts written before the
unification of speech and writing and the ones written after that. A most striking finding
is the dramatic increase of the /j/-marked human NP/s after Ukigiimo. a prose written in
the late 1800s. A comparison in the frequency of the w/-marked human NPiS is
staggering: 268 occurrences in 20 te.xts written before the 1800s in contrast to 610
occurrences in 11 texts written after the 1800s. Note also that the lengths of the texts
written before the 1800s are significantly larger than those of the texts written after the
1800s. Among the texts written before the 1800s, Manyooshnu compiles over 4500
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poems in 20 chapters in 4 volumes. Genji Monogatari contains 54 chapters in 6-7
volumes, and Heike Monogatari consists of 21 chapters in 2 volumes. None of the texts
written after the 1800s are that long. Considering the discrepancy in the lengths of the
data examined, the increased usage of the w/'-marked human iVP/s after the 1800s is of
great significance.
Another notable contrast is observed in the types of the w/'-marked NPjS as shown
in the following:
Table 5.3: Tvpes of the r»-marked NPis in the texts written
before 1800s and after 1800s
r'person

2"** person

3^*^ person

Total

before 1800s (20 texts)

46 (17.2%)

25 (9.3%)

197 (73.5%)

268 (100%)

after 1800s (11 texts)

331 (54.3%)

45 (7.4%)

234 (38.3%) 610(100%)

While the ratio for the ^/-marked second person NPjS stays the same, the third person
NPts are marked with ni in the texts written before the 1800s in more than 70% of the
time. Note that the overall ratios in terms of the types of the m-marked NPis are similar
to the ratios in modem Japanese conversation (14.3% for the first person NPis: 0% for
the second person NPis: 85.7% for the third person). On the contrary, in the texts written
after the 1800s. the ratio for w/-marking on the first person NPis significantly increases to
the point where it occupies over half of all the m-marked NPiS.
These results provide an important implication. As Iwasaki and Ono (1998. 2002)
have pointed out. there is a structural parallelism in general between classical Japanese
(used between the 9^*^ and 12"^ centuries) and contemporary Japanese conversation. With
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respect to the frequency and distributional patterns of the wi-marked human N P / s . the
patterns observed in pre-modem Japanese texts appear to be analogous to those in
modem Japanese conversation. As demonstrated in Ono and Thompson (2002). the
occurrence of the first person forms in modem Japanese conversation is highly infrequent
(fewer than one instance per one page of transcript). An examination of my
conversational data also shows the infrequency of the first person referents, which
resulted in the rarity of the ^/-marked first person referents. As discussed in the
preceding chapters, an explicit mention of the first person referents is not so crucial in a
face-to-face conversation in Japanese where the speakers who engage in interaction share
similar considerable amounts of background information and also where the speakers'
perspective, emotions and attitudes are expressed by predicates alone (i.e. subjective
expressions) and/or by means of prosodic features and nonverbal signals.
Why then are the «;-marked first person N P / s infrequent in the pre-modem
written texts? For one thing, spoken Japanese is assumed to be structurally similar to
written Japanese in the texts written until around the 13"' century (Tsukishima 1977;
Yamamoto 1977: Fujii 1991 and others). Another reason is. as Fujii (1991) mentions, the
writer-reader relationships as well as the writer-character relationships (p. 119) are
considerably different between pre-modem Japanese texts and modem Japanese texts.
Unlike contemporary Japanese novels which target a mass audience, the texts written
before the 1800s often targeted a specific audience: Heian courtly fiction for ladies at the
court: war tales for the warrior class: comic plays and prose for the townsmen. The
writers of pre-modem texts were much more likely to share educational background.
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social status, background information, and contexts of the texts similar to those of the
intended readers. The characters mentioned in the stories are often real people or
fictional people based on real people in the past. Accordingly considerable amounts of
information were left unstated or implicitly mentioned by means of the repetitions of
thematic materials, allusions and/or parodies of the literary works of the past. Without
experts" explanatory notes, reading the original texts of such literary works is extremely
difficult for the contemporary readers. Although the intended readership may have been
extended to include a much larger audience over the years, compared to the number of
people who could read after the 1800s. it was still limited considering the fact that
education of the commoners did not start to spread until the l?"* century.
Another interesting contrast in the texts written before the 1800s and after the
1800s is found in terms of the occurrence of the w/'-marked human NP/s depending on the
discourse type as summarized in Table 5.4:
Table 5.4: The occurrence of the wZ-marked human NPis
by discourse type:
Narrative

Poem

Conversation

Total

before 1800s

135(50.4%)

9(3.3%)

124(46.3%)

268(100%)

after 1800s

461(75.6%)

1(0.2%)

148(24.3%)

610(100%)

The contrast is clear in the texts written between the two different time lines. It is
interesting to note that, although the narrative portions occupy a substantial portion in the
entire data examined for the current dissertation, the ^/-marked human MP/S occur in the
conversational portions nearly as much as in the narrative portion in the texts written
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before the 1800s. The occurrence of the nZ-marked human /VP/s appears to decrease in
the conversational portions of the texts written after the 1800s, as they occur more
frequently in the narrative portions.
There is. however, one particular te.\t that seems to skew these results. Ukigumo
(1800s) seems to show a very distinctive pattern in the frequency and distributional
properties of the n/-marked human NPis. While the occurrence of the n/'-marked human
NPis is much more frequent in the narrative portions than in the conversational portions
in all other works written after the 1800s. the patterns are almost reversed in Ukigumo.
which was written in the late 1800s; over 2/3 (41 out of 61) of the m-marked human iVP/s
in the conversational portion and 1/3 (20 out of 61) in the narrative portion. Stylistic
variations are almost inevitable in any kinds of text analysis, and this may also be the
case of the author's personal stylistic preference. Given that it was written around the
time people became much more aware of reforming the Japanese language, in order to
account for a distinctive pattern observed in Ukigumo, we may need to look for what was
behind these stylistic variations.
Ukigumo is one of the most frequently mentioned works by scholars of genbunitchi 'the unification of speech and writing." It was the first novel written almost entirely
both in narrative and in dialogue by using colloquial Japanese, presumably an earlier
form of genbun-itchi-iai "the unification of speech and writing style.' Its author,
Futabatei Shimei.*' as a young student, devoted himself in studying Russian, and later

' One should not ignore the influence of Tsubouchi Shooyoo on Futabatei's works. Tsubouchi was a
mentor to Futabatei and encouraged him to translate Russian literature using the colloquial language, and
constantly gave critical guidance to Futabatei in his process of writing Ukigumo (Keene 1998: 109).
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taught Russian to army and navy officers (Keene 1998: 108-113). Futabatei is also well
known for his great translated works of Russian literature such as Fathers and Sons and
"The Rendezvous" by Turgenev. both of which were translated in colloquial Japanese
(Keene 1998: 109. 113). It seems that Futabatei was well aware of his contribution to the
literary world, as evidenced in his essay. "Yo ga genbim-itchi noyuraf ("The origin of
my unification of speech and writing").'^ The preface to his translated work. Fathers and
Sons, shows his self-confidence by suggesting that "the language he had used ("upperclass Tokyo speech") might be the first example of'a new Japanese style"" (Keene 1998;
109). In actuality, however, the language Futabatei used for the translation came from
the imitation of the narrative manner by the celebrated storyteller. San'yuutei Enchoo
(Keene 1998: 109).
Ukigumo. the first novel written entirely in the colloquial language, is a story
about a young man. Bunzoo. who lives with his relatives in Tokyo. Bunzoo's aunt
wanted him to marry her daughter, but. after she heard that Bunzoo lost his job in the
govenmient. she lost her interest in him. The following scene is taken from the time
before Bunzoo breaks the sad news to his aunt. Bunzoo and his cousin. Osei. talk in a
summer evening. Osei hesitantly discloses that her mom (=Bunzoo"s aunt) is urging her
to marry him. In the following sequence of the exchanges between Bunzoo and Osei.
"B" stands for the quotes by Bunzoo. and "O" refers to Osei:

In Futabatei Shimei zenshuu [The complete works of Futabatei Shimei] vol. 5, Tokyo: Iwanami (1938).
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(5.15) B:
•

O:

>B:

shinjitsu-na-ra
nao
ureshii
ga
truth-COP-if
even more
happy
but
shikashi watashi-nyaa
anata to shin'yuu
however
I-NIYAA
you
with friendship
no
koosai-wa
tootei
dekinai
of
association-W A
absolutely
do:POT:NEG
'if (what your mother told you) is true, (it) would (make me) even
happier, but, however. I absolutely can't have a relationship with
you'
oya naze desu e?
naze shinyuu
no
well why COP FP
why friendship
of
koosai-ga
dekimasen
e?
association-GA
do;POT:NEG:POL
FP
•well, why is (it)? Why can't (we) have a relationship?"
naze to
ie-ba
watashi-niwa
anata-qa
why QUO say-if
I-NIWA
you-GA
wakara-zu
mata anata-niwa
understand-NEG
also
you-NIWA
watashi-qa
wakaranai
kara
1-GA
understand-.NEG
becaus
doomo
shinyuu
no
koosai-wa ...
somehow friendship
of
association-wa
"to tell (you) why. because I don't know you. you don't know me.
either, somehow having a relationship ...'
soo desu
ka
soredemo watashi-niwa
so
COPiPOL
Q
and yet
I-NIWA
anata-wa yoku wakatteiru
tsumori
you-WA
well
understand .PROG
assumption
desu
yo
anata-wa gakushiki-ga
COP:POT
FP
you-WA
scholarship-GA
atte
hinkoo-ga
hoosei-de
have:GER
moral conduct-GA
good-COP;GER
oya ni
kookoo-de ...
parent for filial
piety-COP;GER
"Is that so? And yet (I) assume that Tve known you well. You are
well educated, well-behaved, and dutiful to your parents, and ...'
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"•B:

daka ra
anata-niwa
wa tashi-qa
therefore
you-NIWA
I-GA
wakaranai
to
iu-no-desu
anata-wa
understand.NEG
QUO say-NOM-COP:POL you-WA
watashi-o oya ni
kookoo-da
to
filial piety-COP
QUO
I-O
parent for
ossharu
keredomo kookoo-jaaarimasen
say:HON
although
filial piety-COP:NEG:POL
watashx-niwa
oya yori
1-NIWA
parents more than
taisatuna mono-qa
arimasu
precious
thing-GA
exist/possessive: POL
"that's why (1) say you don't know me. You say that I am dutiful
to my parents, but (I)'m not. 1
have more precious things ....
than (my) parents
'

to
domorinagara
itte
Bunzoo-wa
QUO stuttering
say:GER
Bunzoo-WA
sashiutsumuite-shimau
Osei-wa
fushigisooni
look down-end up
Ose-WA
wonderingly
Bunzoo
no
yoosu-o
nagamenagara
Bunzoo
of
marmer-O
looking
"(Bunzoo) said, stuttering, and cast down his eyes. Osei. wonderingly
looking at Bunzoo. said."
oya
yori
taisetuna mono
parents
more than
precious
thing
oya
yori
taisetuna
mono
parents
more than
precious
thing
oya
yori
taisetuna mono-wa
parents
more than
precious
thing-WA
watashi-•nimo
arimasu
wa
I-NIMO
exist/possess:POL
FP
"more precious than (my) parents
more than (my) parents
precious
thing
1 also have more precious things than (my)
parents"
The author's ambition to write a story in the colloquial language is clearly demonstrated
here as a number of features, that are often associated with the spoken language, appear.
For example, the final particle e is used in Osei's utterances (e.g. oya naze desu e? "well
why is (it)?') to soften the utterances and to express the speaker's affection/intimacy
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toward the addressee. Two more of Osei's utterances contain final particles: yo to
express assertiveness (e.g. watashi-niwa anata-wa yoku wakatteini tsumori desuyo "(I)
assume that I've known you well"): and wa with a rising tone at the end of the clause,
generally used by female speakers (e.g. oya yori taisetsuna mono-wa watashi-nimo
ahmasu wa *1. too. have more precious things than (my) parents'). Another visible
conversational feature is the conventionalized use of successive dots to show the
speaker's hesitation as shown in both Bunzoo's and Osei's utterances (e.g. oya yori
taisetima mono
parents

oya yori

taisetiina

more than (my) parents

mono

precious

'more precious than (my)
things

'). There is even

one instance of the contracted and lengthened niwa as in watashi-nyaa. which is often
seen in the spoken language.
TTie sequence of conversation between Bunzoo and Osei is filled with the nimarked human NPiS. In fact, the «/-marked human NP/s occurs in almost every turn they
take in this segment. What makes the examples from Ukigimo distinctive from those
found in the texts written after Ukigimo is the co-existence of the features of speech and
writing. While we see such conversational features as the use of final particles, a
contracted and lengthened particle and signals for the speaker's hesitation, we also notice
more explicit nature of clauses, similar to what we see in contemporary Japanese novels.
All 7 instances of the m-marked human NPis occur with two overly mentioned NPs. all
of which are marked with particles. This seems to provide evidence that the written
language had already begun to become more explicit than it used to be even before the
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unification of speech and writing in the early 1900s, and even in the text which is claimed
to be written in coUoquial Japanese at a time.
As summarized in Table 5.4. since this pioneering work, almost all the types of
the w/'-marked human NP/S found in the conversational portion of Ukigiimo have
extended their distribution to include the narrative portions of the texts written after the
unification of speech and writing in the early 1900s. One reason for this extended use
can be attributed to the emergence of autobiographical fiction like waiakiishi shoosetsu or
"I novel.' The term watakiishi shoosetsu or T novel' was first used in the literary world
around 1920. but the exact definition of "I novel' is a little controversial among critics as
to which works are considered to be T novel' and how they are different from other types
of autobiographical fiction (Keene 1998: 506-508; Fowler 1988; Suzuki 1996). It seems
generally assumed that an T novel' does not merely "recount events that have occurred in
the author's life, but will expose them mercilessly in the manner of a confession" (Keene
1998; 506).
Something similar to the i novel' existed in pre-modem Japanese, too. Personal
diaries written by ladies of the Heian court (e.g. Kageroo nikkv. Izumi Shikibu nikki) also
dealt with self-revelation by the authors. The Heian diaries are different, however, in that
they were sometimes written years after the events the authors described, and no
relevance to the present or the anticipation of later developments were made (Keene
1999a: 359). Sometimes diaries were written in the third person perspective (e.g. Izumi
Shikibu nikki) (Keene 1999a: 359). Whether or not all the texts written after 1900s
belong to the category of "I novel" may be too problematic to determine. At least nearly
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all the texts share a characteristic which seems to attribute to the increase of the rtimarked human NPis in the narrative portion. That is. the occurrence of the writers" voice
is not limited to the conversational portion in these texts. The writers" voice is spread
through every part of the texts, especially in the narrative portion where the writers are
more likely to engage in self-revelation when closely depicting the events in their life.

5.3.5 Summary
We now know answers to the three questions posited at the beginning of this
chapter: 1) Did something like the dative subject construction exist in pre-modem
Japanese?; 2) How frequently was it used?; and 3) How did it develop over the years?
The answer to the first questions is yes. We found something similar to the dative subject
construction in a collection of poems. Manyooshuu (640s - 740s). The answers to the
second and third questions are a little provisional since the texts I examined are not
directly comparable across time. It still seems to provide a possible pathway as to the
development of what is known as "the dative subject construction" in modem Japanese.
In particular, the occurrence of the /7/-marked NP/s with the predicate ari or aru/iru "to
exist/possess" seems to give an important implication as to how seemingly different
patterns are related to each other as illustrated in the following;
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Figure 5.1: A rough estimation of changes in the distributional patterns
of the /7/-marked NPiS with predicate ari between 640s and late 1900s
Stage 1
(640s-740s)

Stage II
(900s-1100s)

Stage III
(1200s-1800s)

Stage IV
{1800s)

(1900s-)

/j/-marked
^
inanimate NPis
(including
soko "there")

soko "there")
(referring to human)

w/-marked
human yVP/s
A7/-marked

human NPis —
(in conversation)
«/-marked _
human NP/s
(in narrative)

At least in the texts 1 examined, until the 1200s. the predicate ari appeared only with the
w/'-marked inanimate NPis. One exception is the one from Genji monogatari, which
occurs with the w/'-marked locational NP. soko "there: that place away from the speaker
but close to the addressee." which metonymically refers to the addressee (i.e. "you') in the
conversation. From the 1200s on, the «/-marked human NP/s came into existence

'' While some metonymic use of ni (i.e. marking a location which is related to an individual worthy of
respect) faded away sometime after the Kamakura Period (1186-1336). in modem Japanese, such locational
words as kotchi "this side' also metonymically refer to human referents in a given context.
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particularly in the conversational portions of the texts, but they were not used very
frequently until the late 1800s in the conversational portion of Ukigumo. The w/'-marked
human iVP/s seem to have eventually extended their distribution from the conversational
portions to the narrative portions of novels after 1900. The changes observed in nimarking in the last 1200 years seem to suggest that what is known as the dative subject
construction in modem Japanese has little relevance to the transitive clause /NPi-ga NP:ga + predicate/ (e.g. John-ga nihongo-ga dekiru "it is JOHN who can speak JAPANESE').
Rather, unlike such a standard account, the so-called dative subject construction seems to
be the extended version of the existential/locational construction.
These changes manifested in the frequency and distributional patterns of the nimarked human AT'/s over the period of 1200 years did not occur alone. These changes
arose from the multiple external factors, such as: i) the societal-level changes such as
political power shifts between the 12^ and 19"* centuries and contact with Western
civilizations in the 19"^ and 20"^ centuries; ii) changes in genres (e.g. courtly fiction; war
tale; comic plays/prose; personal fiction) and intended readership; and iii) changes in the
official language from Kyoto dialect to Edo dialect in the 18"^ century and genbun-itchi
"the unification of speech and writing" in the early 20"* century. Changes also occurred
internally as evidenced in the less elaborate honorific system now compared to what it
used to be a thousand years ago. None of these changes seems to be a specific cause for
the other. Rather, they seem to be inextricably intertwined with each other.
The changes in the frequency and distributional patterns of the nZ-marked human
NPis triggered by such extemal and internal factors also provide evidence that the written
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language has become more explicit than it used to be, as observed in the examination of
contemporary Japanese novels in Chapter Four, the increased use of grammatical subjects
(Fujii 1991) and the almost categorical use of particles such as o (Sadler 2002). It is
indeed ironic, however, that genbim-itchi 'the unification of speech and writing." which
was meant to unite the once diverged spoken language and written language, seems to
have made speech and writing even more distinctive in modem Japanese.
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5.4 The locative nature of the /7/-marked human .VP/s in discourse
It is not surprising that the so-called dative subject construction appears to have
emerged as an extended version of the existential/locational construction since the
particle ni as a marker of locations is considered to be one of the most concrete (Kabata
2000) or the most basic usage (Hashimoto 1973; Akiba-Reynolds 1984; Masuda 2002).
Cross-linguistically, too. scholars claim that what appears to be a "dative subject" marker
is in fact a marker of locational NPs (Pandharipande 1990; DeLancey 2001) or a marker
of directional locative NP (Heine 1990). Given this, it is not surprising, either, that the
dative subject construction has not been recognized in the kokugogakit ('the study of the
national language") tradition, and its usage is not listed even in dictionaries.
As has been mentioned in Chapter One. more recent studies (Kumashiro 2000;
Shibatani 1999. 2001a. 2001b) started to recognize this locative nature of the ^/-marked
NPis (i.e. "dative subjects") although Shibatani (1999. 2001a. 2001b) claims a structural
and functional parallelism between the dative subject construction and the double-subject
construction. To my knowledge. Sugimoto (1986) is the sole advocate to unequivocally
claim that the Japanese dative subject construction is like the existential/locational
construction. The following examples are reproduced here for convenience;

(5.16) a.

b.

Kono yama
no
ue-ni,va
bessoo-ga aru
this
mountain
of
top-LOC
villa-SUB
exist
"On top of this mountain, a resort villa is there'
Yamada-san-niva
bessoo
ga
aru
Yamada
-LOC
villa
SUB have, exist
'Yamada-san has a resort villa/ there is a villa in Yamada-san's
place'
(Sugimoto 1986; 369)
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Existential/locational clauses like (5.16a) have not been typically considered as the dative
subject construction in most prior literature whereas (5.16b) is considered to be an
example of the dative subject construction. However. Kumashiro (2000). similar to
Sugimoto (1986). recognizes a structural and functional resemblance between the two
constructions, by analyzing that the rt/vva-marked human NP in (5.16b) metonymically
refers to its dominion, i.e. a space where bessoo "villa" is found, or a space where the
event bessoo ga am *a villa exists" is located. It seems unavoidable to neglect the
locative nature of the so-called dative subject construction as demonstrated by historical
as well as synchronic evidence. A question we should ask now is: what effect does this
locative nature of ni have on modem Japanese discourse?
You may recall that proponents of the nilga conversion claim that compared to
the ga-marked NPiS (e.g. John-ga nihongo-ga hanaseru "It is JOHN who can speak
JAPANESE"), the m-marked NPis (e.g. John-ni nihongo-ga hanaseru "John is fluent in
JAPANESE"; lit. "JAPANESE is possible to John") carry a lower agentivity, more like an
experiencer (Kageyama 1978; McGloin 1980; Sugimoto 1986; Iwasaki 1993; Kabata
1998; Masuda 2002; Kumashiro 2000; Shibatani 1999. 2001a, 2001b). To put it in
Kageyama's words, the w/-marked NPis are semantically experiencers. and syntactically
""semi-subjects"" (1978: 60). This "low in agentivity" nature of the «/-marked NP/s is
explained by various factors such as the occurrence of ni with predicates low in
transitivity (McGloin 1980; Watanabe 1984; Tsunoda 1991; Kabata 1998; Masuda 1999)
and the interchangeability of this particle with nitoite (Sugimoto 1986).
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The notion of experiencer is similar to Shibatani's AGENT DEFOCUSING (1985)
introduced in his discussions on Japanese passives. According to Shibatani. "agent
defocusing' covers phenomena like "absence of mention of an agent, mention of an agent
in a non-prominent syntactic slot, blurring of the identity of an agent by the use of plural
forms, and indirect reference to an agent by the use of an oblique case" (1985: 832). The
continuum of marking patterns in Japanese from non-overt mention, to unmarking.
marking with a particle other than case markers, marking with the particle ni/niwa. and to
marking with the particle ga. can be explained with this notion of "agent defocusing."
According to this definition, the metonymic use of ni observed in the Heian courtly
fiction is a clear example of "agent defocusing" by marking a location which is relevant to
an individual worthy of respect (e.g. "upper' for the emperor: "front" for the empress).
The idea similar to "agent defocusing" has been addressed in many other languages. For
example. Chelliah (1990) claims that the dative subject ("e.xperiencer subject" in
Chelliah) construction in Manipuri, a Tibeto-Burman language, is a construction where
the nominative subject has been demoted to the status of non-subject, and indicates the
lack of control. Chelliah (1990) argues that the construction is best analyzed as a
"passive type" construction.
Such "agent defocusing' effect is no doubt closely associated with the locative
nature of the ^/-marked human STis. as evidenced in the blurredness of the identity of
MP/s' status created by this particle. Following Shibatani's notion of "agent defocusing'

(1985), I propose that what is known as the ""dative subject"" nilniwa seems to have
evolved from its locative usage and to have been extended to its metonymic usage.
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marking a locative-like NP for an "agent defocusing" effect to avoid the explicit mention
of an individual worthy of respect. From a panchronic point of view. I also propose that
the so-calied "dative subject" nilniwa in modem Japanese (written Japanese in particular)
is also used to defocus the agentivity of an NP. whether it is used for an individual
worthy of respect, the speaker/writer herself, the addressee, or the third person/party.
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5.5 The subject-like nature of the w/'-marked human N P / s in modem Japanese discourse
We now have reached a point where the so-called dative subject construction is
related to the existential/locational construction, as has been pointed out by Sugimoto
(1986) and Kumashiro (2000). This observation is not limited to the Japanese language.
A number of scholars have mentioned this from their cross-linguistic perspectives. For
example. Jackendoff argues that;
Being alienably possessed plays the role of location; that is. "y has/possesses x" is
the conceptual parallel to spatial ".r is at>'." (1983: 192).
DeLancey (2001) supports Jackendoff and. maintains "possessive and
existential/locational constructions have the same underlying structure, and differ only in
the relative salience, inherent or contextually-determined. of the two arguments." That is,
the possessive and existential/locational constructions are structurally similar in that the
possessor in the possessive construction actually is a dominion where some entity or
event is located, but the two constructions are different in terms of the relative salience of
the NPis. In the case of Japanese, the relative salience comes from such semantic and
discourse-pragmatic (and 'interactional' in conversation) factors as the speaker's/writer's
perspectives, the animacy of NPs. and/or the speaker's/writer's empathy toward an NP.
all of which seem to have an association with the varying degrees of "subjecthood" of an
NP. For example, Sugimoto argues that the higher the speaker's empathy towards an NP,
the more likely it is to be construed as the subject of a sentence (1986: 373). This
paradigm is clearly demonstrated in the following excerpt from a contemporary Japanese
novel:
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(5.17) Watashi-ni.wa

naze-ka
yoojiki-no
kioku-ga
I
why-Q
infancy-of
memory-SUB
zenzen
nakatta.
at all
exist/have:NEG:PAST
watashi-no
kokoro-w'">"
I-of
mind
arubamu-niao
zenzen
da,
album
at all
COP
•I didn't have any memory of my childhood. Neither in my mind nor
album."
(Yoshimoto 1991: 21)

As Sugimoto (1986) has suggested, the animacy of ^/-marked NPs seems to be associated
with whether or not they are more likely to be identified as the subject of a clause. When
a n/'-marked NP is animate, as in watashi-niwa. and thus more likely to be a viewpoint, it
may look like a subject. On the other hand, an inanimate NP marked with this particle, as
in arubamu-nimo. seems to have a less subject-like property than an animate NP but.
rather, more like a locative noun as demonstrated in the English equivalent. Given this.
the relative salience could be inherent like watashi *1" and arubamu 'album.' but could be
somewhat contextually-determined like watashi no kokoro 'my mind/heart."
The notion of relative salience can also help explain why there have been so many
conflicting results on the subjecthood tests administered on the wZ-marked NPts. In
certain cases the w/'-marked human NPis such as the first person referents may carry more
subject-like properties, but in other cases the wz-marked non-human NPiS may behave
like locative NPs. Yet. in some cases when a locative NP (e.g. kotchi 'this side': mukoo
'the opposite side") is wz-marked. the blurredness of its status emerges. Depending on the
context as well as the ways in which speakers interact each other, the relative salience of
the NP arises: in some context the NP may be identified as a subject and in other cases it
may be construed as a locative NP. All of these observations lead me to think that the
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grammatical status of ^/-marked NP/s may not be explained by a simple sharp dichotomy
between a subject and a locative NP. Rather, it may be on a dual continuum consisting of
semantic and discourse-pragmatic (as well as interactional in the case of conversation)
associations such as the speaker's/uriter's perspectives, animacy. and the speaker's
empathy towards an NP. It follows that the subjecthood of the /7/-marked NP/s is a
matter of degree (e.g. Keenan 1976; Kageyama 1978; Kumashiro 2000; Shibatani 1999.
2001a. 2001b). depending on the relative salience of NP/s as illustrated in the following
diagram:
More subject-like
Less locative-like
Human NPs
More empathy
Speaker's perspective
O
o

Less subject-like
More locative-like
•
^ Inanimate NPs
Less empathy
Someone else's perspective
O
o

The diagram indicates the varying degree of subjecthood of the «/-marked iVP/s in
modem Japanese discourse. The leftmost of the scale carries what are more likely to be
associated with "subjects," or the relative salience of the ^/-marked NP/s evoked from
numerous semantic and discourse-pragmatic associations. The righunost of the scale has
less subject-like properties. The diagram shows the "fluidity of categories" (Thompson
and Hopper 2001) in such a way that the boundary between subject-like NPs and
locative-like NPs may not be fixed but very fluid as evidenced in the metonymic use of ni
in pre-modem Japanese discourse as well as the structural similarity between the
existential/locational construction and the possessive construction in modem Japanese
discourse.
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5.6 Summary
Scholars have long disputed the "grammaticar* status of the «i-marked N P / s (i.e.
"dative subjects") for the past 30 years, but their claims based on constructed examples
do not seem to be well established. An e.xamination of pre-modem and modem Japanese
discourse data shows that what appears to be the dative subject construction was already
seen in texts as early as the

century in Japan, but its usage did not increase until the

late 1800s. The increased use of the m-marked NP/s seems to be triggered by multiple
external factors such as the unification of speech and writing, the influence of the
Westem languages and the rise of autobiographical fiction, all of which clustered around
the time language change occurred. In opposition to the standard account that the dative
subject construction is related to the NPrga MP:-ga pattern, based on my panchronic
analysis, I have proposed that the dative subject construction may have emerged from the
existential/locational construction via the metonymic use of ni which marked a locative
like NP for defocusing its agentivity to avoid the explicit mention of an individual worthy
of respect. In view of the results presented in this dissertation, instead of talking of its
grammatical status, the so-called "dative subject" ni in modem Japanese discourse may
be better characterized in terms of its discourse-pragmatic functions, which derived from
its locative nature.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
6.1 Introduction
As the final segment of the dissertation, this chapter serves three major fimctions.
First I will highlight the last 30 years of previous inquiry on the Japanese dative subjects
and its problematic aspects. I will then summarize the findings from my examination of
modem Japanese discourse and pre-modem Japanese discourse, and synthesize those
findings into one coherent picture in relation to the problems stated in Chapter One.
Specifically, the main focus in this section is the status of the «/-marked MP/s in modem
Japanese discourse. Second. 1 will discuss two implications that emerged from the
findings in the current dissertation: 1) Where do our intuitions to make constructed
examples for linguistic analyses come from?; and 2) Does the occurrence of the «/marked human NP/s. generally recognized as "dative subjects" in prior literature, reflect
a change in progress or a stable variation in modem Japanese discourse? Lastly. I will
outline the problems that should be addressed in the future studies of the Japanese dative
subject constmction.
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6.2 Summary
In search of the status of the so-called "dative subjects." a number of different
linguistic traditions including generative grammar, functionalism and kokiigogaku or the
study of the national language have approached this issue, and a number of hypotheses
have been advanced. The main issue of the earlier discussions was to identify what type
of predicate the dative subject construction /NP-iii NP-ga + predicate/ is. Is it transitive
(Kuno 1973; Shibatani 1977. 1978; Kageyama 1978) or intransitive (Martin 1975)? The
former view (i.e. transitive) appeared to have influenced the later studies, which sought
some pragmatic/functional motivations for the marking of the first NP as the dative
subject construction (e.g. John-ni nihongo-ga hanaseru "John can speak Japanese') as
opposed to the /NP-ga NP-ga/ construction (e.g. John-ga nihongo-ga hanaseru "John can
speak Japanese') (McGIoin 1980; Watanabe 1984; Tsunoda 1991; Kabata 1998; Masuda
1999). More recent studies, however, claim that the Japanese dative subject construction
is structurally similar to an intransitive clause, i.e.. the double-subject construction, and
suggest varying degrees of subjecthood (Shibatani 1999, 2001a, 2001b; Kumashiro 2000).
Scholars of the kokugogaku ("the study of the national language') tradition, however.
have paid no special attention to this construction and appear to consider the "dative
subject marker" ni to be simply a kind of the locative marker ni (e.g. Sugimoto 1986).
Reviewing previous studies on the Japanese dative subject construction, we found
some serious limitations of past approaches and some unresolved issues. For one thing,
although conversation is often recognized as the most basic of all genres (Schegloff 1993.
1996a, 1996b; Thompson and Hopper 2001), no comprehensive studies on the
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phenomenon were done with natural occurring conversation as the primary source of data.
In general, prior works also base their claims on relatively small amounts of data, which
are constructed in a relatively context-free manner based on their intuitions. Prior works
also lack diachronic perspectives in their claims on the status of the w-marked NP/s (i.e.
"dative subjects") in modem Japanese discourse.
Another notable thing is that the grammatical status of "dative subjects" is still in
dispute. Quite a few linguists claim that ^/-marked NPis (i.e. "dative subjects") contain
some sort of subject-like properties. These claims are largely based on the results of
subjecthood tests. However, we found that even well-recognized tests are not so reliable
to identify the subjecthood of dative marked NPs. The rather conflicting results of the
"subjecthood" tests make the meaning of these tests uncertain, and thus the claims
regarding the subjecthood of the n/'-marked MPis do not seem to be well established.
Given these problematic aspects of past inquiries, in Chapter One I raised three
questions concerning the status of the "dative subjecf" construction in modem Japanese
discourse, all of which are concerned with the actual use. variation and change of the
Japanese dative subject construction and its relation to the grammatical system of the
language in modem Japanese discourse. For this purpose. I adopted two assumptions
about the grammar of human language: 1) the grammar of human language is not static or
autonomous but. rather, is "emergent" (Hopper 1987: 142), and 2) grammaticization or
language change "has to be conceived of as a panchronic process that presents both a
diachronic perspective and a synchronic perspective, since it implies variation that can be
described as a system without reference to time" (Heine et al. 1991: 261).
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The first question was how and how frequently do speakers/writers use the dative
subject construction in modem Japanese discourse? In Chapter Three I demonstrated, by
a variety of measures, the incompatibilities between the standard accounts of this
construction based on intuitions and the examples of this construction in naturally
occurring conversation. The most prototypical construction that consists of two overt
NPs. both of which are case-marked (i.e. NPi-ni: NPy-gd) was almost nowhere to be
found in naturally occurring conversation. In fact the most striking finding was how
rarely the dative subject construction itself occurs in naturally occurring conversation.
The explanations for the rarity of wZ-marked NPis were sought by closely
examining the rest of the clauses, non-prototypical clauses, which occupy a substantial
portion of my entire database. More than 99% of clauses appeared with no ^/-marked
NPis and are either clauses with no overtly mentioned NPs. or 1 NP-clauses with an
unmarked NP or marked with a particle other than case particles. I argued that the rarity
of two overtly expressed NPs. a tendency not to mention NPis. and the rarity of casemarked NPs all result in the rarity of the «/-marked NPis in naturally occurring
conversation. 1 also pointed out that the data examined for the current dissertation is
filled with subjective expressions that describe the speaker's perceptions, feelings, or
opinions. The prevalence of such expressions results in the infrequency of NPts. and thus
the rarity of the w/'-marked human NPis, since explicit mentions of NPjS are not necessary
in conversation where such subjective expressions themselves describe the speaker's
perspectives.
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Chapter Four demonstrated some contrasts and similarities in the examples of the
dative subject construction between written Japanese and naturally occurring
conversation. Written Japanese is different from spoken Japanese in that verbal
predicates were more frequent in my written data whereas the occurrence of
adjectival/nominal predicates were slightly higher in my conversational data. I also
found that clauses with no overt NPs were less frequent in the written data than in
conversation, which seems to reflect the characteristic that writing is context-free and
thus tends to be more explicit than talk. Written Japanese also exhibited fewer examples
of subjective expressions, which were very frequent in my conversational data. The
number of the actual occurrences of the m-marked .VP/s was considerably higher in
written Japanese than in conversation though it is still less than 10% of the data. The
types of /7/-marked NP/s also showed a sharp contrast depending on discourse genre. In
the written data, a great majority of the M/'-marked iVP/s were either the first-person
referents or main characters (often marked with niwa). In naturally occurring
conversation, on the other hand, there was only one instance of the «/-marked first person
referent. I argued that the explicit mentions of the first person referents were not so
crucial in on-line talk since a great majority of predicates occurring alone, as well as
prosodic features and/or nonverbal signals, can express the speaker's perspectives,
emotions and/or attitudes.
At the same time 1 found that written Japanese is not so far off from spoken
Japanese. Unlike typical constructed examples (e.g. John-ni nihongo-ga hanaseru "John
can speak Japanese" in Kuno 1973: 327). clauses with two overtly expressed NPs, both of
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which are case-marked, were quite infrequent. A greater variety of marking for the MPis
or "dative subjects" (e.g. ni; niwa: nimo; nitotte) was observed regardless of discourse
type. Niwa. which has been neglected in most prior literature, was most frequently used,
but the occurrence of ni alone was almost limited to embedded clauses. Although we
found more instances of n/-marked NPis (i.e. "dative subjects") in the written data, the
actual occurrence of "dative subjects" was relatively rare (i.e. less than 10% of the
written data).
Answers to the third problem were sought in Chapter Five. For the past 30 years,
scholars have long disputed the grammatical status of the «/-marked NPis (i.e. "dative
subjects"), which are found to be rare in modem Japanese discourse. Their claims based
on constructed examples do not seem to be well established and lack diachronic
perspective. An examination of pre-modem and modem Japanese discourse data showed
that what appears to be the dative subject construction was already seen in texts as early
as the 7'*' century in Japan, and its usage seems to have increased after the late 1800s.
The increased use of the «/-marked NP/s seems to be triggered by multiple external
factors such as the unification of speech and writing, the influence of the Western
languages and the rise of autobiographical fiction, all of which clustered around the time
language change occurred. In opposition to the standard account that the dative subject
construction is related to the iVP/-ga /VPj-ga pattern, based on my panchronic analysis. I
have proposed that the dative subject construction may have emerged from the
existential/locational construction via the metonymic use of ni, which marked a locative
like NP for defocusing its agentivity to avoid the explicit mention of an individual worthy
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of respect. In view of the results presented in this dissertation, instead of talking of its
grammatical status, the so-called "dative subject" ni in modem Japanese discourse may
be better characterized in terms of its discourse-pragmatic ftinctions, which derived from
its most basic usage, a locative marker.
In summary, the examination of modem Japanese discourse has provided solid
evidence that the so-called "dative subjects" do not occupy a substantial portion in the
actual discourse which we engage in everyday. Given that unmarked members of
categories are more frequent than marked members (Greenberg 1966). the findings
suggest that the dative subject constmction is a marked construction in modem Japanese
discourse. My findings regarding the rarity of the so-called dative subjects as well as the
incompatibilities between the standard accounts of the dative subject construction and the
examples of this constmction in modem Japanese discourse have also provided a strong
implication to the study of grammatical structures. That is. the grammar of a human
language is not static or autonomous but rather emergent. Therefore, in order to capture
what speakers/writers know about how to put a grammatical structure together, it is
necessary to pay attention to what they do in the actual language use and in the different
discourse types (e.g. spoken vs. written; narrative vs. conversation; etc.). The results also
show the importance of diachronic perspectives to help us better understand the ways in
which a particular grammatical stmcture is used synchronically.
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6.3 Implications
Two important issues to be addressed have emerged from the findings presented
in this dissertation. The first one to be discussed is: where do our intuitions to make
constructed examples for linguistic analyses come from? It has been suggested that the
process of constructing examples based on intuitions may be similar to the process of
writing (Ono and Sadler 2001). This is true since in writing we can produce, examine,
and edit, unlike on-line talk where the products of the speaker's activities fade rapidly
over a period of time: "as one goes on. one can no longer observe that which was
produced earlier" (Linell 1982: 5). Writing is generally assumed to be more static,
autonomous, and context-free than talk. These characteristics also go well with what we
have seen in constructed examples based on researchers' intuitions.
It should be pointed out. however, that, as has been addressed throughout this
dissertation, there are varying degrees of rigidness in structures depending on the type of
discourse. That is. not all types of written language are equally static, autonomous or
context-free. In fact some types of written discourse, such as the conversational portion
of contemporary Japanese novels and e-mail messages between close friends, may exhibit
less rigid structures, which may be very similar to the structures of utterances in naturally
occurring conversation. If there were some sort of scale that indicated the varying
degrees of rigidness. naturally occurring conversation between close friends would be
towards the one end of the scale and constructed examples would be towards the other
end of the scale.
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A provisional model for the varying degrees of 'rigidness' in structures
in modem Japanese discourse:
Less rigid
Naturally occurring conversation

Conversational portion of contemporary Japanese
novels

Narrative portion of contemporary Japanese novels

Constructed examples in the linguistic literature

More rigid
The provisional model presented above shows an estimated rigidness in structures for
each of the data 1 examined for the current project. This is not a fixed categorical model,
but rather represents fluidity both among the data and across the data, and exceptions can
occur. For example, some of my conversational data may be more rigid than others. The
same thing may hold true for my written data. Some of my written data may be as rigid
as constructed examples we see in linguistics literature.
The answer to the question of where our intuitions for linguistics analyses come
from may be related to the varying degrees of rigidness in structures. Written language is
generally recognized as being more constrained by rules and conventions and as
containing less variation than talk. We all acquire such rules and conventions through
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schooling and education. At the same time we acquire "ihe quite common belief that
(some variance oO vvritten language represent(s) the "grammatical." correct language,
whereas many variants of spoken language are incorrect, defective, incoherent, ugly
and/or rude" (Linell 1982; 10). As Linell (1982) maintains, although most linguists
believe in the primacy of talk, their concept of language has been deeply rooted in written
language, which is typically viewed as the grammatical, correct language. An
examination of the dative subject construction in modem Japanese discourse, however,
demonstrates the incompatibilities in structures between constructed examples seen in
linguistics literature and even more rigid forms of written Japanese (i.e. the narrative
portion of contemporary Japanese novels). By slightly modifying Linell (1982). I
propose that the source of our intuitions for linguistics analyses may come from most
rigid forms of written language which are acquired through schooling and education.
The second issue to be addressed here concerns the status of the n/'-marked human
iVPiS in modem Japanese discourse. We found that m-marked human NPis. generally
recognized as "dative subjects" in prior linguistics literature, rarely occurred in modem
Japanese conversation, but their occurrences were considerably higher in written
Japanese. We also found that the occurrence of the w/'-marked first person referents
seemed to have increased sometime after the 1800s in written Japanese. What do these
findings imply with respect to the status of the n/'-marked human NP/S in a diachronic
sense? Does the use or non-use of the ^/-marked human NPis show a change in progress
or a stable variation in modem Japanese discourse? If it is a change, will it be a change
towards a subject-like NP? Hock (1990) argues that Sanskrit demonstrates a transitional
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stage in which oblique-experiencer structures were acquiring subject properties but had
not yet completed that process (p. 136). Hespelmath (2001: 75-79) also discusses this
matter based on Allen's (1995) examination of Old and Middle English, which captures
changes from oblique experiencer to its acquisition of subject-like properties and coding
properties like case-marking and agreement.
In the case of Japanese, it is not an easy assessment to make whether what we see
now is a stable variation or a change in progress. If we were to assess this just based on
the occurrence of the «/-marked human NP/s in written Japanese, we would have to say
that it is a stable variation at^er its occurrence peaked around the early 1900s when
language reformation was brought about in the form of genbun-itchi 'the unification of
speech and writing' and works of personal fiction became popular. However, given the
fluidity of categories we see between w/'-marked human NP/s (i.e. "dative subjects") and
the w-marked non-animate NP/S (i.e. "locative NPs"). whether a stable variation or a
change in progress, my view of the status of the n/-marked human NP/s in modem
Japanese discourse would be unchanged. That is. the particle n i in the ^/-marked NPiS
may still be better characterized at the discourse-pragmatic level rather than on a
syntactic base.
What about the status of wZ-marked human NP/s in naturally occurring
conversation? Is it a stable variation or a change in progress? Given the findings
demonstrated in the current dissertation, it seems reasonable to assess that the occurrence
of the w/'-marked human MP/s is more like a stable variation (although it is very rare) in
naturally occurring conversation. This is because, unlike written Japanese, such an
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explicit marking is not so crucial in a face-to-face conversation, where the speakers"
perspectives, emotions and attitudes are expressed by means of prosodic features (i.e.
stress; tone; intonation; non-verbal behaviors).
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6.4 Suggestions for further studies
I have provided an overall picture of the Japanese dative subject construction in
modem Japanese discourse. There are undoubtedly a number of issues that require more
attention than I have given in this dissertation. I will touch on some of those issues
briefly before closing this chapter.
One topic of further research, that would help us attain an even more complete
picture of the status of the ^/-marked human .\'P/s in modem Japanese discourse would
be a similar discourse-based study on the development of what appears to be the dative
subject construction in pre-modem Japanese texts. How and how frequently did the nimarked human NP/s occur? How and when did such locational words as koko "here"
and soko "there* come to be used to refer to human referents? As discussed in Chapter
Five, finding directly comparable texts is extremely cmcial in order to capture any kinds
of transitional or developmental stages in a particular grammatical stmcture. However,
there are no other texts which are relatively comparable like Genji monogatari and its
translations. We still need to find something similar to Genji monogatari to fill the gap
between the time when the original Genji monogatari was written (the early 11'*"
century) and the time when its first translation was made (18"' century). One possible
solution would be to examine Heian courtly fiction (1- 11 century) depicting the
romanticized portrayal of Heian court, and Kamakura courtly fiction (12"' century - 14"'
century) called
Genji monogatari.

"archaic fiction." which emulates earlier courtly fiction such as
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The selection o f g i k o for further research would have two rationales. First, giko
contains many "thematic materials" from Genji Monogatari. This Kamakura courtly
fiction is often called "•pseudociassical" since the authors of giko were "pretending to be
writing in an earlier (and happier) age" (Keene 1999; 790). This "earlier and happier
age" refers to the Heian Period before the political power shifted from the emperor to the
warrior class, and from Kyoto to Kamakura. Evidently this power shift had a tremendous
impact on the nobility, and "[t]he nobles experienced severe economic hardships
especially during the warfare of the late twelfth century" (Keene 1999a: 790). Thus the
main purpose of the writers of giko was to maintain what Heian country fiction portrayed
(i.e. the beauty of the world). The second rationale for the selection of giko is that its
intended readers are the same as the Heian courtly fiction: ladies of the court (Keene
1999a: 791). Although these texts may not be as directly comparable as Genji
monogatari and its translations, the texts would still provide us with more consistent data
than would randomly selected texts, for they are the same genre, and they are similar in
content to Genji monogatari. depicting court life.
Another area worthy of further study is to see the development of sooshiji ("a
narrator's or author's comment") and shinnaigo ("characters' reported inner thoughts in a
narrative') in pre-modem Japanese coupled with the development of personal fiction in
modem Japanese. Besides the kinds of pre-modem texts mentioned above, this extended
study would involve a larger number of texts (20-30) written between the 1700s and the
early 1900s, when a number of societal and linguistic changes occurred. These texts
would be selected from various types of literary traditions such as romanticism.
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naturalism and modernism. Such an examination would help to further solidify the
argument 1 made in this dissertation as to the increased usage of the "dative subject"
construction in the narrative portions of written Japanese in the early 1900s.
There are still many unvisited areas in language use. variation, and change in the
Japanese language and its relation to the grammatical system of the language. It is my
hope that this dissertation will call to mind other researchers' attention for further
exploration of this issue.
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